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1 INTRODUCTlON

The reasons for undertaking this research may be simply

stated: at present the predominant forms of housing built

are at two ends of the density scale either very low or

very high. Further, the small amount of housing which

attempts to fill the middle ground does not satisfy the

needs of occupants in general, and low income family urban

dwellers in particular. Thus our attempts have been to

investigate whether the characteristics of the highly

favoured single family dwelling could be incorporated into

housing forms in the middle range of densities.

Our original proposal of intent may be used at this stage

as a guide in evaluating the study's results. The proposal

was as follows:

''BACKGROUND

"The cond.ition in the present stock of housing that prompts

this research proposal is that few alternate forms of com-

bining units exist. Of the present alternatives, myths

persist about their efficacy as agents for the efficient use

of land in terms of densitv and in terms of cost.

"The main argument advanced against low rise housing in

urban areas is the allegedly much greater area requirement.

)
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The prejudice is no doubt due to the fact that the notion

of 1ow rise housing is associated with the large suburban

areas which surround cities. Evidence that the area re-

quired for concentrated low rise housing is not much

greater than that required for multi-storey housing is being

accumulated.r It is possible, it would seem, to provide

two-storey housing with up to 40 units per acre. In

England, back-to-back houses in working class districts in

industrial cities in the nineteenth century, while falling

short of many contemporary minimum standards, arrived at

population densities of 600 persons or 150 units per acre.

"In terms of cost, if multi-storey housing and low rise

housing are compared, the concentration of utility install-

ations, and savings in basement space and roof area , are

primb facie regarded as technical-economic advantages of

the former. The latter seems costlier because of the

relatively higher cost of foundations ' basements and roof-

itg, and because of the need for a private staircase in

two-storey houses.

"Closer investigation, however, would reveal that the heavier

load in tal1 buildings calls for more solid construction; as

a result of by-laws and fire codes staircases are costly in

talI buildings, and above fire storeys the costs of el-evators

' HuberL Hoffman, Row Houses
International Survey; Sir
Development

and Cluster Houses, An
Leslie Martin, Westminster
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must be added. Furthermore, secondary emergency stair-
cases are still insisted upon by building codes. The

ratio of storage area of basements per unit becomes

progressively smaller as the building height j-ncreases.

Thus the only economic advantage might be the cost of
roofing, which could conceivably be offset by other costs

of heavy structures which require expensive plant for
construction.

"Briefly, the generic categories of single family units
that are now available to the public as users, and to
development agents as builders, are:

la - detached units.
b - multi-family Iow rise housing, defined as not

exceeding three storeys in vertical assemblage.

2a'multi-family medium rise housing, defined as not'1ess than three storeys and not-more than four
or five storeys in vertical assemblage.

b - multi-family high rise housing, defined as
housing which exceeds five storeys in height,
and requires mechanical means of vertical
movement.

"The organizational- distinction between the first category

and the second, besides the physical dimension, is that
in the former each unit has private access to the ground,

while in the latter shared entrances to units and indirect
access to the ground obtain. Under present development

practices, densities in dwelling units per residential acre

are roughly the following:
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la-
b

2a-
b

four to five
six to eight

eight to twelve
twelve to twenty and higher

"The Research Program - A

"In order to demonstrate the benefits of alternate forms

of housing unit amalgamation, factors of density, distribu-

tion and cost need to be compared between those associated

with presenL housing alternatives, and those to be explored

in the second part of the study. It is intended that the

explorations take account of the inadequacies discovered in
part A, as well as improve upon present practices of build-
ing and land usage.

"Hence in the first phase of the study, it is proposed to

record the density, distribution and cost and spatj-al

characteristics of the housing categories listed above.

Available work accomplished to date will be used in mapping

this picture. Amongst the work that the research will
actively exploit will be Kumove's on the characteristics of

apartment dwelIers, the studies of the Metropolitan Toronto

Social Planning Council, Michelson's data on people and

property in Toronto, DBS census district 1eve1 enumeration

tapes, Gerson's study on housing, and Metropolitan and City

of Toronto planning board studies.

\-

"This work and the co-operation of the agencies listed will
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to a large extent expedite the research described in points

I, II, III, and V that follow. The material for point III

and VI will be elicited from Quantity Surveyors, and through

the co-operation of developers. Cadillac Construction and

The Rubin Corporation have indicated their willingness to

assist the study, ds has the Parkdale Mobile Homes Company.

Graduate students of the department of Socj-ology, under

the direction of Dr. William Michelson,' will assist in

gathering the information, and processing the data for

point VII.

"SpecJ-fica1ly, the first phase of the study would, principally

within the boundaries of Metropolitan Toronto, select

sufficient examples of the generic categories of the housing

types outlined above, in order to:

I - Accurately map densities of present, typical
housing categories.

II Record family types and sizes that inhabit these
forms of housing.

flf - Analyze the capital and operating costs associated
with the housing types.

IV - Record size of units j-n each category in living space'
usable space and gross space per person and per family.

V - PIot quantity and evaluate quality of outdoor space,
in gross quantity and unit space per person, and
assess this in terms of private, semi-private and
public space.

VI Record physical performances standards orientation,
prospect, sound insulation, etc.

VII Elicit from users, through interviews, their perceived
spatia1needs,preferredhousingforms,desiredre1a-
tionships to public and private outdoor space' range
of amenities, and list considered inadequacies.
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"The Research Program - B

"The Committee gave consideration to undertaking part B

first in the form of a feasibility study. This strateqy was

rejected because the value of part B would not be demonstrable

without establishing the facts of costs, distribution and

density that currently prevail.

"In the second part of the study it is therefore proposed

that, based on the findings in costs and densities in A,

explorations be made in alternate forms of housing-unit

amalgamations, Topologically it is possible to demonstrate

more efficient forms of space distribution than those

currently employed. Via explorations in space packing or

solid geometry, a wide range of unit amalgamations can be

shown to have the potential of increasing density. Specific-

ally; the study will probably follow this procedure:

I - Establish the principle of efficient three dimensional
geometric spatial relationships in abstract; then

1I establish the principle of efficient three dimensional
geometric spatial relationships with the theoretical
constraints of orientation, ventilation, access,
utility services, privacy and those relevant factors
discovered in A; then

IrI introduce to the principles of spatial relationships
the constraints of building technology and the current
structure of the building industry.

"It is within these constraints that it is believed that

a significant breakthrough in new housing forms may be made;

housing that approximates the privacy and scale of the suburbs,

yet achieves this at much greater densities (hence land

l

/
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conservation) and at lower costs. And this in forms which

allow much greater manipulation to meet social criteria.

"To date, opposing ideals have led different authors to

postulate, or at least try to justify extreme solutions -
extreme concentration on the one handr 2 and extreme

decentralization on the other hand.3 In our opinion, density

should not only be approprj-ate but include criteria other

than that of quantity the qualitative aspects of environ-

mental appropriateness to family type and mix, appropriate

behavioural criteria such as enhanced contact making, privacy,

surveillancer or other factors considered by the urban socio-

logist to be important. It is, in our opinion, important

to destroy the fal-se polemic of horizontal versus vertical
housinq.

"The building industry is qeared to produce, via numbers of

small and medium sized contractors, a large segment of the

housing market. This operation is at present principally

engaged in the construction of single family dwellings, dt

prices large sectors of the population cannot afford. It

is for this reason that it is considered, of critical

William H. White, The Exploding Metropolj-s
Lloyd Rodwin, The Future Metropolis; Kevin Lynch,
The Image of the City; L. Wingo, Cities and Space
The Future Use of Urban Land.

2

5
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importance to investigate forms of housing which, while

increasing densities and satisfying physical and sociaL

performance standards, can - without retooling the nation -
become operational within the present structure of the

industry. Furthermore, low rise housing is virtually
predestined for the most appropriate application of pre-

fabrication methods.

"Thus the resources of the contractor, entrepreneur, public

agencies and the planning and design profession can be

focussed on factors of density, distribution and cost in

housing at present not being considered. "

This resulting study essentially substantiates the

hypothese on which that proposal was based. We have added

to the original hypothesis, that density can be increased

while maintaining or improving ameniLy, the further hypo- 
,

thesis that substantial improvement of amenities is possible

at densities similar to those found j-n most existJ-ng 1ow

rise developments. This study also systematizes the approach

to housing design thus providing a foundation onto which

further information affecting the physical form of builditg,

such as changes in legislation or additional sound feedback'

may be built.

Research did not always fol1ow the originally outlj-ned
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organization of work. Although the research was divided

mainly into two parts - behavioural or social and physical

a number of sub-studies were undertaken to provide inform-

ation for the study as a whole.

Before being able to manipulate the physical components of

housing we felt that relevant constraints established by

socj-al requirements should be set up. Thus a social survey

was conducted. Surveyed were those residents of housing

developments who we felt were potential occupants of the

forms of multiple housing described in the original hypothesis.

The incomes of these urban families ranged from $7,000. to

$9,000. annually in 1968-69 (the years the survey was

conducted) .

The first objective of the study thus became to identify
the preferences of this group of occupants; the second,

to provide a systematic measure of density and to reveal

alternate means of distributing building volumes; and

third., to use occupant preferences to formulate types of
low rise housing at equivalent or higher levels of density

than are available todav.

The social aspect of the study was conducted by Dr. W.

Michelson of the Department of Social Science, University
of Toronto. He was given a broad mandate to identify , if
possible, the preferred characteristics of the single family

dwelling, and areas of satisfactj-on and dissatisfaction in

t
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low rise multiple dwellings. It was felt that if these

preferred characteristics could be abstracted from the

dwelling type, it might then be possible to include them

in housing of least egual density to the low rise multiple

housing in common use today.

While the market itself provides, via an empirical, or in-

formal process, information about user preferences ' this

process is slow and operates only on known alternatives.
Thus we felt that by formalizing the market, that is,

structuring the feedback from users, it might become

possible to discover alternatives that have not yet been

revealed.

Once preferences are clearly established, it becomes possible

to measure the quality of housing at different densities-

For example, it has been found that most families prefer

to have a private entrance to their dwelling unit and that

families with children especially value pedestrian access

to outdoor, personal space. In addition, there seems to be

a strong desire to accommodate, for convenience and display'

the automobile in association with the dwe11ing. These space

consuming features can be provided with each dwelling only

up to a eertain density, above that it obviously becomes

physically necessary to discard some features. In order to

evaluate housing we have established the level of density at

t-



which this must occur. The next step then is to rank, ifl

order of priority, those amenities that will be traded for

increased density. We have not done this in precise terms

although the appendices do indicate these values to some

extent.

Because the values established as high on user priority lists

in this study and its sub-studies are not as definitive as

we might have wished, our results should be termed "coarse

grain". To directly link these priorities to physical

design much "finer graj-n" information is needed. Further

work based upon these foundations is required to establish

definitive principles.

Many of our findings regarding preferences have often only

servbd to confirm established knowledge. This does not

mean that work was done to no avail as it is important to

test conventional wisdom and re-evaluate the strength of

preferences. Such results also serve to re-emphasize prefer-

ences, which, aLthough known, are not generally incorporated

in the housing now being constructed. We feel this study

demonstrates that these features are indeed possible to

incorporate at equivalent or even higher densities than

those of the multiple housing types studied. For example,

our sample group reported a high order of dislike for

"garden" apartments, that is maisonettes connected by an

indoor corridor; and, tenants often try to correct poorly

defined outdoor personal space frequently characteristic
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of such multiple housing. Neither indoor corridors nor

poorly defined. outdoor space need be part of housing design

at medium densities. Neither must the automobile be separated

from the dweIlinq.

The density charts in Chapter ]1 show space allotments for

private entrance, personal outdoor space and the automobile

and plot densities at which these can be accommodatecl.

These charts have been set up so thatr ds further analyses of

requirements establish new values, they may be nodified to

take account of the effect of these new values on the spatial

factor. They therefore may be used as universal measures of

amenity and density. For exampler we have determined that

the minimum personal outdoor space should be no less than

the internal living space, that is, aggregated living room'

dining and kitchen space. We have not d.etermined the optimum

personal outdoor space, if the optimum is larger than the

minimum we have shown, the graph of density wi1] correspond-

ingly reduce. We also have not determined the optimum curve

of shared space in relation to housinq density as this is

largely depend.ant on the provision of recreation space provid-

ed by the community. More study is required on the distribu-

tion of shared space, as there appears to be no reliable

guide at present.

The term "personal" rather than "private" with regard to

outdoor space has been deliberately used throughout the
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study as this termr w€ fett, more accurately describes the

characteristics of desired outdoor space. "Pri-vate" outdoor

sPace connotes only visual or aural privacy, characteristics

held in less esteem than identifiable personal territory.

Similarly we have termed space used in common by a group of

housing inhabitants as "shared" rather than "pub1ic", as

these spaces need not necessarily be public space.

We have also established a module of 12'-0" x I2t'0" as a

basic measure common to internal and external space. A1-

though the 12r-0" d,imension may seem somewhat arbitrary'

it is useful in that housing modules transported to the site

are governed by that maximum dimension.

The social values used in this work have been derived from

a suivey conducted by Dr. W. Michelson and the analyses

provided by Robert van Spyk. It must be noted that physical

design can only be as good as the information upon which it

is based. The application of social science to an applied

science is yet in its infacy but we hope that the steps

taken here will lead to further work that will- improve the

social content of the desicrn process.

The chapters that deal with costs are not intended as

quantity surveying guides for the developer. The subject

has been generalized to discern areas in which the most

profitable work may be undertaken. Our expectation was
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that cost break points coul-d be plotted, but we found

that with low rise combinations such graphs would not

be meaningful. For example, it j-s possible to build
up to six storeys with a load bearing form of structure,

without increasing the square foot cost. In fact, this

cost may decrease up to that height. Clearly other factors

will inhibit low rise development reaching this height,

such as the number of stairs people are willing to climb.

The portion of the study which has, in graphic form,

plotted amenity and density is in simple form as more

complex, revealj-ng graphic descriptions can only be develop-

ed as greater insights into needs and preferences are de-

termined. However, in order to rationalize the design

process, guidelines for a computer progrram, which could

rapidly manipulate alternate spatial arranqements to reach

combinations yielding highest amenity are given in Chapter

11. Therefore we theorectically demonstrate that given

preferences, which can be expressed in terms of space and

dimension, desired characteristics and relationships,
amalgamations which both incorporate these preferences and

yield maximum densities, can be electronically generated.

Finallyr w€ have provided theoretical schemes designed for

one of the areas studied. The exJ-sting density is 17.2

dwelling units per acre and the demonstration design reaches

approximately 35 dwelling units per acre, including amenities



not incorporated in the built project.

As far as we can ascertain from our literature search,

that while detail studies about components of the housing

field exist, rro study such as this exists which brings all
of the components together. Thus an outline has been

established which serves to identify critical areas which

require further research, making possible a systematic

attack on the housing field by agencies such as the CMHC,

and provides guidelines for an improved design process.

The appendices include the reports covering works of Dr.

W. Michelson and Robert van Spyk, a bibliography and a

check list of issues that miqht be raised in the desiqn of
housinq.

A.J.D. April 1970

I
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2 - OCCUPANT CHARACTERISTICS

Occupant characteristics may be given in two forms:

either as socio-economic data including d9€, family

structure and incomer or as activity patterns of a

define<l socio-economic group. Straight socio-economic

data was felt to be less important in terms of design

input than information on activity patterns. and for

that reason, although such data was used to select

people to be interviewed, activity patterns only have

been reported here.

Information in this chapter is based on three studies

amplified in appendices A, B and C. The l4ichelson

studies (appendices A and B) report the findings of

specific areas of research, while the van Spyk study

(appendix C) analyzes and assesses a broad range of 1n-

formation including data from Michelson's surveys. The

purpose of the chapter is to pinpoint sociological

findings basic to architectural needs and to outline, in

general terms, resultant design considerations.

A. GENERAL ACTIVITY PATTERNS

fn determining the basic activity patterns of the sel-ected

middle income group it was found that watching television

\
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followed by talking on the telephone, reading and

knitting occupied most time. Playing of musical instru-
ments, taking educational courses or the pursuit of fine
arts activities rated the lowest; church attendance and

employment lay in between.

Watching television was not only reported to be the most

ind-r.rlged activity, but was felt to be under reported

possibly due to a projection of guilt feelings associated

with this activity. The predominance of this activity
clearly warrants greater consideration in design.

Reading, in contrast, was over-reported but nonetheless

occupied on an average some 7 hours per week. No informa-

tion was gleaned on where or when reading took place, but

if a proportion of this time is during an afternoon rest
or while in bed before falling asleep, oo special design

provisions for quiet need be made. Five mean hours per

week r eY 45 minutes per day, represents the average amount

of time spent on the telephone, making it an activity of

substantial proportion. Experience shoros telephone users

prefer privacy during their conversations. No data is
available on the average length of each call but it may be

presumecl that many conversations are lengthy. From a

cursory observation of usual telephone locations it would

seem that insufficient attention has been spent to date on

requirements for privacy and comfort.

L
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Another finding which should have a profound, although

non-specific, impact on design is that most women in
the middle income group were found not to be employed

other than as housewives. of those who did work outside

the home very few were employed on a full-time basis
(see appendix C, Tab1e 3). Thus with the mother at
home much of the time, d.esign criteria shourd be directed
towards improving conditions for activities involving
sewing, knitting, cooking and baby care. Specifical-Iy
these activities carr for appropriatery designed work

and storage space. Investigation of intermittent or
special actlvities revealed that a si-gnificant amount of
time was spent aLtending parties. Appendj_c C, Table 10,

indicates this activity usually took place outside the

neighbourhood, and that in approximately 48eo of the in-
stances, was 20 to 60 mj-nutes distance away by car. Both

this act.ivity and that of visiting friends and relati-ves,
can be assumed to be reciprocal; hence both activj-ties
require spaces which can accommodate both large and small

groups of people. One way of accomplishing this would be

to provide. spaces which can accept alternate furniture
arrangements thus making arternate activities within the

same space possible. A further means of build.ing-in
flexibility would be. to design space to satisfy a number

of generically similar activities.
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Although sports activities were found to be heavily
engaged in, the analysis did not reveal type preferences

or the extent to which this was a participatory or

spectator activity. If the activity is participatory,
provision for the storage of equipment such as skis r guns,

f ishing poles , goLf clubs , eLc. , woul-d be required.

B. SOCIO-ECONOMTC AND ENVTRONIUENTAL EFFECTS ON ACTTVTTY
PATTERNS

Appendix A yields information about occupant activity by

dwelling type (see Page 10). The survey showed that
occupants of single family residential units do not engage

in a greater variety or number of activj-ties than occupants

of either town houses or maisonettes, and that they tend to
be more home-oriented in their activitj-es.t It cannot,

however, be assumed that this social behaviour was determined

by house form alone.2 The occupants of single family unlts
surveyed were on the average older, more settled, had larger
families and received relatively lower sal-aries than those of
other dwellings. Thus the probable conclusion is that the

occurrence of home-oriented activities bears more relation
to socio-economic factors than to type of residence.

Finoings, in fact, did show that activities varied with

socio-economic conditions such as husband's education,

income and age group even with occupants of very similar

' Appendix C page 72
' Michelson, W.!1. (f968) Man and His Urban Environment,

Chapter B

/
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dwelling types. Therefore any one dwelling type wi1l,

over time, house a wide range of socio-economic status

groups, d9€ and family size groups at many stages of

the family cyc1e. If tenancy is protracted the family

structure will undergo fundamental changes, first expand-

ing and then contracting. The design j-mplications here

are substantial. Each stage of the family cycle makes

different demands on the dwelling. These can be met by

building-in sufficient adaptability of space and amenity.

Three typical family cycles are iflustrated in Fig. 2.0L.

They show, for example, that a family which had 3 children

might consistr ov€r the whole family cycle, of 2 people

for 9 years, of 3 people for 1I years , of 4 people for
9 years , of 5 people for 15 years. If such a family moved

into a house after the birth of their first chil-d and

stayed until the last child left. home, it would consist

of its maximum of 5 people for less than half of its
period of residence. Some of the design implications of

these facts are that for at least 9 years there will be a

baby in the house, there will be at least one chiLd under

school age for about 13 years and Lhere will be, for
about 10 years, 4 people having to get ready for work or

school at the same time in the morninq.3

To effectively accommodate such varying age gfroups, the

3 Ministry of Housing and Local Government; Space in the
llome, Page 7
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Fig. 2.01 THREE TYPICAL FAMILY CYCLES

2 CHILD FA}4ILY

There is a child under 3 for
6 yrs.
There is a child under 5 for
9\ yrs.
There is a teenaqer for LJ-\
years.
At least three go out to work
or school for 14 vrs.

2nd child
Ist child
Wife
Husband

he married couple are on
their own for L2 years.

3 C}ITLD FAMTLY

There is a child under
9 yrs.

3 for

5 for
L5\

work

on

3rd child
2nd child
1st child
W]- IE

Husband

here is a child under
13 years.
here is a teenager for
ears.
t least four go out to
f school for 10 years.
he married couple are

their own for B vears.

4 CHILD FAMTLY

here is a child under 3 for

5 for

17\

work

11 years. 4th child
3rd child
2nd child
1st child
WIIE

Husband

here is a child under
16 years.
here is a teenager for
ears.
t least five qo out to
r school for 6 y"ars.
he married couple are
heir own for 6 years.
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design of the dwelling unit must at least allow for

supervised play areas for the very young; secluded areas

for parents away from children; space for teenagers to

tntertain friends or listen to music without disturbing

the rest of the family. Flexibility is also a reguire-

ment in sleeping areas. While smaller children will

share rooms quite happily, older children demand the

privacy of their own rooms. As most f amil-ies cannot

afford the luxury of maintaining a room used only for

guests, chiLdren's rooms should be sufficiently flexible

to permit temporary doubling-up thereby freeing a room

for guests.

Rising consumer expectations raise a further need for in-

Creased space. AppJ-iances Such as washers, dryers , fteezers,

dishwashers, refrigerators, second and third television

sets and movie projectors and screens, hi-fi', hunting,

camping and sports equipment, often require power supply

and. particular space requirements. To render a house usable'

comfortable and accommodating each of the considerations

listed requires a design input.
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3 - DWELLING

"The quality of a dwellirg.,i" to a certain extent

determined by its size, dimensions and layout

also by internal equipment, i.e., hygenic in-

stallatj-ons and kitchen, laundry and heating facilities
and by indoor climate and sound transmission". I The

purpose of t.his chapter is to examine the main determi-

nants of quality in a dwelling - space, configuration

and layout in addition to safety, health standards

and service facilities.

Standards of performance for physical conditions can be

exactly set; the degree to which mechanical equipment

meets performance standards can be accurately measured;

but as behavioral patterns are more difficult to determine

so is the establishment of the appropriate physical en-

vironment, such as a dwelling's suitability for a requj-red

range and pattern of activities cr its degree of real and

perceived privacy. These standards will necessarily differ

for each socio-econoniic qroup.

A. SPACE

Research has uncovered a number of i-nteresting statements

about space requirements ancl behavior:

' Stokholrrr. Statens Institut for Byggnadsforskning
Quality of Dwelling and Housing Areas.
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(1) The provision of generous space standards and

its advantages to child raising was found to be one of

the main reasons for the overwhelming preference for

the single family detatched house.2

(2) Resi-dents of single family homes reported internal

aspects of environment (interior spaces) to be less

pressing than residents of multiple dwellings. Multiple

dwelling residents indicated these internal aspects to

be not only more pressing but more d.istressing than

external- aspects. 3

(3) The desire for more space was the prime reason given

for moving by owners and settled residents and was only

superseded by job transfer for renters and potential

movers. a owners and non-movers possibly complain most

about size of rooms because they do not look on their

situation as temporary. s

(4) A real- or perceived lack of space may be one of the

reasons why boys who live in maisonettes have a high level

of participation in outdoor hobbies. The possibility that

this might result from lack of indoor space for activities

in maisonettes is "partially borne out by the request of

432 of the boys for larger space and for a den in

their dwelling units. 6

Michelson - Analytic Sampling, Pages 2l and 22
Clinton, A1fred - Children, Their Activities and Dwelling Units
Hardy, Barbara - Mimeo. Pages 17 and 19
rbid.
Clinton, Alfred - Children, Their Activities and DweLling Unj-ts

2

5

+

5

6
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B. STANDARDS FOR MINIMUM SPACE

Standards for minimum sizes of dwellings and rooms in
most planning and building codes are usually based on

space allocatj-on per expected occupant or on minj-mum

room size established in the hope of abolishing over-
crowding. It has been found, however, that these stand-

ards have been crudely based on local norms and ex-

pectations. They therefore vary widely. Often, it is
the application of the standards which varies.

Most English housing is being built in close accordance

with Parker-Morris standards, whereas Toronto dwellings

studies were of a considerably higher standard than the

minima set out in Canada's National Building Code. A

comparison of these standards is revealing. (See Fig. 3.01

and Chapter 9).

C. CONFIGURATION

As important a factor for dwellings as the provision of
adequate space is the appropriateness of configu_ration.

Configuration is significant both at the scale of the house

shell and at that of individual rooms or activity zones.

The size of furniture and t.he space required for anticipated
activities should determine the dirnensional requirements

of a room. An example of how the amalgamation of these

facts determines space configurations can be found. j-n the
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COMPARISON OF STANDARDS FOR
AREAS OF DWELLINGS
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C. CONFIGURATION (continued)

work 'Space in the Home'.7 The main function of space

in the home is to develop "room envelopes" around the

activities, support equipment and furniture normally

associated with use of the space.

D. LAYOUT

Closely related to size and configuration is layout.

The position of doors and windows affects the use of
an area considerablyr ds circulation patterns and furni-
ture placement are generally determined by wall openings.

Room de?icrn should be formed Pv furniture qroupinqs and

activitv requirements rather than room design- dictatj-ng

furniture groupings. Although this rule does not hold

as strongly when space standards are generous for

example, a large Victorian house is adaptable to many

activities as a wide variety of furniture and equipment

arrangement is possj-ble in each room.

Layout also entails the relationship between rooms or

activity areas. Household activities rnust be well under-

stood to effectively handle the positioning of rooms and

their relationships to exterior areas. The scope of the

sociological study und.ertaken for this research did. not

encompass this range of factors. We have relied upon

Ministry of Housing and Local Government: Space in the Home
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D. LAYOUT (continued)

Space in the Homet for an assessment of activity patterns.

From this we can ascertain criteria for zoning for privacy

and sound control, and for the location of sleeping, living
and service areas.

E. DESIGN STANDARDS

Safety and health standards are well developed in Canada,

and are contained in the majority of building codes which

1ay down minima for household equipment. The code require-
ments for bathroom facilitiese are acceptable and are far
more developed and specj-fic than those applying to the rest
of the dwelling unit. It is apparent that the range and

pattern of activities in a household should determine

sensible design standards. fnformation, however, is lacking

about activities and we have had to rely on British
research to structure our standards. The difference in
life-styles of the two cultures means that we should use

these standards with caution. Life styles are also deeply

affected by ethnic and class background, climate and location.
In order to accurately plot a set of activity patterns suited

to the range of tenants likeIy to inhabit particular housing,

detailed information is required. Until this is available,

design must either depend on information known and on

experience drawn from personal observation, which is

8 M.H.L.G. spacee Canada: National
in the Home
Building Code
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E. DESIGN STANDARDS

notoriously unreliabler or on providing spaces large

enough to accept a variety of activities. If methods

of recording tenant satisfactions and dissatisfactions
were formalized, such information could be obtained.

It is conceivable that loans by public agencies for

development could be made on the condition that such in-
formation was periodically recorded in a predetermj-ned

format. This would systematize the collection of feedback

on user satisfacLions or dissatisfaction, making improve-

ments at an accelerated rate possibl-e.
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4 - EXTERIOR SPACE

A. SHARED AND PERSONAL OPEN SPACE

Unfortunately, the general rule in multi-family houses is

that open space is merely residual area of the site left

over after buildings are positioned. Planning regulations

may specify the aggregate quantity of open space required,

but seldom do they provide gui-delines for the quality or

distribution of this space; in fact site and zoninq by-laws

leave litt1e room to manoeuver. For example, side yards,

set backs and coverage often leave as little as a 10'- 0"

variation in positioning hence the unvarying answers to

subdivision planning. The familiar urban open space pattern

resembling a sheet of dough after the cookies have been cut

out is the result. Only occasionally are these spaces

pleasant: they are often damp and sunless, oy exposed and

windy. The only improvements possible are cosmetic, those the

landscaper can make.

This marshalling of houses in seried ranks causes added

privacy problems with sid.e windows f acing each other, a

problem which can only be solved by the use of venetian

blinds or drapes that obscure the light.

External space requires at least as much programmatic and

design care as interior space. Outdoor activities generate
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A. SHARED AND PERSONAL OPEN SPACE (CONtiNUCd)

functional requirements which obviously must form the

basi-s of any design program. There is a need for both

personal and shared open space to cater to a range of

activities. It is questionable whether hard lines should

separate the shared and personal categories: a strong

case can be made for a third type of open space semi-

personal - a transitional category. Open space as a design

problem is most easily handled if approached as a response

to space demands of activities ranked on a scale from

private to public. In Fig. 4.01, we have made such a

comprehensive, ranked list of outdoor activitj-es like1y

to take place in housing areas. The notes describe the

activj-ty and suggest qualitative measures which should

ensure the provision of an appropriate degree of privacy.

The quantity of space suitable for each activity and the

proportions in which they should. mj-x are, fot the most

part, difficult to assess and few quantitative or quali-tative

guidelines are available. At present planning by-laws only

stipulate spaces between buildings, or control of coverage.

These quantitatj-ve controls neither allow alternative space

distribution systems nor do they evaluate the effectiveness

of their physical results.



Fig. 4.01

Sleeping
Clothes drying
Sun bathing
Eating
Drinking
Barbecuing
Home repairs, hobbies
Gardening
Reading
Snowman building
Car repairing
Car washing
Bicycle riding
Skating
Swings, jungle jims, tree climbing
Ball games

Watching: vicarious activity
Tobaggoning
Child games

Jogging
Ball games

Walking
Tennis
Organized sports

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES RANKED IN
ORDER OF PRIVACY

Rank

I
1

L-2
r-2
L-2
I-2
7-2
L-2
L-2
r-2
2-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
2-3
I-2-3
3

3

3

3

3

Rank: 1 Personal Space

2 - Transitional Space

3 - Shared Space

)
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B. PERSONAL OPEN SPACE

A factor which strongly influences the preference for
single family detached housing is the existence of
personal open space (the word "personal" is used, rather
than privater Ers the single family garden is often private
only in the sense of ownership). For example, low-rise
multiple-housing which provides personal outdoor space

more closely approximates the advantages of the preferred

single family detached dwelling in this regard than those

that do not. "The importance of 'private' open space cannot

be too strongly emphasized".l How large, how private and how

defined personal outdoor space should be is, at present,

not well established. Further research is needed to obtain

this information.

Data2given in this study indicates that the sample families
indulged more in home-oriented, entertainment, both as

guests and hosts, than any other form of social activity.
This often takes place out of doors, weather permitting.
We may infer therefore that outdoor entertaining areas

should be at least as big as total indoor living areas.

For outdoor cookingr drr area equalling the kitchen area

might be added. A very comfortable rule of thumb might

be that the minimum garden area should equal the aggregated

indoor living and cooking areas. (that is, excluding

^ Dr. W. Michelson - Interview2 Appendix Br pp 10 12
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B. PERSONAL OPEN SPACE (continued)

bedroomsr etc.). This would allow for planting and

simple landscapirg; sedentary adult outdoor activity;
and space for appropriate outdoor play for a small

group of young child.ren while parents entertain indoors.

"One of the problems with children in areas of other dense

activity in fact is to keep them from usurping one's

private area and making it common ground". 3 Obviously

more active play, and play embracing a greater number

of children, or activity involving equipment or ba1ls,

involves a corresponding change of scale in area and a

reduction in privacy of semi-private or public space.

Questj-ons on an appropriate degree of privacy and the

means to achieve this are not easily answered. We can,

however, make inferences from the following comments:h

"Experience indj-cates a strong tendency to enclose and

delimit private open space to enhance its utility",

"Good fences make good neighbours", "Private open space

increases the possibility for activity" and "A Kansas

experiment with wing walls to row houses proved very

successful.

These observations lend further credence

personal open space in housing. This is

to

at

the need for

least true

t J. D, Varey - Mimeo* Dr. W. Michelson - Interview
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B. PERSONAIJ OPEN SPACE (continued)

in the development areas which constituted the socio-

logical survey sample. Some developments have experimented

with ceding to the tenant the maintenance and development

of his personal space (personal space, in these instances,

being at best a I0 or 12 foot deep strip of site at the

front or back of the dwelling). Almost all tenants under-

took some gardening work in an effort to establish their

personal space either by planting beds of flowers r ot

hedges.s One development, where all units face away from

the centre of the site, gives this area over to the auto-

mobile. The result is that doors onto this central area

are indistinguishable from one another. Tenants there-

fore planted next to their door r ot in one case constructed

a rockery to 'personaLLze' this otherwise impersonal area.

This would seem to be an attempt to make a mark which says

tI live here'.

It seems, thereforer important to ced.e to the tenant the

area adjoining his unit, to which he can justifiably respond

with a 'psychological territorial claim'. We feel much can

be done architecturally to give form to the private space,

to suggest its bounds and thus to reinforce the occupantrs

sense of domain and. hopefully his feelings of responsibility

for that domain.

s Braeburn Woods, Etobicoke
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C. PUBLIC OPEN SPACE

We have selected the following quotations to establish
concern for the child as an inhabitant:

"Research shows clearly that the first four or five years

of a child's life is the period of most rapid growth in
physical and mental characteristics and of greatest

susceptability to environmental influence. Consequently

it is in the early years that deprivations are most disastrous

in their effects Experience indicates that exposure

to a wide variety of activities and social and mental inter-
actions with children and adults greatly enhances a child's
ability to learn. Few homes provide enough of these op-

portunities. The need is for a complement, not an alterna-
tive to family life, but the need is compel1ing".

"Young children, under eight or so living in high density

areas, run two major risks: loneliness and the perils of

motor traffic. Perhaps loneliness is the more serious of

these hazards. In a recent survey in London, it was

discovered that 722 of children under five years of

a9€, living above the third storey of high blocks, played

only rarely with other children of their own ager because

no safe play opportunities had been provided for them.6

"The pattern of social withdrawal and confinement to the

" Plannj-ng for PIay, Lady Allen of Hurtwood
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C. PUBLIC OPEN SPACE (continued)

dwelling of young mothers and children is

invites chronic ill health and is against

good hygiene".7

one

alL

which

tenets of

It appears then, that it is of cardinal importance that

children be catered to in group play activities both

for their good and the good of the mother. It is beyond

the scope of this study to establish criteria for the

childrens' play area at a detailed level. We have,

however, attempted to establish broad principles for size,

location and the manner in which these areas should rel-ate

to housing development in general j-n the remainder of this

chapter.

It must be noted that the majority of the opinions presented

here will be those of Lady Allen of Hurtwood, expressed in

her book "Planning for P1ay". Where other sources are used

acknowledgements are made.

As a child grows older it appears that there is a definite

change in play attitude. For convenience, the breakdown is:

5,5 to 10, 10 to teens, and finally teenage. There is

obviously considerable overlap, but it can be said that

each group does have distinguishable requirements.

' Families in Flats, Dr. M. Fanning,
British Medical

M.V. , B.S. , D.P.H. ,
Journal, November L967.
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C. PUBLIC OPEN SPACE (contj-nued)

Young children prefer to play closer to home than older

children. Mothers, too, feel more secure with their
young children close at hand. Older children, however,

can walk a quarter of a mile to pIay. Facilities, there-

fore, fot the under-tens should be located close to home

and in such a way that crossing of streets can be avoided.

Another factor which affects location is the time at

which play occurs. Times should be related to sun angles

in order to avoid excessive shading of play areas in

temperate zones. Pre-school children use play facilities

in the morning and afternoon, public school children play

from mid-afternoon and al-l ages pfay in the morning and

afternoon durinq summer months and weekends.

It is often said, especially of "Radburn" layouts, Fig. 4.01

that it is of no avail to provide extensive parkland as

children will, in any event, play on roadways and parking

courts. This claim, Lt would seem, has a certain validity:

"The special popularity of roads and parking lots pre-

sumably derives from other attributes such as hard vertical

and horizontal surfaces suitable for ball gfames, relative

freedom from overlookirg, and the attraction of motor

vehicles".8 But hard vertical and horizontal surfaces can

be provided i-n better locations with privacy from adult

interference. It is not difficult to provide interest and

Pedestrian and Vehicles on Housing Estates: A User Study
A. Miller and J. Cook, H.M.S.O.
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C. PUBLIC OPEN SPACE (continued)

stimulation that would successfully compete with the

automobile. Conversely, if streets serving housing are

designed as cul--de-sacs, designed for slow moving, easily

observed traffic (no parking) it is conceivable that cars '
people and play could safely mix.

The provision of appropriate play place away from roads

has, however, frequently been achieved in British and

Scandinavian "adventure" playgrounds. The nub of the

problem is that children witl continue to play in streets '
and by preference, unless playgrounds have enough interest

to capture their J-magination.

Lady Allen of Hurtwood maintains that as playgrounds are

social centres they must have sitting places and tables,

shelter from draughts and whistling winds, protection from

rain, adequate variety and things to do - and easy access

to toilets. They must be designed, to avoid a dark and

sunless atmosphere, to ensure that child.ren can reach them

in safety, to avoid nuisance to residents from noise and

broken windows, and to make them visually a part of the

whole environment. The most challenging problem, of course,

is to "provide plenty of variety and a choice of things to

do". "Planning for Play" is largely an analysis of just

this problem. Using numerous examples, Lady A1len demon-
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C. PUBLIC OPEN SPACE (continued)

strates not only that all this is possible, but that it is

possible on a very 1ow budget.

This concept, however, requires a radical shift in play-

ground philosophy. Asphalt courts with wire netting fences,

concrete pipes and j-ron tube cubist sculptures, brightly
painted steamrollers and World War 11 bombers are thus

considered obsolete. These are aLl fixed, unalterabler passive

and dull. "It is the adventure playgrounds where children

can do-it-themselves that are liberating they are places

where children can test themselves against new challenges

in complete freedom They found more creative

amusement on waste land. Here at least they could move

things around to their liking, build houses with old bricks
and timber and (when the policeman was not looking) light

a fire or channel muddy water into rivulets and ponds.

This is the sort of play that adventure playgrounds cater

to. "The sites are usually rough, the tools strong and

potentially lethal; the climbing structures, although tested

by the leader, appear rickety and dangerous; bonfires might

be considered a hazard, the large numbers of children of all

ages working or playing singly and in groups might be

thought uncontrollable at times, yet in all the ten years of

experience in Great Britain, there has been nothing more
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C. PUBLIC OPEN SPACE (continued)

serious than cuts and bruises, and no parent has ever made

a claim". Serious accidents happen when, because of
boredom, children tamper with the fixed equipment of
orthodox playgrounds.

Some forms of group play are unsuitable for these

specialized playground areas football, baseba1l, soft-
ball, touch footbafl and, in winter, hockey and skating.

If appropriate provision is not made for these sports,

they will in all likelihood occur where they wil-1 prove

to be a nuisance. Obviously not every development should

have to provide such extensive play amenities, but if there

is no conveniently l-ocated public park for such large scale

play, then an open area for similar games should be in-
cluded in the program.

The need and demand for swimming pools and usable open

water (splash pools) is also high. Splash pools will be

used exclusively by young children and should therefore be

located in positions which make general surveillance easlr

unless there is professional supervision. Duri-ng winter

months pools can, with litt1e trouble, be converted to

excellent skating rinks and therefore splash pools should

be designed to accommodate junior league hockey rink
specifications. Hockey is a noisy sport; the pool should
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C. PUBLTC OPEN SPACE (continued)

thus be located in a position affording least nuisance

to tenants. Extra care in the siting of such an amenity

is needed as this requirement would conftict with
requirements for summer surveillance.

The question of whether to locate swimming pools indoors

or outdoors remains unanswered. A case can be made for
creating flexibility via a form of retractable or remov-

able roof, but this involves considerable expense. The

yield of increased use may prove to warrant such expense.e

The use of roof spaces themselves, of both garage and

dwellings, if sufficiently safe, is not to be ignored.

It is possible that the provision of excellent public

facilities can generate administrat,ive problems caused by

the almost certain attraction to the facilities of children

from surrounding housl-ng developments. It is our feeling,
however, that an open gate policy is both beneficial and

would cause the least friction. It seems that these

administrative difficulties would centre on the question

of responsibility for maintenance and supervision of

facilities, and on culpability in the event of accident.

Successful precedents in which responsibility for super-

vision is undertaken by tenants' committees do howevero
s L. Kumove - Social Planning Consultqnt - Interview
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C. PUBLIC OPEN SPACE (continued)

exist. These involve the use of either volunteers

or paid professj-onal help; culpability is insurable,

and a matter for negotiation by concerned groups. The

provision fo these amenities is, however, made in the

interests of social hygiene and they should not, in our

opinion, be excluded because of administrative problems.
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5 - CIRCULATION

VEHICULAR

The basic information necessary in formulating standards

for car storage and circulation, is the expected car owner-

ship rate for a given socio-economic group. Planning

By-Laws generally specify minimum standards for the number

of parking spaces in multi-unit developments. These

standards are very often inadequate as they do not take

into account variables such as unit-size, family income'

location relative to transit, visitor parking, or the

rise in car ownership that may be expected over time.r

Some information is available about these variables. Car

ownership may be expected" to rise with the increase in the

unit size and family incomes, and car use, if not owner-

ship, may be expected to decrease with locations close to

urban centres and to high frequency public transport. Car

ownership is expected to rise uniformly in Toronto from the

1968 rat,io of .33 cars per person to .36 cars per person

in 1980.2 An application of these principles to hard

figures derived from user studies will provide a more

accurate guide than will the application of normal planning

alone.3

' Metro Toronto
2 Metro Toronto3 Metro Toronto

45

Planning Board,

Planning Board,
Planning Board,

Apartment Parking Requirements
In Metro Toronto 1968.
1995 car ownership projection
Apartment Parking Requirements
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(a) Farking Facilities
Provision of visitor praking is often inadequate: while
in Metropolitan Toronto r €rD average of 12k visitor spaces

per 100 units would satisfy peak demand if these were

exclusively used as visitor spaces. * There are indica-
tions that a high proportion of underground parkirg, with
the attendant hlgh cost to the user, forces tenants to
usurp the visitors' parking on the surface. s This over-

flow also occurs when there is an under-supply of tenant

parking, which is often the case. Visitors, parking

requires careful location in order that accessibility
to building or destination is made clear and convenient.

Badly sign-posted and poorly supervised visitors' parking

is a constant source of troub1e.6 In addition to visitors'
parking, provision must be made for the temporary parking

of service and delivery vehj_cles at locations close to
their point of destination. In most cases the normal visitor's
spaces wil-l cater to delivery needs, as this use is un-

likely to coincide with visitor use. Taxis, however, pose

a special problem as they often refuse fares located in
multi-unit developments as pick-up is difficult.T Taxis

should be able to provj-de front door service to each dwell-
ing unit, without being obstructed or obstructing vehicle
flows. Taxis and, service vehicles (particularly garbage

collection) pose special problems where attempts are made

4

b

Metro Toronto Planning Board, Apartment Parking Requirements
rbid.
rbid.A. Mi Iler & J.A. Cook, Pedestrians and Vehicles on Housing
Estates: A User Study.
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a (a) Parkinq Facilities (continued)

to reduce vehicle penetration into sites.

The location of tenant parking should be as cr-ose as

possibre to the unit itself. fhere is a strong preference
to have the parking for privately owned vehicles adjoining
the housing unit. This, naturally, makes unloading easy
and affords other forms of convenience such as weather
protection. unreasonable distance between car and house

is a major cause of dissatisfaction in housing develop-
ments where this occurs. consideration mdlr as an

alternative solution to this problem, be given to access

from the rear of the housing unit in the form of collective
parking stalls. An example of this is the "Rad.burn" service
court. s This does not, however, compensate in convenience
for the benefit of eriminating roads in front of the house,
as it would seem that immedi-ate access to each unit is a

high order priority. where parking facilities are separate
from the house, covered, ar1-weather access routes can, i-n

part' compensate for the inconvenience of distance. rt is
difficult to assess the importance of the vi suar aspects
of parking. Large open car lots are, for many, unsightfy,
as are a colrection of individual garages. These questions
tend to make underground parking an attractive, if expensive,
alternative. problems of pubric safety however, dr" caused

A. Miller & J. A. Cook.
Housing Estates: A User

Pedestrians and Vehicle's on
Study.
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(a) Parking Facilities (continued)

by unsupervised underground garages. The status aspect

of car ownership is an argument in favour of above ground

parking, and a further reason to provide parking that is
clearly linked to the housing unit. If underground parking

is provided, the design should provide a sense of direction
or orientation, be well lj_t and ventilated.

Provision should be made for car-washing and car tinkering.e
These facilities are at present the exception rather than

the ru1e. The location of these facilities depends to a

qreat extent on decisions to either centralize or disperse
the parking facilities. In the case of parking adjacent

to the house, all that need be provided is space for a

bench, tool storage, space in which to move around the

car and power and water outlets. Where facilities are

centralized., the car-washing equipment can be more eraborate

and metered to offset costs. Tinkering and elementary

service equipment, such as greasers, hoistsl €tc., could

be available on a rental basis. In developments of suffi-
cient size, these facilities could be attached to a self-
service service station.

(b) Access

In order to make more of the site potentially useable

L.

e w.M. Michelson Interview
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(b) Access (continued)

for playr gardenr pedestrians, etc., the proportion of
site yielded to access for cars should naturally be kept

to a minimum, without sacrificing accessibility. However,

the amount of road and loading areas required must be deter-

mined by peak hour use or worst condition. Other con-

siderations that must be made are the access needs of

service and delivery vehicles. While on the one hand

they must be able to reach points very close to their
destination for loading and unloading as in the case of
garbage collection, on the other hand the relationship
of roadways and dwellings must be carefully considered

from the point of view of noise, the nuisance of fumes

and the sweep of headlamps at night

When consideri.ng pedestrian safety, designers often take

the radical decision to totally separate people and

traffic. More often than not such a decision requires

substantial cost and effort. In reality the effort is
often wasted as children seem able to overcome any obstacle

to get to where the cars are. It seems more sensible to
proceed from the propositj-on that people and cars are in
fact compatible, provided that the cars j-n any one loca-

tion are few in number, and can only move at very low

speeds. If good sight lines are added to this safety is
more reasonably ensured.
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PEDESTRIANS

one of the primary considerations in pedestrj-an circula-
tion is safetyr particularly from vehicular traffic. The

degree of danger depends to a great extent on the speed

and volume of the traffic, the age and agility of the

pedestrians and the extent of the potential contact of
the traffic and the pedestrian (e.g. crossing at a light
or children playing in the street). The extent of contact

or separation is the variabLe usually given greatest con-

sideration in designing circulation patterns in housing.

The importance of designing hazard free pedestrian routes

for children is demonstrated by a study conducted in sweden.

This proved it is armost impossible to teach traffic rures

to children under the age of seven. Of 350 tested not one

understood the meaning of a single traffic sign that had

been designed for adults.r0 The "Radburn" System aims at
almost total horizontal separation of pedestrians and

vehicles. A user-study, comparing the "Radburn" system

with developments that do not separate vehicles and

pedestrian movement, discovered that there is some evidence

that the interiors of Radburn superblocks are considered

safe for pedestrians and for children at p1ay, but the

safety advantages inherent in a footpath system can be of
secondary importance if pedestrians have to cross peripheral

roads to reach amenities. t I Separation can also be achieved

vertically, but this is usually expensive, and should be

t0Lady Allen of Hurtwood. planning for P1ay, P. 11I I Miller & Cook. Pedestrians and Vehicles on Housing
Estates: A User Study
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PEDESTRIANS (continued)

reserved for particularry incompatible crossings, hlgh
density multi-leveI developments or where topographical
conditions make it feasible.

The separation of modes of movement extends to childrens t

cycling. They should not use high speed or high volume

routes, but should be provided with special cycle paths

of their own, linking up particular destinations such as

shop, school, church, community-centre playground and

dwe11ing.

Pedestrian safety extends beyond the problem of friction
with vehicular traffic, to the design of the paths them-

selves. They must be safe for at1 users, from the oldest
and infirm to the youngest and most robust. Dangerous or
confusing discontinuities of 1eve1 or direction shoul-d

be avoided. rf stairs are unavoidable, they should have

handrails and an easy stair going. Where possible,
alternative routes that provide ramps to negotiate level
changes should be designed for paraplegics, baby carriages,
shopping carts, tricycles and the operation of snow removal

equipment.

The direction and volume of pedestrian traffic can usually
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PEDESTRIANS (co.

be estimated by co. ,ering the desire lines between

groups of dwellings and various destinations such as

transit stops and shops. Paths should follow the desire

lines as closely as possible. Even in pedestrian oriented

"Radburn" developments it was noted that "in the great

majority of cases housewives walking to the shops take the

shortest routes, whether they be footpaths' garage court

or road". I 2 Variations from the straight line are possible

and desirable as long as short cuts and cut corners are not

the unplanned for result. Indirect routes which offer

overhead protection, no level changer or even particular

sceni-c surroundings would also be well used. Thus it

can be seen that a network of paths giving a choice of

routes, direct and indirect, would work to best advantage.

The development should be designed so that pedestrian

trips are short and direct where necessary. The criteria

of a five minute walk applies to most adult trips whether

to shopping, public transport or recreation.

Children's trip patterns will depend to a great extent on

their age. Young -children will not range far from the

home, but older ones will voluntarily walk a distance of

300 to 4OO yards to play. l 3 The trip to school may be up

T2 Mil1er & Cook.

Lady A1len of

Pedestrians and Vehicles on
A User Study. p. 1082

Hurtwood. Planning for P1aY.

Housing Estates:

P. 2L13
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PEDESTRfANS (continued)

to 15 minutes. Older children will someti-mes walk

farther to reach a play area of interest, but witr use

bicycles by preference.

Pedest.rian, routes should be easy to forlow. visitors
must be able to find their destination with ease or at least
without getting lost. This can be achieved by an easily
understood path systemr or by the conscious introduction
of landmarks. These may be in the form of carefurly
grouped buildings, controlled distant views, and a use

of the topography. A recognizable heirarchy of paths is
invaluable as a guide. signs may be a useful addition to
a rationalized and disciplined system of routes, but should

not be relied upon exclusively. Besides clarity, j-nterest

and comfort are high priorities in any well designed

pedestrian system. Choices of vista and closure, a strong
relationship to the ground, and a constant concern for
interest and variety must not be ignored. The quality of
the pedestrian ways depends as much on upkeep as it does on

design for pleasure. snow removal by mobile por^rer equipment

is an essential design consideration. pedestrian ways must

include areas for informar assembly, places for play and

areas for mothers to sit while watching over their child.ren.
These routes can be used to reinforce social interaction,
but the choice of alternate routes must be open to those who

wish to avoid contact with others. I +

l4 W.M. Michelson - fntervier^r
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PEDESTRIANS (continued)

Privacy of the dwelling from pedestrian routes is an

important design criterion, particularly with regard to

private open space. Both overlook and noise intrusion
must be considered in the planning of circulation. Paths

should not approach windows where the interiors are

clearly visible, nor should they directly adjoin a

personal open area which is not completely screened from

view. The problem of overlook can be considerably al-
Ieviated by the use of level changes: A path a few feet
lower than the adjoining open space is much easier to
screen than one on the same level.

The use of site routes by non-residents does not become

a problem unless the number involved becomes large, is
very noisy t ot j-nvolves a "cross-class invasion". This.

affects both through-pedestrian and non-resident use of
facilities. One method of handling this, without resorting
to gates or other artificial controls, is to locate special

through paths away from the dwellings. These would appear

more public and would thus increase the tolerance of
intrusion on the part of the resid,ents.

I s w. M. Michelson - rnterview
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EVALUATION CHECKLIST

(1) Is there sufficient parking to satisfy the

specific car-ovrnership ratio of the expected Socio

Economic Status tenant, group, both now and in the future?

(2) Is there adequate visitors parking?

(3) Is the visitors' parking easily recognizable as

such, is it in a useful location, and is it simple to

find an address from this location?

(4) If the tenant parking is both under and above ground,

does the ratio correspond to expected tenant desire to

pay the extra premium for shelter?

(5) Is there temporary parking space for service and

delivery vehicles with direct access to the dwelling unit?

(6) Could a taxi-cab park within view of any specific

ad.dressr or at least be close enough that the driver can

reach the address without difficulty or delay?

(7) Is there easy access to the dwelling for a) tenant

parking or b) a temporary loading point, where parking

is separated from the dwelling?

(B) Is there a visual relationship between dwelling and

parking space?

(9) Have provisions been made for car washing and tinkering

a) near the dwelling or, b) in central facilities?
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EVALUATION CHECKLIST (continued)

fO) Is a minimum of space used for roads and surface

parking access?

11) Are the roads sufficient to provide access to the

dwellings by a) future increased traffic b) large

delivery vehicles, c) emergency vehicles?

Lzl To what extent is vehicular through traffic able to

use site roads?

13) Would cars be able to reach speeds on the site roads

which would be dangerous?

14) Is there an easy speed transition from collection

roads to site roads to pedestrian areas?

15) Is the road patt,ern easily understandable and are

addresses easy to find?

16) Are sight lines sufficiently well considered to

ensure no safety hazard?

17) Is the degree to which pedestrians and vehicles are

separated sufficient for safety? Would mothers see any

potential danger to their children?

18) Is the degree of traffic separation consistent

throughout or is it weakened by a few dangerous crossings?

19) Can children cycle safely around the sj-te and to

surrounding facilities? Does the design encourage Lhem

to do so?
o
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EVALUATION CHECKLIST (conlinued)

20) In an emergency can one exit easily and safely

from the dwelling?

2L\ Are there dangerous and confusing discontinuities

in 1evel or direct,ion of the paths? Do the steps have

handrails and easy goings for the elderJ-y?

22') Can every dwelling be reached by a route without

stairs?

231 Do pedestrian routes generally follow natural

desire lines? Can short cuts be taken?

24) For heavily travelled routes is there an alternative

covered path? Are there alternative routes to all loca-

tions?

25) Is there a direct route available for essential trips?

26') Is the pedestrian system comprehensible? Is there

a recognizable network or system of paths?

27) Is there a choice of open or enclosed paths for

heavily travelled routes?

28) Is public and private responsibility for upkeep

clearly defined?

29) Are there many places for informal assembly? (e.9.

play areas and seating?

30) Are the windows of dwellings protected from noise

and visual intrusion?
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EVALUATTON CHECKLIST (continued)

3I) Are the private open spaces protected from noise

and overlook?

32) Is the use of paths by non-residents likely to

annoy the tenants because of a) large numbers b) cross

class invasion?
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6 - PUBLTC SAFETY

Building codes generally cover the necessary requirements

for protecti-on against fire and.accident. The codes

specify minimum standards of combustibility in materials

and methods of emergency exit. Items such as balcony

heights, stair steepness and length, and standards for

power outlets are also covered.

For the purposes of this study, therefore, the National

Building Code of Canada is used as a governing code of

practice. This does not mean that codes do not require

reappraisal. On the contrary, it will be found that

variances exist in the many codes used in Canada, some

being over and other underdesigned; they thus require

constant appraisal in terms of acceptable performance

criteria.

Building codes, in the main, account for potential hazards

of a mechanical nature. There o.F€r however, other forms

of hazard to public safety which must also be a concern

for those designing at a scale larger than the single

buildinq.

Public misbehaviour poses a security threat to people and

property. The elimination of this form of hazard is beyond
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the scope of this study, except where conscious design

can heighten the potential for resident surveillance.

Jane Jacobsl has pointed out, the effectiveness of sur-

veillance as a det,erent to anti-social behaviour and the

security afforded by "eyes on the street" or entrance way.

Adequate lighting is not always adequate protection

against vandalism or delinquency, nor for that matter

can surveillance be considered a foolproof guard:

Dr. W. Michelson cites sufficient evidence of a coincidence

of surveillance and delinquency to disallow an easy accept-

ance of surveillance as a tot,al solution to the problem of

security. 2

A strategic location of entrances and windows giving an

overview of public ways and spaces will, however, contribute

to a heightened feeling of security; security both of property

and of children playing out of doors. This stratagem should

include elderly people (who are likely to be at home more

than younger people) at those locations in the development

where they would overlook the childrents playgrounds and

the principal pedestrian routes. This choice of location

would not only provide a security check but would also

provide the enjoyment of vicarious participation for older

and. more sedentary citizens.

I Jane Jacobs - Death and Life of the American City2 W.M. Michelson - Interview
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a
Further measures for an

would be the locaLion of

areas where young people

small on-site commercial

functions.

Within the home proper, mothers like

rooms visually and aurally connected

the garden used as play space.

increased sense of securitY

seating and rest places in

gather. Laundries and other

facilities can serve similar

to

to

have much used

that section of

Safety hazards such as unguarded, unfenced pools are

prohibited by law, but great caution must be exercj-sed

in the design and l-ocation of other bodies of open water.

Frequent complaints are made in housing developments

about badly lit' open air parkitg, public open space and

pedestrian ways.' Standards are not readily available

for this form of lighting. We may nonetheless deduct

that the lighting should. be sufficient to make walking

at night safe and intense enough to discourage intruders

without being a visual nuisance to adjacent houses.

o
Manufacturer I s l-,,ife
Insurance ComPanY

p

G.D. Bacque - Toronto Real Estate
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EVALUATION CHECKI.,I ST

(1) Are senior citizens' dwellings located in such a

way that they can provide surveillance of pedestrian ways

and childrens' open play spaces?

(2) Are the dwelling units designed in a manner so

that those units adjacent to public ways and childrens'

open play space can provide surveillance without a loss

of privacy?

(3) Are laundries, public seating and rest places, and

on-site commercial facilities located and designed in a

manner such that users can provide surveillance of public

areas.

(4) Are bodies of open water located and designed so

that they are not a hazard to public safety?

(5) Is the level of artificial lighting in public

pedestrian routes and open spaces sufficient to (a) dis-

courage intruders and (b) allow for the safe movement of

pedestrians, yet not be too bright for nearby dwellings

at night?
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7 - BUILT FORM

"The present housing yard-sticks, for example implicitly
assume that as densities increase, houses decrease i_n

favour of flats and low rise buildings give way to high.
This is only true because of the professionar separation
of land use planning from its architectural implicati_ons.
with favourable land-use planning, semi-detached houses can

be built at 200 persons to the acre. Three storey terraces
under more normal circumstances can be built up to 265

persons per acre. These are facts. And when we come down

to it we shall discover that all this density business i_s

dangerous convention", I "And since skyscrapers do not use

centrar land very efficiently, the only sense that high
buildings make in nucleated centres2 is in terms of real
estate speculation. rn terms of accommodating built space

on urban land they are extravagant and irrational gestures".
These propositions advanced by sir Lbslie Martin and Lione1

March suggest that conventionar practices and theory of
built form is in need of at least deeper analysis and per-
haps even revision. "...ultimately, that intricate pattern

Lionel March, Homes Beyond the Fringe, p. 336.
'Nucleated centres' is a term of convenience used todifferentj-ate from its opposite form - ]inear develop-
ment - March enlarges on this polarity. "The topo-
1ogi9g1 property of being nuclEar or 1in.ar correspondsto thinking b1obs, or thinking of the spaces between.r shall refer to these two diitinct way! of seeing thepattern as think-bl_ob and think-1ine". LioneI Maich,
Homes Beyond the Fringe, p. 334.

I

' Lionel March, Homes Beyond the Fringe, p. 336.
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of the program has to be transrated into a possible range

of built forms. My colleagues and r have found ourselves
increasingly facing the question of whether that range of
physical forms can be studied with greater accuracy. Given

a highly complex problemr w€ have been forced to ask our-
selves whether it is possible to demonstrate with greater
certainty the range of three-dimensionl possibirities that
are open to us". *

The work of walter Gropius, in the past, anaryzed the re-
lationship between ground space and floor space, but for one

built form onIy, that of paralrel rows of slab buildings of
increasing height.5 rn referring to this study Martin says,

"we might increase the range of forms and examine this first
at the 1eve1 of geometry. rf buildings are arranged in
paraller rows with a conventional light angle of 45" the
plot ratio for four-storey buildings will be 2zr. rf we now

consider a different form of buildirg, for example, a dis-
position of this built space around courts, with the same

angle of light and the same building height, the plot ratio
will now be increased from 2:1 to 3:1. That is by a factor
of 50?".5 This crude model clearly demonstrates that differ-
ent built forms use land differently, and that there is at
least one built form that wirl use land more efficientlv

sir Leslie Martin, Architects Approach to Architecture,P. 19 3.
walter Gropius, The New Architecture and the Bauhaus,
1935. PP 72-73.
sir Leslie Martin, Architects Approach to Architecture,P. 195
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than the slab.

rt is equally clear that a systematic investigation that
would yield prj-nciples that might become operationar tools
is required: "We need a method of reviewing, in some

controlled way, the rangie of built forms that might be

available, and of considering the choices of internal use

and external envj-ronment they offer. Any attempt to define
optimum conditions clearly requires an interrerated consid-
eration of a number of factors,'.7

In devel-oping the plan for Whitehall, Sir Leslie Martin
empirically discovered that the taIl slab block, so popular

as a soLution to office planning, had severe handicaps. He

found that buildings lower than the permissible height, af
some 80'-0" in height, placed around. courts yielded excellent
potential for i-nternal layout, created pleasant external
surroundings by virtue of view, and improved the light for
internal space, yet produced floor space figures of the

order of 3 to 3.5:1 a plot ratio usually associated with
taIl tower forms. "what had become clear was that the

choice of the built form had an important bearing on the

effective land use and environment in the component parts
of a city (and that some of our more usual assumptions

could be seriously challenged). My colleague, Lione1 March,

7 sir Leslie Martin, Architects Approach to Architecture,
P. 195.
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extended this study mathematically and we felt it was

necessary to ask, at an abstract level, if the range of

built forms can now be analyzed, what built forms make the

best use of land? The question requi-res a definition of

values in measurable terms, and we are of course confronted

with a great deal of prejudice. one instance of this is

that tall build.inqs are essential for efficient land use". I

Lionel March i-nvestigated the question of which built forms

make the best use of land by means of an abstract mathema-

tical model.s In his model the spacing of built forms is

not determined by sunlight or daylight considerations but

a convention, the intercept rule; I 0 which shares some

characteristics with a view out of the built form, Fig. 7.01.

We have compared forms with equal conditions of obstruction:

8 Sir Leslie Martin, Architects Approach to Archj-tecture,
P. I97.

s Lionel March & Michael Trace, The Land Use Performance
of Selected Arrays of Built Forms.

I 0 The intercept convention distinguishes two kinds of
space on any floor. In conventional terms these two
sorts of space or zones would correspond crudely to
daylit area and core area. The plane dividing these
two zones occurs at the intersection of the base-floor
and the roof-ceiling intercept planes. Consider a fly-
ing insect looking straight ahead out of the built form
on any storey. As it moves from the centre of the form
outwards, it will not be able to gain a view of both
the roof and baselines of the opposite form until it
reaches the point where the plane separating the two
zones occurs. The planes of interception referred to
above are important factors in establishing the land
use indices of the set of built-forms.
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Fi9.7.01 TNTERCEPT RULE
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this is not the same as equal angles of obstruction. I I

In analogies with bulk controls such as height, set-back,

site coverage, plot or floor area ratios suggest that
manv current forms of development may be the least effect-
ive in using land, and that the more traditional patterns

of development are likely to be better. l 2

Fig. 7.02 illustrates the six basic built forms considered

by March. They constitute the complete set in this family

of rectangular built forms. March does, in addition,
investigate the land use performance of other non-rectangu-

1ar reticulating built forms in his paper and his. conclusions

are listed with the general findings. An abridged form of

the definitions given in the work follows:

A facade is described as any face of a built form through

which a view may be gained.

A face of extension is anv face to which may be added another

face of extension (a face of extension may not be a facade

or vice versa).

The domain is that portion of the ground plane dominated

by the built form.

An array consists of identical built forms arranged along

axes at rj-ght angles by infinite translations, Fig.7.03.
These definitions are abridged, but are sufficiently
accurate to discuss the work of March and Trace.

I I Lionel March, The Land Use Performances of Selected
Arrays of Built-forms. Summary.

r 2 rbid
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I Fig. 7.02 BUILT FORM TYPES

facade
(NO) "pavilion form" isolated

in the centre of its
domain with four facades
and no faces of extensionbuilt form

omar_n

(N1) "end form" with three
facades and one face of
extension

ace of
exEensl_on

(N2 ) "L-form"
facades

with four
and two faces of

aces of extension
extension

(N'2) "terrace form" with two
facades and two faces
of extension

(N'3) "T form" with five
facades and three faces
of extension

(N'4) "cruciform" with eight
facades and four faces
of extension

o
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t Fig. 7.03 SELECTED ARRAYS OF BUrLT FORMS
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) The N forms are either closed as with the "pavilion" (NO)

oi are able to close themselves as with the "end forms" (N1)

or the "L-form" (N2). In this case closing means to combj-ne

so that no faces of extension are left open. The N' forms

are open ended in that they cannot close themselves. Closed

forms (Nl) and (N2), the "end form" and "L-form" have to be

used to effect closure, Fig.7.04. The two forms (NO) and

(N'4) represent the extremes of closure and open endedness.

The terms nucleation and reticulation may be used to des-

cribe these opposing tendencies.

If we project the intercept plane, Fig. 7.0L, onto the

domain of the built form we may call the projection the

land covered by the intercept plane. The "land covered"

is thus "a11owing" a view out of the built form. This

covering of land is used by March as an index of land use.

"...the land use performance of an array of built forms is
measured. by the number of tj-mes the land surface is used

to all-ow a tview'out of one form and over another".r3

If there is one intercept plane between a built form and

its neighbour then by symmetry there must be two (one from

each built form). Therefore, the land is used twice. At

times the land will be covered twice in one direction and

r 3l,ionel March, The Land
Arrays of Built-forms,

Use Performances of Selected
P. 13.



lr Fig. 7.04 OPEN.ENDED AND CLOSED PROPERTIES OF SELECTED
BUILT FORMS
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twice at right angles in the other direction. This land

is used four tj-mes. Within this model then, land may be

used four times, twice or not at a1I, Fig. 7.05. Here

the land-use performance of the six built forms is illus-

trated. Double hatching j-ndicates four times use, sing1e

hatching, double and no hatchingr rlo use at all.

March advances three postulates of land use and built forms.

First postulate: It is impossible for any arrangement of

built forms to provide unobstructed floor space exceeding

four times the land area.

Second postulate: The land use performance of rectangular

built forms cannot be exceeded by non-rectangular forms.

Third postulate: This is concerned with reticulation or

the number of faces of extension. Thus the land use per-

formances of rectangular built forms improve with increas-

ing reticulation. This postulate states that composite,

reticulated, forms covering as large a domain as possible

will use land better than more nucleated forms. r a

It is reported in the

these postulates were

refute their validitv.

Land Use and Built Form studies that

tested and it was not possible to

Several other findings of interest and importance are made

I 4 Lionel March, The Land
Arrays of Built-forms,

Use Performance of Selected
PP 79-80.
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Fi9.7.05 LAND USE INDEX OF BUTLT FORMS
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by March. "...for a given ratio of built space to open

space and a given ratio of g-space to total floor space

the greatest amount of g-space will be proved by (N'4)

(cruciform) and the least by (UO1 (pavilion). r s "This

may be interpreted loosely as follows: the problem in
urban areas has been to build as much daytit space as

possible (Hawkes 1968 b, but see Croghan 1965) and to

balance the requirements of land for building agal-nst

land for open uses such as streets. At t,he same time, in-
side the building a balance has to be achieved between the

space that is daylit and the areas that serve this, such as

lift lobbies, cloakrooms and so on which need not.be lit.
That is to say a balance has to be achieved between g- and

h- zones...[tfre analysis]...inai-cates that there are several

geometrical constraints operative on the tower form which

are Iikely, even in practice, to make this the poorest

form to maximize daylit working areas. Conversely the court

form is IikeIy to be the best. This has nothing to do in
itself with arguments for or against high or 1ow buildings". I 6

March has also dealt with high and Iow pavilions and courts:

the findings are very pertinent to the field of housing.

"...fthel examples suggest that arguments concerning high

rise and low rise are dependant on an understanding of
the geometrical behaviour of different plan forms. It would

I s Lionel March, The Land Use performance of Selected
Arrays of Built-forms, p. 17.

r 6 rbid
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be an affront to common sense to say that building high

does not use land intensively. Yet in part common sense

fails us. On analysis high tower buildings would seem not

to use land we1l, although we know they can exploit indivi-
dual sites. High court forms appear to use l-and very much

better, although it is probable that they only make sense

where large areas can be developed and the roads kept to
the outside of the area or built in to the structure. Never-

theless, it seems likely that low court forms with spacious

courts can frequently match the performance of taller tower

formstt.r7

One set of findings contains a strong indictment against

usual planning regulations, that is those which attempt to

establish a plot ratio, a floor space index or a floor area

ratio constant. The rented areas of office buildings are

those which are daylit, and in conventional buildings the

essential support space containinq elevators, stairs and

washrooms is, of course, non rentable. As pointed out

earlier these two categories of space can be compared to
March's g-zone and h-zone respectively. A developer, in
balancing the one category against the other, might establish
a ratio of daylit area to core area which could be compared

to a "free market" or a "Iaissez-faire" constraint. Within

17 Lionel March, The Land
Arrays of Built-forms,

Use Performance of Selected
P. 64.
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the logic of March's argument, a developer in order to
use the land intensively, would have to use not only large

sites but would. have to build in court forms. By doing

this, he could gain three times as much g-space or daylit
space as a competitor using pavilion forms. This economy

would need a site four times as large as that for the

pavilion forms. "On purely geometrical groundsr w€ can [now]

see that plot ratio control...actuaIly discourages large

scale comprehensive development unless the intensity of
development is high. I 8 Assuming that perimeter streets will
occupy up to 252 of the site, the plot ratio required to
begin to favour court forms unconditionally is 5. In terms

of land use, with a plot ratio control, there is nothing

to be gained. by d.eveloping larger sites, or by building
other than isolated blocks. On the other hand a "laissez-
faire" policy of encouraging efficient buildings might, by

the very logic of the geometry governing these matters,

have Ied to both large-scale and co-ordinated environments.

Here then is the paradox of a planning regulation which

unwittingly may have consolidated piecemeal development

rather than its opposite as intended". I s

The illustrations in Fig. 7.06 show several methods of
disposing the same amount of floor space into identical

and unless, of course, floor space bonuses are offered
as an inducement for large scale development.
Lionel March, The Land Use Performance of Selected
Arrays of Built-forms, P. 61.

l9
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o Fig. 7 .06 FIVE METHODS OF DISPOSING 4 x PLOT AREA ON
IDENTICAL LAND TRACTS

Sixteen 24 storey point blocks

One 60 storey Cartesian
skyscraper

Four 96 storey
skyscrapers

point-bIock

Forty-nine 8 storey pavilions

Reticulated
B storeys.

court form of

NOTE HOW DECEPTIVE APPEARANCES CAN BEo
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tracts of land. The floor space index is four in each

case. Shown are a range of pavilions from very ta1I

(set of four, 96 storey towers) to low and an example of

a reticulated court form at eight storeys. It is thus

shown that the notion that high buildings are the only

effective means of achieving large bulk is patently fal-se.

There are many ways to achieve this, and the March studies

systematically compare the efficiency of the land use of

different built forms.

It should be noted that obstruction of the sky plane be-

comes unavoidable at a floor space index greater than 4.

This, it is felt, should be one of the means to govern the

allowab1e bulk for housing development. Other constraints,

such as private access to each unit we have found will in

themselves restrain the density to a floor sPace ind.ex of

less than 4.

Sir Leslie Martin uses a set of concentric Fresnel squares

to illustrate contrasting land use characteristics of built

forms: the pavilion and the hollow square or perimeter

development. Fig. 7.07 illustrates these Fresnel squares.

Any annulus has an area equalling each of the others and

the central Square. The central sguare and its first annulus

may be used to illustrate the contrasting ho11ow square

and the pavilion, Fig. 7.07. The example uses a 508 land
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o

rig. 7.07 CONCENTRIC FRESNEL SQUARES

Pavilion Court form

r'.i-'...= r'.______lEl H l F,,l|Fi_G lF,1I

Each annulus and
the central square
have identical area.

Contrasting built forms of
identical area. Central square
and first annulus of Fresnel
series.

rig.7.0B RETICULATION OF COURT FORMS AND PAVILIONS

Reticulated pavilions

These diagrams
two contrastinq

reticulate the
built forms

illustrated above. The shaded
area represents open sPace which
equals the area of built sPace
(unshaded) .

.==..

-EE==
EE===
F_=:--aF::-

-====
:--l: 

-t
-: -::E=l:ErE--

The pavilions are analagous to
a grid-iron city pattern.
The court forms yietd open space
that is consolidated into Parcels
of usable size and shaPe.

Reticulated court forms
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o coverage factor but the half of the site remaining open

in the case of the pavilion is strung out around the peri-

meter in an unusable configuration compared to the consoli-

dated central open space yielded by the "hollow square"

development. If this form is reticulated as an array of

pavilions and an array of court forms the advantages in

the disposition of open space yietded by the latter is

obvious, Fig. 7.08.

Thusfar we have dealt exclusively with abstracted models.

The principles outlined, however, have been used as design

tools in three of Sir Leslie Martin's projects20 and j-n

the Pollards Hill Housing Estate.2r The latter develop-

ment is illustrated in Fig. 7.09 and Fig. 7.I0. This

prgject achieves a density of 100 persons per acre and

yet al-most 90? of its inhabitants live in houses with

private gardens and are able to park their cars at their

doors. The housing groups furthermore front onto semi-

private space of a scale compatible with the dwelling units.

This space in turn opens onto common public space of

sufficient size to accommodate a cricket field or three

soccer fields depending on the season. Prior to this pro-

ject, these densities had been associated only with high

tower blocks.
20 a) Harvey Cou:rt, Gonville and Caius Co11ege, Cambridge

University, England L962.
b) Whitehall: A PIan for a National and Governmental

Centre, H.M.S.O. 1965.
c) Project for the Redevelopment of the Foundling Hospital.

2r Philip J. Whittle, Pollards Hill Housing.
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Inspection of the project shows that two simple principles
have been used. One is that the development has been kept

to the perimeter of the site. This has allowed the con-

solidation of open space at the centre while relegating

traffic to the perimeter. The second principle involved is
that the overall character of the built form approximates a

reticulated court form. The abstract model is naturally
distorted in its practical application but the pattern is
unmistakeable. The potential of both of these simple

design devices warrant their greater use.

ft is with these guidelines that the work undertaken in
this study proceeded. This study examined at some length

an alternate way in which it was felt that sufface area or

envelope is related to volume. This was done by investi-
gating the interfaces and range of interfaces held in common

by units, and group of units, and by the range of combina-

tions possible. This exercize, however, only resulted in
showing the economic advantage of reducing the area of

envelope to volume enclosed. The work of Martin and March,

however, both substantiated our original hypothesis that
high densities could be achieved with a low distribution of
dwelling space, and that the alternative distributions
revealed in those studies appeared favourable for housing

reguirements.
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o
In order to test whether this is in fact truer w€ have

extracted the salient user requj-rements from the social

survey, and ascribed to them a space factor, and laLer'

a locus (Chapter 11). Thus within the guidelines

enunciated by the Land Use and Built Form studies, and

with the constraints imposed by user requj-rements, and

space factorsr w€ have attempted to measure the highest

densities at which the preferences can be satisfied.

In very condensed form the salient user requirements, to

which a space and location factor may be allocated' are:

(a) Personal open space equal to the aggregated indoor

living space.

(b) Car parking adjacent to the dweIling.

(c) A separate, unshared entrance to each dwe11in9.

(d) A high level of natural light.
(e) A substantial amount of shared space.

In general terms the two social criteria which have been

established as important are those invol-ving privacy

(real and perceived, aural and visual) and the need for

open space (shared and personal).
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8 . ZONING

A. PROTECTIVE STANDARDS

Codes which incorporate standards of bulk and spacing of

build.ings are intend,ed to benefit the general public or

some part of it. These generally protective standards

may be grouped according to their areas of application:
investment protection, public safety, public health, capacity

of services and aesthetics.

(1) Investment Protection

The urban fabric represents a very substantial investment

in property. At the very least codes attempt to maintain,

and at most, enhance property values. Setbacks on adjoin-

ing properties, for example, attempt to maintain the "day-

light rights" of a particular Iot.

Codes stabilize the market, in that land use, coveragle and

"amenity" are clearly enunciated. While a particular

developer will benefit from upward changes in coverdge, real

estate in general is enhanced as a commodity if expectations

of values are satisfied.

(2) Public Safety

A simple example of the value of zoning for public safety

is the establishment of controls to prevent the spread of

fire from property to property. For example, there must be
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mandatory spacing between buildings in older sections where

timber construction prevails. With other forms of contain-

ing the spread of fire now possible, this fire protection

prescription becomes a restrictive control.

(3) Public Health

Regulations covering daylightitg, sunlight and ventilation

falI into this category. However, they are seldom given

as performance criteria, for example the minimum time a

room should be exposed to potential sunlight penetration-

(4) Capacity of Services

Standards in this category are used to timit the density of

building r ot the population within a building, to levels

related to the capacities of support systems. These support

systems cover drainage and waste disposal, power and water

supply.

(5) Aesthetics

Although seldom stated explicitly, the implicit function

of some zoning and planning laws is to reinforce convention-

al aesthetic wisdom. This has grown into a veneration for

"pavilions" or isolated, individual and often idiosyncratic

building. It is clear that tastes at other times, and in

other places, have accepted the opposite: physical continuity.
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B. ZONING AND PLAI{NING GOALS

Zones and coding are not standard across Canada. In

detail a wide variety of zones and codes exist, and

direct comparisons are almost impossible to make.

Theoretically, dt least 57 different sets of controls

are possibler w€ have discovered. Furthermore, differ-
ing weights can be ascribed to each sub-set. However,

some sets have been foundr or1 an empirical basis, to be

more effective than others, and this narrows the range to

be considered. Ideally the control components should

have a changing relationship to one another. This will be

discussed further.

The basic components are of two kinds: geometric and

arithmetic. These in turn break down as follows:

Geometric (a) absolute height limitation
(b) angles of obstruction
(c) minimum block spacing

(d) maximum block width

Arithmetic (e) floor space index

(f) built area potential

These may be combined as follows: (see next page)
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a+b a+b+c a+b+c+d a+b+c+d+e a+b+c+d+e+f
a+c a+b+d a+b+c+e a+b+c+e+f
a+d a+b+e a*b4c*f a+c+d+e+f
a+e a+b+f a+b+d+e a+b+d+e+f
a*f a+c+d a+b+d+f a+b+c+e+f

a+c+e a+c+d+e
a*c*f a+c+d+f
a+d+e a+d+e+f
a*d+f a+c+e+f
a+e+f atb+e+f

b+c b+c+d b+c+d+e b+c+d+e+f
b+d b*c+e b+c+d+f
b+e b+c+f b+c+e+f
b+f b+d+e b+d+e+f

b+d+f
b+e+f

c+d c+d+e c*d+e+f
c+e c+d+f
c+f c+e+f

dle d+e+f
d+f

e+f

Further definitions of the control components enumerated

above are:

(1) Geometric Controls

a. absolute height limitation, Fig. 8.01. This simply

controls the height to which a building may rise.
b. angles of obstruction, Fig. 8.01. This control applied

to a square site results in a pyramidal form. The vert-

ical angle is generally taken from the site boundary,

although other points of origin, such as road centre

lines are also used. This angle dictates the distribu-

tion of bulk of a building, especially at the upper

levels. The angles given in legislation are hard to

rationalize on any functional base, except the crudest
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Fi9.8.01 GEOMETRTC PLANNING CONTROLS

ABSOLUTE HEIGHT LIMIT
simply controls the
height of a block

OBSTRUCTION ANGLES
These imply a restriction
of the floor space Pot-
ential at the upPer floors.
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provision of skylight. Changing environmenta'! controls

renders even this basic control obsolete.

c. Minimum block spacing, Fi9. 8.02. These controls are

generally enshrined in set back, side space, mj-nimum

court width and separation between building legislation.

Ostensibly the purpose of this legislation is to ensure

light, and privacy. The values given are arbitrary, and

often have unexpected consequences: residual spaces are

often unusable for any other purpose than 'open' space,

per se.

d. Maximum block width, Fig. 8.02. This control may find
1ega1 form in an absolute value or in a geometric form

as a horizontal anqle control.

It is important to note that the controls outlined above

taken singly do not intrinsically control the amount of

built space. The control of the amount of built space

requires two or more geometric controls, or a combination

of one or more of the controls and an arithmetic control.

It should also be not.ed that the geometric controls suggest

an actual form for buildinq.

(2)

a.

Arithmetic Controls

Floor space index, Fig. 8.03. This sets a limit
floor area that is to be enclosed, by making it

of the site area. For example, allowab1e floor

50? of the site area.

on the

a factor

space =
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I

1004 site
cover

Fi9.8.03 ARITHMETIC CONTROLS

FLOOR SPACE INDEX (A) A (B)

This relates the floor area
of the building to the floo
area of the site, but does
not define any element of
the form.
Floor space index in each
case is 3: I.

rted
rit

BUILT AREA POTENTIAL

Again relates the floor are
of the building to the
floor area of the site' but
only in a two-dimensional
manner.

50? site
cover

I
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b. Built area potential or coverage, Fig. 8.03. This

relates floor area of a building to the area of the site-

However, this is only in two dimensions. Typically

this control will stipulate that the building base may

only cover say 508 of the site.

Unlike the geometric controls, neither of these two suggest

any form for the built space.

What must be seen is that the size of the site, using the

conLrols described, has a significance on the outcome of

the form and amount of space of a building. Dean Hawkesrr

describes the significance of this aspect of site, building

and control:

"Any site, regardless of its size, has edges which are

defined by the boundaries of adjacent sites andfot by public

open spaces. In Fig. 8.04 and 8.05 the effect on the build-

volume potential of enlarging the scale of the mesh of public

open space is j-Ilustrated, for a greatly simplified notational

situation. It is assumed that the width of the open spaces

is determined by some inherent characteristics of the spaces

themselves and is not influenced by the areas and require-

ments of the sites enclosed. This is quite conrmon practice

and is used , for example, in taying down standards for

'Dean Hawkes,
and analysis.

Building Bulk Legislation: a
Working paper #4. L.U.B.F.,

DescripLion
Cambridge 1968
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I Fig.8.04

EFFECT ON BUILT AREA
POTENTIAL OF INCREAS-
ING SITE DIMENSIONS
WHILST MAINTAINING
WIDTH OF OPEN SPACE
BETWEEN SITES

Site area = 5.B2BA
Total area enclosed
within centre lines of
open spdc€ = 11.66A
Ratio of Site Area
to Total Area = L:2

Site r,vidth = 2.4L4 x
width of open space

2.4L4 A

Fig. 8.05

EFFECTS ON BUILT AREA
POTENTIAL OF TNCREASING
SITE DTMENSIONS WHILST
MAINTATNTNG WIDTH OF' OPEN
SPACE BETWEEN SITES

Sitewidth=2xwidthof
open space
Site area = 4A
Total area enclosed with-
in centre lines of oPen
space = 9A
Ratio of Site Area to
Total Area = 122.25

a
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o street widths. Addit,ionally, it is assumed that half
of the width of the public open space surrounding a site
is, in some respect, 'serving' the site and therefore the

area may be taken as 'belonging' to the site for the purpose

of calculating site utilization. On the basis of these

assumptions the figures, earlier referred to were developed.

These point to the fact that increasing the size of the mesh

results in more efficient land use.

"A general conclusion which may be drawn from this exercise

is that in simple terms of the Built Volume Potential, it
is advantageous to move towards an increase in the. size of

the urban mesh. As a dj-rect consequence of an increase in
the size of the basic site unit most of the geometric bulk

controls which might be used result, when applied to sites
in isolation, in a permissable envelope of qreater potential,

with the possible exception of controls specifying a minimum

block spacing r or a maximum block width, whose provisions are

not dependant on local conditions and are thus less easily
appraised in a generalized situation. Where the context is
enlarged to include the public open space about the notational

sj-te, the mathematical advantages of the larger unit are

amplified.

"Within the confines of the 'traditional' bulk control.tech-
niques, it is not impossible to produce forms which do not

conform to the conscious or unconscious preconceptions built

i-nto the system. If the scale of the ground mesh, for
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example, is modified, that is made larger, the range of

options may be extended".2

Hawkes then refers to Sir Leslie Martin's plan for
Whitehall, pointing out how the land assemblage "allowed

a Uaximum permissible envelope, with a greater Built

Volume Factor3, to be generated" than would have been

possible if the individual existing site had been returned

as separate units.

rt is j-nteresting to irote the distorti-ons in a combination

of geometric and arithmetic controls in Toronto: "Now 1et

us consider the minimum setbacks required by the current

by-1aws. They require 20 feet front, and 25 feet rear and

side setbacks. The City also now reguires a minimum lot

frontage of 100 feet for apartments. The average property in

Toronto is about 150 feet deepr so 1et us consider a lot
l-00' x 150', developed under these regulations in Zone 5.

The site area is L5,000 sq. ft., so the maximum floor area

permitted is 2.5 x 15,000 or 37,500. After subtracting the

setback from the 100' x 150' site, there is a building area

of 50' x I50' left or 5,250 sq. ft. The setbacks alone

constitute 65? of the site area. This is considerably over

the 35g open space required by the by-law, and the building

Dean Hawkes, Building
and analysis. Working
rbid

Bulk Legislation: a
Paper *4, L.U.B.F.'

Description
Cambridge 1958
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must be 8 storeys high to equal the 2.5 floor area ratio.

If several adjacent plots of similar size were developed

under these regulations, we would have a series of eight

storey slabs 50 feet apart with virtually no usable open

space". He points out that under these regulations a site

225'x270' would provide the required 358 open space in the

25 foot setback all around. While fulfilling the require-

ments, the space would be utterly useldss.

"several conclusions seem to present themselves from the

foregoing d.iscussion. One, there seem to be many dis-

crepancies between the zoning regulations and the.develop-

ments that result from them, and there are many inconsist-

ancies between the requlations themselves.

"On small sites, the setback requirements are so strict

that the open space requirements are thus meaningless, and

the resulting development is not particularly satisfactory

from an environmental point of view. Perhaps density

regulations should not include setback requirements, but

the level of density should be governed instead by the size

of site. On sma1l sj-tes, it is possible to create very

interesting and quite satisfactory family developments at

very high densities by ignoring the setbacks. rt is only

possible to utilize the potential of the high densities on

very large tracts of land. The larger the tract of land,
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the more usable the open space. A large tract of open

space can serve the needs of a great number of families,
whereas the same tract, if broken up into smaller Iots,
could only serve a fraction of those people". a

The concept of density cont.rol thus requires examination.

This can take several forms:

(1) Floor area building bulk per unit area of the site.
(2) Units of accommodation, ot persons per unit area of

the site.

Tt is clear that if the other services and functi-ons that
are an integral part of the housing condition i-n general

are to be considered, such as schools, transit, or sewers,

a knowledge of the number of persons to be housed is of
crucial importance. It is equally clear that bulk control

does nothing in this regard. Conversely, the number of
people per acre does not reveal building bulk. Both measures

are required, and shoul-d be a function of one another, that
is the intensity of development, for both buildings and

people is necessary in establishing satisfactory housing

environments.

One such form of development control was devised by the

F.H.A. The F.H.A. in 1963 revised its standards for planned

unit developments and mul-ti-family housing to include a

* David Mesbur, Density & Form. Working Paper, Graduate
Design Studio, University of Toronto L969
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new measure 'Land-Use Intensity' (L.U.I.). Although

similar to density, L.u.r. is a more reliable measure and

much broader in scope. L.u.r. means the overall structural
mass and open space relationship in a developed property.
rt correlates the amount of floor area, open space, livabirity
space, recreation space and car storage space of a property

with the size of its site or land area. This allows new

planning concepts; amalgamations of housing units in ways in
which more efficient use of land can be made, while reaching

higher standards in other relevant aspects of site use. The

controls are arithmetic and co-ordinated. They do not suggest

specific forms for the arrangement of built-space. Further
guides are necessary in order to provide standards of
performance to replace geometric form controls as the sole
control of form. However, a description of these wilr be

found in Chapter 7.

C. ZONING AND PLANNING CONTROLS SUMMARY

(1) Most planning codes have been formed as responses to
particular and fragmented problems: in toto they often
subvert good intentions of overall control and the provision
of satisfactory physical environments.

(2) Most controls are 'form-oriented' , in that they generate

only those arrang'ements of built-space that comply with the

legislators' preconceptions of 'proper form', the exclusive
formation of isolated, discreet pavirion buildings is a

typical example.
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(3) Planning controls are most often conceived and

expressed graphically. This mode j_s extremely limiting
as a planning device. Frequently the discrepancies

between the aims and results of planning controls stem

from this.

(4) Most residential planning controls are woven around

the scale of the single family detached house and 1ot:

Controls for large scale development are merely multiples
of those used for small lots except in the respect that
large land assembly is favoured. The encouragement given

is in the form of increasing allowabIe building space with
increased land ownership. A more comprehensive control
is necessary, that would appropriately relate development

to lot size, development intent, necessary communJ-ty

facilities and, when relevant, the protection of existing
conditions.

(5) Frequently, the original determinants of the controls
have been rendered obsolete by technical advance. Day-

lighting standards, for example, ignore advances made in
environmental technologies that are now a conmon building
practice. Many codes are based on these outdated formulag.
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9 - FIELD ANALYSIS

Most of the social data and analyses presented in this

report are derived from surveys made for t.his study in

the following three Toronto housing developments: Lions

Gate, Etobicoke; Braeburn Woods, Etobicoke; and Donwood

Terrace, Don Mills. We felt it important to survey and

report on the physical environment that the social- survey

sample covered because:

(I) We required information about physical conditions in

addition, and as a counterpart, to socj-al conditions of

the study area.

(2) There appeared to be no relationship between official

standards for space minima and practice. It was felt

that by measuring the spaces used in practice operational

criteria coul-d thus be established for low rise multiple

housing.

(3) It was felt it would be useful to develop, from analysis

of the "turf", a factor which would reliably represent areas

for circulation space, closet space and internal structure

and partitioning. Thus, from any set of net room areas'

a gross unit area could be derived with reasonable accuracy.
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(4) Quantitative information about the site could be

used to measure the comparative efficiences of the three

developments.

(5) We wj-shed to catalogue the genericafly different
plan forms used in the survey area to make comparisons

possible.

(5) A part of this study involves a series of designs,

the performance of the designs will need to be measured

against the performance of the housing surveyed.

The results of our measurement and analysis are recorded

in Figures 9.01, 9.02, 9.03, 9.04 and 9.05. Fig. 9.01

deals with two, three and four bedroom units separately:

in each group it j-s possible to obtain a mean/median,/average

size for the various rooms used and for the gross dwelling

unit area. A percentage value of the gross floor area i-s

given for each dwelling type, for closet and wall area

and circulation space.

Fig. 9.02 gives various measures of density for the three

housing areas. The measures include persons, dwelliDgs,

habitable rooms and bedrooms, aII expressed in terms of

the site area. Coverage and the floor area, in addition,

are given as a ratio. It is felt that all these measures
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DISTRIBUTION I]F FLOOR SPACE IN SELECTED DIJELLING UNITS.
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Fig. 9.02 DENSITY AND SITE ANALYSIS

DONWOOD TERRACE

Site

LIONS GATE BRAEBURN WOODS

Units

Acres
Sq. Ft

No.
/Acre

Beds No.
/Acre

Lot Area/UniL

F. A. R.

Ground Floor
Area

Land CoVerage

Driveway + Sur-
face Parking

Open Space and
Landscaping

Parking Ratio

Covered
Surface

9.00
392,500

154
17.1

552
61.3

2,550

.495

97,300
24. BZ

65,000
16 .6%

230 ,200
58.68

113 ?

1008

5 .25
228 ,5l-6

108
20 .6

503
95.8

2 tII5

.662

60 t225
26 .42

40,680
17.82

L27 t6Lr
55.8?

125Z

562
442

25.40
1,106,748

527
20.76

1,381
54.4r

2,l-00

228,L52
20 .62

978,595
79 .42

126Z

1008

)
i

* Available for 2 of the 3 sites: .656 and .405
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are relevant: a measure of persons per acre does not

reveal the amount of floor space allocated per person

and conversely dwellings per acre does not reveal the

number of people accommodated.

Figures 9.03, 9.04 and 9.05 analyze the predominant

plan forms used in the three housing developments. The

forms are common in current practice, with the possible

exception of the back-to-back types A and A3, F'ig. 9.05.

This form of dwelling accounts for almost 202 of the total

measured in the development. The advantaqes of this form

include (a) little external surface exposed to weather,

minimizinq heat loss and (b) when aggregated, these units

pack together more tightly than other forms, thus yielding

higher densities.

The disadvantages include (a) the single facade gaining.

natural light is a severe constraint upon flexibility in

laying out the p1an, (b) the greater number of walls held

in common increases the possibility of sound transmission

and (c) there is only one alternative possible for the

location of personal space or entrances.

Decisions regarding the use of this form of dwelling type

obviously requires a careful consideration of the trade-

offs involved.o
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Fig. 9.03 DONWOOD TERRACE

First
Floor

Second
Floor

Type T.H.B.

Townhouse IJ B
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Type I
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Type 3
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Type 4
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Fig. 9.04 LIONS GATE

First
Floor

Second
Floor

Type A

Townhouse

Type B

Townhouse

Type C

Townhouse

L

=
n K

K D

t
I

L

A

B

f, h)

B B

25
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Fig. 9.05 BRAEBURN WOODS

Type B

Townhouse

Type A

Townhouse
Back-to-back

Type A3

Townhouse
Back-to-back
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o It should be noted that care must be exercized when

referring to Figures 9.03, 9.04 and 9.05 in conjunction

with Fig. 9.01 and attempting to make space efficiency
comparisons of the different plan forms. The sample

size is not large enough and the controls necessary for
such comparj-son were not built into the choice of the

survey sample.

I
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A SYNOPTTC VrEW OF HOUSTNG, WrrH REFERENCE TO COSTS
AND THE MANUFACTURE OF HOUSING

In reviewing any form of housing, it is clear that a

number of highly interdependent factors must be con-

sidered in order to understand particular aspects aS

well as the general field.

For the purposes of this chapter these factors are

divided as follows:

production of superstructure or shell; site or land;

finance and administration; user preferencesr market.

Even though aII of these basic categories have several

sub concerns, together they do not exhaust all of the

relevant issues.

A. PRODUCTION OF SUPERSTRUCTURE

(1) Materials vs. labour costs, sca1e.

(2) Structural/design types.

(3) Location of production.

(4) Codes, inspection, standards.
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B. SITE OR I,AND

(1) ownership.

(21 supply.

(3) Servicing costs - utilities, roads, sidewalks'

lighting, Iandscaping.

(4) Individual lot improvements - basements.

(5) Site costs vs. housing unit costs.

(6 ) Dens j-ty,

C. FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION

(I) Funding source.

(2) Eligibility and loan constqaints.

(3) Land as separate from shell.
(4) Taxation.

(5) Maintenance' feed back.

(6) Combines (with pension funds, Iand assembly) '

D. USER PREFERENCES, MARKET

(1) Demographic trends.

(2) Socio-economic groups.

(3) Location

(4) Priorities, trends, constraints.

A. PRODUCTION OF SUPERSTRUCTURE

(f) Materials vs. T,abour Costs

At, present Canadian and American labour costs are different
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with significant implications for the production of
manufactured homes. In the United, States, manufactured

homes are more competitive with on-site construction than

in Canada, because Canadian site labour is not much more

expensive than factory labour, whereas in the United

States site labour is 2 - 2\ times as expensive as factory
labour rates, r

This condition, however, is not 1ikely to remain. The

supply of skilled craftsmen for on-site labour is diminish-

itg, and construction unions have won high increases for
wage contracts - as high as a total package 408 increase

in L969. While such a rise in labour costs is not ex-

pected in April r97L, when construction contracts terminate,
because provj-nce-wide negotiations are probable, a 2OZ

package rise can be expected. Thus similar wage differences
between on-site rabour and factory labour as exist in the

U.S. is conceivable in Canada. Only intelligent guesses

can be made from the projection of wage scales and the

availability of skilled labour. rf present trends continue

then an accurate prediction can be made. Between 1963 and

1968 construction wage settlements averaged 9A per year,

almost twice that, of manufacturing. In Lg6g the Toronto

settlements ran from a low of 11? per annum to a high of
282 per annum.

' National Housebuilders Association and Helyar, Vermeulen,
Rae and Mauchan, euantity Surveyors.
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o While systems building and manufactured components have

shown substnatial savings over traditional methods in

Europe, (about 202), the situation there is not comparable.

The European building industry was moving from a hand-

crafted base to factory conditions, while in North America

many components of the site-built house arrive complete

prefit windows, ready glazed with hardware installed and

a prime coat applied, kitchen cabinets ready to hang,

prefit doors, wa1l panelling, complete roof trusses' etc.

Perhaps of even greater significance is the use of power

tools on site - excavating equipment, ready mixers for

concrete, power trowels, tampers, saws, nailers, s.taplers'

and other hydraulic, pneumatic and electric equipment.

These all reduce site costs, and the labour cost component,

which is falling steadily 10 years ago labour accounted.

for 452 of construction costs on the site, whereas they

are now only 242, and materials are 7 4? with 2? of costs

in rental charges.

The supply of skilled labour is becoming more scarce and

expensive, as are conventional materials, especially those

of the organic variety, such as wood, stone or clay brick.

For the most part their application was most appropriate

to manual forms of labour.

That manufactured housing will bring no great savings in

material or labour costs is indicated by these two facts:
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a (a) The residential eonstruct,ion industry is already

efficient; in the past year the total cost of house con-

struction rose by 4.22, while the combined price index

of materials and labour increased by 6.8?.

(b) The costs of a house, excluding land can be roughly

divided as follows: 208 labour, 582 materials, 2* equipment

rental, 202 in non-structural costs, such as 1egal fees for
title transfer, building permit fees, mortgage application

fees, mortgage insurance fees, surveying fees, fj-re and

public liability insurance, selling expenses, interest

charges, and, during construction, interest. charges and

municipal taxes.

If it is assumed that the average serviced 1ot now costs

$5'000. in Ontario, and the she11 costs $15,000. of the

$20,000. end-cost labour and materials together only account

for $11,700. (labour $3 r000. , materials $8,700. ) or 58.58

of the tota1. The research conducted by the United Electrical,
Radio and Machine Workers of Canada actually puts the cost

of labour and materials as low as 519 of the total cost to

the purchaser.

Therefore, even if savings of labour and mat.erials are made,

and these are not to be discounted, the end consequence

is diminished by land and non-structural costs.
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Without definitive cost figures, a review of production

costs and estimating marketing costs confirms a need for

high volume of sales for manufactured houses. The break-

even point wou1d, of course, be determined by the inter-

section of cost and revenue curves above the fi-xed.-cost

Iine shown in Fig. 10.01.

The scale of operation is thus critical to high productivity,

not too low to be below sales revenue, and not too high

to strain capacity. Allied to the output of units however,

is the supply of home lots. This, because of the shortage

of serviced land in Ontario, becomes the restricting

factor. Not only does this limit production, but a

lag-time between the output of a housing unit and its in-

stallation on site probably occurs. This is obviously a

costly deIay. The assurance of a market for a manufacturer,

in a short tot supply condition, seems crucial.

(2) Structure/Design Tvpes

It is a well observed fact that the structural systems

and materials used in manufactured houses do not differ in

any fundamental way from those used for on site construction.

Therefore, to obtain a competitive edge in this area, the in-

line production system must clearly show marked efficiency

advantages over on-site construction: speed of construction,

labour rates, reduction of wastage, critical path flows
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o Fig. 10.01 Cost - Revenue Curve

Total sales revenue
Total costs

Breakeven point

Fixed Costs

o
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and scale all effect productivity. Whether the savj-ngs

made here warrant the manufacture of conventional housing

can only be assessed on product end-cost, which must take

into account the fixed overheads of expensive lant, and

transportation charges. These comparative figures are not

known to us. However, 
"o*"ot""rr"" 

in principle, which

affect cost, ftay properly be raised.

It is a well known principle in mass production that the

number of variations from a stand.ard norm must be kept to

a minimum in order to reap economic benefits. Whether

conventional structures and materials are used or not' this

is true. At present, it would seem that the range of designs

is too wide for the scale of prod.uction, because each unit

is seen as a total house' and expensively varied'. If the

house is seen as a series of module types, where each tyPe

can be produced without variation, then cost savings will

be made. These modules could be combined in different ways'

and in different numbers, without adding to the cost. There

might in fact be only two basic types a mechanical/power

stair module, and a living moduLe. The living module,

whether for livLnq/dining space or bedroom space need not

differ in she]l formr but merely in j-nterior partitions.

The partitions could also be standard components, either

flat walI or storage components. (See diagrams)
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As in the principle of mass prod.uction, the construction

of standard modules do not predicate a particular structural
system. Without emperical substantiation, however, it would

seem that the savings in material and labour to be made in
conventionaL construction witl be marginal, whereas the

exploitation of the physical properties of large com-

ponentsr may yield more substantial savings.2

There are three basic forms of structure relevant to housing

construction - frame, stressed skj-n and monolithic she1l.

(a) Frame: This is the conventional method employed in
manufactured housing, and, irt present, represents the

cheapest and simplest design: It is 1ight, and can be

perforated aLmost at will. However, there are span

limitations. It is not an efficient structural form,

(not best choice for modules to be transported; trans-
portation often induces stresses in members the opposite

of which the member must resist on site) and requires

sheathj-ng, in addition, for enclosure.
(b) Stressed Skin: This structural form has the greatest

potential material savings, and possesses the additional
advantage of being at once both envelope and. structure.
The disadvantages are that perforations must be kept to
a mini-mum.

' Cf Soviet "Block-Box" system.
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(c) Monolithic Shell: This eliminates the joint problems

endemic to modules which must be transported whole to

sites, and can, in effect act as box beams. As in stressed

skin, structures of this form reduce the allowed number

of openings to a minimum.

It would seem that research and development into fundamentally

dj-fferent structural forms and materials is likely to yield
greater savings than effort spent in refining conventional

systems. But it should be remembered that recent history
is littered with fruitless efforts to bring the housing

industry intb the 20th Century.

3. Location of production

It is clear that transportation - location trade offs must

be assessed to establish location, and generally speaking

there are three alternatives for categories of the location
of production plant.

(a) Central to market area, wide distribution. This in
effect means that the modules to be transported should

be as large as possible, light as practicable, and possess

structural characteristics which resist "abnormal stresses"
(roofs in tensions, floors in compression during transit) .

It should be noted that this means transporting empty space.

The concept of nestling modules is worthy of investigation,
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to cut the number of trips required to install houses.

The costs for this form of production are comparable to

those of the mobile home industry, which, in the U.S.

are figured at S0frzmile. It has been reckoned that 300

miles is the economic cut-off point, and loads for this
range between 101000 to 22,000 lbs.

A recurrent problem in this form of housing (module

transported whole to site) is the separation of joints r ot
pulling openings out of plumb, resulting in door and

window misfits. The conseguence is extra time spent on-

site correcting defects, an expensive form of labour for a

factory built product.

(b) In close proximity to site: This reduces the trans-

portation problem, but frequently means the use of special

transportation equipment. This equipment, limited to a

few projects, has to be amortized by those projects. The

application of this system is for heavy or large modules,

(monolithic she1l) and is limited to a range of 10-15 miles.

(c) Production means moved from site to site. The logistics
of production becomes the critical issue, rather than the

product and is dependent on a mobile or readily available

labour force. The most logical application is for very

large projects that comprise a severely limited number of

module types.
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4. Codes, Inspection, Standards

rt has been reportedt that the systems engineering

developed for the aviation and space industries, in search-

ing for civil applications, has rejected entry into the

housing field because of the multiplicity of codes to

be satisfied, conflicting standards requirements, and

uneven inspection criteria. In addition, the unpredictable

delays caused by approval requirements represent heavy

carryi-ng charges. This is totally unlike the production

of other consumer products which satisfy continent wide

standards, and require no approvals which would delay

production or supply. "Automobiles would be beyond the

range of the average consumer if each municipality had

distinctive automobile specification requirements. " 4

Besides the codes applied to the production of the house

itself, there are zoning codes applied to the subdivision

of Iand, and the specification of site improvements (Dealt

with in Section B (3) ).

The stipulation by most municipatities of 60'- 0" minimum

lot width has two important effects.
(a) The d.ensity is thus set at four units per acre, causing

high serviced land cost per unit.
(b) The large size of lot dictates end cost to home buyer,

l+
Aviation Week
Paul Hellyer,

October '1 , 1958.
Report of Task Force on Housing.
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which in turn determines house type to suit income

bracket of those who can afford this category of

housing.

It is interesting to note that four dwelling units per

acre is lower than Rosedale, and many parts of Forest

Hill, two of Toronto's most exclusive residential areas.

The density of these areas is about six units per acre,

and townhouses, which are also built j-n Rosedale on

25'- 0" width lots, yield a density of 18 units per acre.

While increased density, it can be demonstrated, cuts

cost of serviced land per unit, and can be designed to

satisfy user preferences, municipalities are unwilling
to a1low such dense development, as this produces stains

on the municipal budget which have to bear education costs.

The real estate taxes of low cost, high density and large

child population developments are, it appears, insufficient
to meet education costs. Thus 60'- 0" lots are in effect
a not so subtle form of dis criminating against low income

families residing in urban areas. Other forms of discrimi-
nation are the prescription of minimum floor areas for
housesr or density controls. The control of densities guaran-

tees house size and tax return;

Developers are often accused of producing stereotyped
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housing. In fact, zonLng by-laws stipulate the size

of front, side and rear yards, which severely restrict

variety. A 10'- O" variation in position on each site is

often all that is possible (Chapter 8) r this also

severely limits the form of house type to a single family

detached bungalow isolated on each patch of land. Court-

housing, for instance, besides row or terraced housing, is

thus not allowed.

The advantages other forms of building distribution
possess are not difficult to see the spaces between

buildings need not be residual, but designed for use,

either public or private; the differentiated specifications

for roads of different function would be possible and

cost savingr and monotony could easily be averted. It

has become clear that the general neighborhood environ-

ment is as persuasive a factor in house choice as is the

unit and its cost (see C (4) ).

B. SITE OR LAND

(1) Ownership

The ownership of land represents several disadvantages as

well as advantages for the individual purchaser. The ad-

vantages are clearly that ownership represents two forms of

security social as well as financial. By and large, in-

vestments in houses are favourable onesi as hedges against
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inflation, and as a means to live rent free on retire-
ment. The ownership of property means freedom of inter-
ference by landlords, and has traditionally been the way

in which separation from others and privacy is assured.

The disadvantages are that for a majority of the popula-

tion the purchase of a house is the largest single outlay

ever made, and requires capital accumulation. (The popula-

tion in regard to housing can be roughly divided into three

groups, those for whom housing is no financial burden,

those for whom it is a burden, but one that can be

sustained as a preferential trade-off against other

expenditures, and those for whom the financial burden is
too great to assume)

Besides the initial or capital cost and mortgage payments,

real estate taxes must also be borne. The second aspect

of the disadvantage of land ownership is not intrinsically
financial: it is the responsibility of maintenance. It

has been found that those in the early years of farnily

formation, and especialty those in low midd,le to low in-
come groups, are not interested in such activities as snow

removalr gardenirg, site improvements or general home

maintenance: their energies are, during this time, more

inward family and earning directed.
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A study of the mobile home industry is revealing in this

regard. In L966 the mobile house industry accounted

for 222 of all single family private non-farm homes, in

L967 this rose to 322 of this market. In 1965 mobile

homes accounted for 762 of all new single family homes

that sold for under $12,500. If the cost figures of the

industry are accurate, it would seem that mobile homes

were produced for a retail cost of $10. per square foot

in L964, which includ.ed. major appliances and furnishings.

This figure is reported to have decreased to $8.00 in 1965'

but the total price per unit has grown with an increase

in the number of extras included in the sale. This

figure should be compared to costs of about $I2 $L4 per

square foot for conventional construction, which d.oes not

include appliances and furnishings.

In comparing the mobile home retail price with a manu-

factured home (while understanding that different standards

of construction are used for mobile homes and manufactured

homes) a furnished double width mobile home unj-i', 24 x 60 or

L44O square feet cost $13,OOO. or $9 per sq ft in L965, and

a manufactured unit deli-vered to the site and erected un-

furnished has a comparable price of $13,500. or $9.40 per

square foot. If we add about $2.50 per square foot for

furnishings, we have an end price of $11.90 per square foot'

which is a 338 cost differential.
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A further discussion on the unit and the land will

found under C. (3) and the acceptance of this form

housing under D. (4).

(2\ Supp1y

In Ontario the Water Resources Commission virtually holds

a monopoly on the supply of land for building. While it

is possible for developers to assume the cost of servicinq

tracts of land (see (3) following) it is not possible for

them to provide the trunk lines to potential housing sites.

The Water Resources Commission has not been as successful

as Hydro in the installation of t.runk services, and hence

a scarcity of serviced land in Ontario, the greatest potential

market in Canada,is the result. This lack of supply taken

with heavy demand, has driven the price of serviced land

up. In New York State, Cornell University in its housing

program has been able to produce serviced lots for $41500

whereas in Ontario, the price is $141500 for 60'- 0" wide

lots. s

The long delays in approvals required for housing develop-

ment is anot^her characteristic of the Canadian, and

especially Ontario, housing scene. This also restrains

supply, and adds costs for carrying charges, which in turn

are passed on to the purchaser.

be

of

s Hel1yar, Vermeulen, Rae & Mauchan
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(3) Servicing Costs - Utilities, Roads, Sidewalks,
Lighting, Landscapinq

Processing raw acreage into registered lots with paved

roads, sidewal-ks, services, and lighting is an integral
part of traditional residential construction. The supply

and improvement of land j-s t,he most troublesome and ex-

pensive factor in housing: speculation, red tape delay

and excessive demand.s for unreasonable levels of sub-

division services has meant increased costs of building

lots.

It has now become customary for municipalities to pass

the responsibility of providing services on to the

developer. The standards imposed by municipalities on

contractors are now higher than those once assumed by the

mur.ricipalities themselves when they installed services.

These standards are not always to the benefit of the home

purchaser, even if he can afford them. For example' many

municiaplities insist on a 66'- O" width for every road,

street r or cul-de-sac. Traffic demand, however, varies

enormously, and savings in constructing appropriate road

beds could easily be made. This in turn would allow more

efficient use of land in both quantitative and qualitative

terms.

(4) rndividual-lot Improvemen-ts - Basements

The basement is quite distinct from the rest of the housing

unit in a number of important respects.
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In the first pIace, it represents a large percentage of

the cost of materials used in the construction of the

house. Secondly, it is not subject to the efficiencies

affected j-n factory production. While power equipment

is used in its construction, it is quite a distinct

operation to that of the production of the superstructure.

In a sense, it can be seen as part of the land and its

cost, as guite distinct from the superstructure. Further

discussion on this point follows in C (1).

(5) Fite Cost vs. Housing Unit Qosts

"If land costs account for more and more of the price of

the house, it follows that, the houses themselves account

for less and less. The purchaser that is, gets less and

less house for his money."5

Since 1951, construction costs have risen by 858, while

Iand conservatively estimated, has risen by 300?.

rt can be arguedT that the cost of the superstructure has

decreased in terms of real incomesr while that of land

has not. As with the specification of 60'- 0" minimum

width lots dictating the appropriate house to be placed on

such a 1ot, in both social and economic terms' the

5

7
Morris Cohen, May 1967 - Fortune
(NHBA)
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combination of land and house unit costs makes the total

outlay a formidable figure: It would be ludicrous to

put a cheap house on an expensive site. And the pur-

chaser in the lower income ranges is primarily concerned

with interior space.

In contrast, mobile home units can be purchased for as

Iittle as $51600 complete. As no land costs are involved,

this form of shelter can be afforded by a large, and

different market from those who purchase a $20'000 home.

(see C (21 and (3) ).

(6) Dengity

As has been noted elsewhere in this paper the most effective

method of reducing lot prices, besides increasing the

supply, is to increase density.

Most familiy users admittedly show a strong preference for

single family homes. It must be remembered, however, that

few viable alternatives exist to compare with single family

houses. The forms of multiple dwellings that now exist,

maisonettes or apartment blocks, do not satisfy family needs.

The single most important reason for purchasing a house is

still child rearing.
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The planning of the general environment, the amalgama-

tion of clusters of unit,s, apart from the design of each

unit, is the most important aspect of housing. Figures

10.02,10.03,10,04 and 10.05 indicate the potential of

rationalizing the manufacturing process and the range of

dwelling units possible without changing the module.

The modules are divided into two kinds, "wet" and "dry"

The wet module (fig. 10.02) contains the mechanical and

service components, and the vertical circulation. The

three cores shown vary slightly.
Core A: Square, for maximum connection possibilities,

contains within the perimeter all appliances. No weather-

l-ock.

Core B: Square, larger contained space as kitchen appliances

not included; these can be contained in dry module but fixed

to core "wet" waIl. No weatherlock.

Core C: Rectangular, which may restrict the range of com-

bj-nations possible, but a weather lock is provided. Two

bathrooms, but kitchen appliances not contained within the

perimeter.

The dry module is simply a standard container which can be

divided for either living space or for bedrooms. The

L2'- 0" width governs (highway code) but lengths up to
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60'- 0" are at present permissible and practical.

Figures 10.03 to 10.05 show a range of possible combina-

t,ions of the wet and dry modules. Note that the modules

themselves do not change. It is here that many cost,

design, user satisfaction and environmental problems can

be solved. The potential for improvj-ng housing in general

is greatest in this area of endeavour. However, zonlng

codes determine solutions at present, and do not provide

incentives for developers and the private sector to be

innovative, or develop alternatives to the present stereo-

types.

C. FINANCE AND ADMINTSTRATTON

(1) {ugdinq source

The shortage of serviced land is one impediment to the

supply of housing. Another, of equal importance, is the

failure to develop a sufficient flow of mortgage funds.

Mortgage fund sources are generally insurance companiest

trust companies, banks, pension funds, individuals and

the Federal Government. The lending institutions account

for the bulk of the supply, with government acting as

the residual lender.

It is well known that the supply is inadequate and irregular.

The economic tap has been used to control the economy
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rather than in relation to the needs of the housing

market. Periodic shortage.s disrupt efficiency, employ-

ment, capability and hence the price of the end product.

The allocation of residual funds has also been erratic.
It has been estimated that8 efficiency has as a con-

sequence been held to 752 of potential.

Private enterprise has been keen to supply housing under

the limited divident provisions of the NHA, but Federal

funds are unavailable for this.

Condominium legislation permits the sale of units in
multiple housing (satisfying the strong drives for home

ownership) it is predicted that such forms of housing could

cut custs, but lending institutions to date have not

shown a willingness to invest in this form of housing.

It is perhaps only an unfamiliarity with the operation of

such arrangements that causes this hesitancy, and much

could be done to encourage investments in condominium via
a careful exposition of this form of ownership.

Lrenders do, howeverr prefer large single loans on multiple

developments - there is in this way less administration,

t (NHea)
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and the lending institutions are able to participate

in the equity of such schemes.

The largest single untapped source of potential mortgage

funds lies in the assets of pension funds. At present,

only 118 of their total assets of some $8 billion are

invested in residential mortgages. Many pension funds

are apparently loaded w].E]n 4\ to 5a invesements, whereas

IO? yields can be expected from mortgage loans ' In

addition, such investments would be protected by mortgage

insurance.

(2\ Elioibilitv and Loan Constraints

White down payments are downemaking purchases more widely

possible, the amounts required are still higher than most can

afford. In addition, borrowing costs are up the in-

creased cost is often more than many families can or are

willing to pay.

yet it is stil1 a cheap form of borrowing. other consumer

goods are financed at rates in excess of mortgage rates' The

current NHA rate is g-3/42, while consumer goods credit

charges are L2 I8?. And a house appreciates in value,

an appliance or auto does not'

s June L969 amendments to the NHA.
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It is a fact that personal disposable incomes are

increasing faster than the cost of housing. However,

other demands are makj-ng inroads into consumer spend-

ing. The proportion of the GNP spent on housing is

declining, while the amount spent on consumer goods

and travel is increasing. This suggests that improve-

ments in either or both marketing methods and product

are required.

Those purchasing mobile homesr ds has been noted, have

a total cost of about $5,000 - $6,000. The down palrment

is 202, the rest is financed on a 7-year note at 148

interest. This means roughly a $1OO per month charge.

There is, of course, the additional trailer park rent to

be borne.

(3) Land as Separate from Fhe1l

The preceding section has shown how the large sums borrowed

for home purchase are broken down in the case of mobile

home purchase, bringing this form of home financing into line

with other consumer goods.

We have also seen the distinction drawn between the site and

its associated basement, and the construction of the super-

structure, (B. (4) ) and the anomaly of manufactured homes

requiring extensive and costly site work.
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We thus ean conceive the two elements site and

superstrucure r ot lot and houser ds separate components'

the one permanent, the other impermanent.

ft can also be seen that improved sites can be owned

separately from the building or house unitr ds in the

case of trailer parks. That is the sites can be owned

and maintained (an undesirable responsibility for many)

by large development companies, and the house modules by

individuals, (satisfying the drive for ownershipr ot

privacy) .

This conception frees housing from the land on which it

sits. This conception is probably the most potent

operational change for the future. In this way only

permanent site work might be subject to inspection by

Iocal authority, the modules then considered as personal

property, as a refrigerator is, and not subject to a

muttiplicity of codes. The life span differentials between

components (10 15 years) and modules (20 25 years) and

sj-te improvements (50 years) could be accommodated by

differential replacement, and allows "trading up':.

It is also conceivable that components need not, as in

the case of the land, be owned: an appliance component
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could be owned by a large companyr ds a telephone is

owned, and rented to a user, reducing capital outlay

and further reducing the tax base. The utility company

can depreciate units faster than a private individual can,

and can thus upgrade faster, again as the telephone

example demonstrates.

In fact mobile home owners trade-in units about once

every three years, not in order to move, but in order

to trade up. Unlike conventional housing, the life

expectancy of mobile housing is only 15 years.

The operation of trailer parks at present is a land

holding operation, and a means of covering costs for long

term speculation: It is clear that any land between

Oshawa, Barrie and the Niagara peninsula will be urban

land in the near future. The change in density or housing

form at that time will not be difficult to achieve, dS the

mobile home is not tied to its site as conventional

housing is. Breakthroughs in technology (G.n. individual

sewage disposal) may also reduce servicing costs at future

dates, rendering such land even more valuable.

(4) Taxation

Canadian municipalities rely on property tax for the bulk

of their revenue. This revenue must pay for police, fire
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protection, garbage collection, street cleaning, sewage,

water supply and education. Small houses send d.s lrErnf r

and sometimes more, children to school as large houses

on large lots do. It would seem that the revenue from

small houses is not enough to bear a municipality's costs.

It is clear that an examination of tax sharing formula

between the three levels of government is necessary for

a solution to this problem. While the problem persists

it can be said that there is legislation against the

smalI home owner in low income brackets.

Roughly half of a munj-cipal budget goes to meet education

costs. Industrial and commercial areas do notr ds a rule,

send children to school. This is the reason that large

developers are required to provide some industrial and

commercial components in a development package. The

ratio often used is 608 housing to 402 industrial-

commercial. Redrawj-ng boundaries will help to provide a

more diverse and balanced tax revenue base, a strategy

now being advocated by drArcy McKeogh, Minister of Municipal

Affairs. The effort to spread the tax burden is especially

important for dormitory areas, areas of growth near

established urban centres.
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Another solution is to rob Peter to pay Paul - the

Provincial government could assume the responsibility
for the provision of education. This would spread the

costs of education across the populatj-on, and relieve
the tax on houses. If the concepts in C. (3) are develop-

€d, or if mobile home sales take an even larger segment

of the market, such a tax solution will be inevitable.

Loca1 governments have ceased issuing debentures to

cover land development costs when it became the practice

to pass these costs on to the developer. Yet local

governments are still short of funds for trunk line

installation.

Imposts r ot cash levies, based on the number of building

1ot,s in new subdivision, or the number of units in multiple

dwelling projects, are also used to raise municipal

revenues, and often run as high as $1500 per unit.

Other financial discouragements are placed in the way

of home owners, discouragements that favour rental accom-

modation: Owners of rental property may charge property

taxes and mortgage interest against income tax, while

home owners mav not.
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Lastly, the 118 Federal Sales Tax on building materials

does not help to lower house costs. Some provinces in

addition have sales taxes which include the 118 Federal

Sales Tax. This is remarkable when shelter, food, and

clothing are considered basic necessities. The forms of

housing a nation builds are largely determined by the

forms of financing available and promoted.

(5) Maintenance, Feedback

It has been reported that mobile home owners change their

units about once every three years. On the prairies it

has also been found that one of the principle reasons for

moving is an unwillingness of the home owner to take on

major repairs. Consequently, the concept of materials

reclamation by the vendor should be considered, especially

if a system of interchangeable parts is employed.

In any event maintenance by the vendor or lessor is a

very powerful form of feedback and cause for owner or

user satisfaction.

There is also a need for formalized post sales follow up'

a monitoring of defects. In order to meet user require-

mentsr Etn institutionalized and permanent research program

should be instituted.
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ft has been demonstrated that prospective buyers are

very much influenced by the attitude of the house vending

company; confidence that after sales there will be access

to an interested. and enthusiastic organization is a

powerful selling point.

(6) Combines (with pension funds, land asqemblv)

To date the profit in development has been in the land.

Presently large profits lie in financing, (IOE) although

many lenders are unwilling to tie up funds for any length

of time while short term investments yield as much, and

more, profit. While the spread between on-site labour

costs and factory wages is not great, low profit yields

are sustained by the manufacturer of house units. Evidence

that this need not necessarily be so is that in the U.S.

companies which only produce manufactured homes appear

to be successful.

While the profit. margins remain low in Canada for producers

of manufactured housing, it would seem that arrangements

with institutions in one or both of the problematic, but

profitable, areas would be to their advantage, that is in

the supply of money or 1and.

D. USER PREFERENCES, MARKET

(1) Demogr-aphic Trends

The greatest change in demographic charts in the recent
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past is the growth of the under 30 and over 65 groups.

Further, the under 30 group is the largest absolute

segment of the population, and is about 608 of the total.

While disposable incomes for the under 30's group is
growing, this group is at the family formation stage

and at the lower levels of potential earning curve.

Both of these groups value time and convenience over

status and maintenance, and cost over aesthetics. Hence,

the mobile home success story.

Because of the low cost of this form of housing, easy

maintenance or replacement, turn key operation, ease of

acquisition and speed of installation, aesthetic or

social concerns have not been a drag on sa1es.

This does not mean that chaotic trailer parks or poorly

designed units are inevitable. What it does mean is that

we no longer need believe in the myth that only pseudo-

colonial homes can be marketed successfully.

(21 Socio Ecolirmic Groups

An idealistic myth is that it is desirable to provide a

mix of socio economic groups in development. Empirical

evidence is that members of a particular socio-economic

a
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group tend to gravitate to "territories" established by

that group.

There are a number of reasons for this tendency, which

need not be touched on here. However, it is important

to note that there are sufficient differences in life-

style between different socio-economic aroups to warrant

differences in the physical design of the unit and the

environment in which the unit resides. For example,

socio-economic aroups on the lower end of the scale

tend t,o be more street-oriented in outside activity

patterns, while those at the other extreme tend to be

private yard or garden oriented. A11, however, venerate

the provision of private outdoor spacer dS shown elsewhere

in this research studv.

(3) Location

Over 7OZ of the popufation now live in urban areas in Canad'a

and the U.S.A., and by IggO this figure will be 80?. "Of

the one million dwellings to be built in the next five

years, 20 252 will be in Metro."r0 rndividual home

ownership of single family homes in this context is not,

and will not be possible for low to middle income groups,

especially those with children of school going age. In

I o H; Hignett, President, CMHC.
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Canada at large 8E of families live with other families,

in Metropolitan Toronto, it is as high as 168. Forms of

multiple accommodation for families will have to be

developed to satisfy demand: At present (Oec L969) the

average price of houses in Metro reached $29 ,982. It is

not certain that industry can meet this demand given the

shortage or unreliability of the supply of mortgage funds

or lack of serviced land, but the market is there.

"Housing is the only major industry failing to participate

in the greatest economic boom the world has ever known" r I

It is clear that at the macro level the greatest demand

for housing is and will be in and near established urban

areas. At the micro level there are other patterns of

settlement of equal significance: There are preferences

of location distant from r ot in close proximity to com-

munity facilities, and other location options, which have

been accurately plotted.l2 Further, there are the levels

of desi-red mix with other activites, and relation to the

different modes of transportation. A11 of these are

factors in making housing choice and planning for the

economic and environmental success of housing.

) Priorities Trends, Constraints(4

In

at

summary, it
present for

can be seen that in Canada it is difficult

the manufactured home to compete with the

1l G.T. Bogard, Head,
rz Dr. Michelson

Urban Development Division, General
Electric
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on-site construction home, although material and

on-site construction costs are rising; that the lack

of supply of money and serviced land are equal impedi-

ments to the growth of the housing market, and. that

because education costs are borne by municipalities
only particular income brackets, and hence house types,

are encouraged. These types are not the type that

represents the largest potential market, which is the

large under 30's and over 65ts groups, who value time

and cheapness more than status and maintenance, and

who either do not wish to, or cannot make, large down

payments for very large financial commitments. Hence

the concept of separating super-structures from the site

emerges r ds an answer which breaks down the size of

investment, and treats the house shell as a consumer

product. This product can be produced en masse, with

variations made by combining a few basic units in

different ways, rather than varying each unit. The

importance of planning the amalgamation of many family

units thus becomes important in order to create desir-

able neighborhood environments, and to economize on land

servicing.

The implication for development combines, production units

and taxation is therefore not inconsiderable.
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The market at present, being satisfied is the static

one, and one for which the nature of the manufacturing

process is not best suited.

A much larger and more dynamic market is available. This

market's priorities are not those of the middle income

and age group, and it is for this group that the manu-

factured home is best suited. Thj-s application also

requires much research and development in both physical

and behavioral aspects, but promises the greatest rewards

in environmental planning, and new technologies and

materials exploitation.

It should again be emphasized that while a house or car

can be manufactured, land cannot. We can calculate

manufacturing costs accurately, but we cannot do so for

land over any length of time.

Finally, it would seem that a Low cost, national or

continent wide, market with assured outlets or contracts

should be the target for manufactured homes.

tt
b

-*fl
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I1 DEMONSTRATION

The general requirements revealed in the preceding

chapters are, in this portion of the work, first given

specific dimension; second studied in terms of density

and height; third applied to prototype housing configur-

ations; and fourth used in a demonstration design. The

demonstration design uses a previously surveyed site,
Donwood Terrace.

Part A introduces area standards for the various elements

of the dwelling; interior living and sleeping, exterior
personal space, car parking and street allowance.

Part B uses the area standards as a basis for a mathemrrtical

modeI. This is accomplished by viewing all land use a{i

quantifiable modules and by bscribing a number of quanl:i-

fiable moduies to the dwelIing. Thus the site may be rieen

as a support to measureable volumetriq content, volumel:ric

content to which user reouirements have been attached.

Part C examines the effects of including shared space irrs

an additional space consuming element. As explained e.,-se-

where, while we could not determine the shared space mc:del

with as much confidence as we can the other spatial factors,

Fig. 11.17 we believe provides a basis for establishing
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a reasonable amount of shared space for various levels
of density.

Part D illustrates the fact that once standards of space

allocation are established, the height of buildings may

be accurately predicted. Height is perhaps the most im-

portant factor affecting the provision of amenities

approximating those of the sj-ngle family dwe11ing.

Parts A to D formulate a comprehensive model of quantitative

requirements. However much of the work done in this study

nl= been aimed at establishing qualitative requirements:

Part E concisely lists these qualitative requirements.

Part F combines the quantitative and qualitative aspects

into a comprehensive design. The steps taken in this
design process were to:
(f) establish workable dimensions for the dwelling unit
(2) establ-ish site organization alternatives
(3) establish vertical dwelling unit distribution alter-

natives and methods of devising short walk-up conditions

for relatively high (0 storeys) buildings.
(4') Derive site plans from the preceding steps, and re-

Lated quantitative data.

Part G lists salient factors which at present determine
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dwelling configurations and groupings zoning and

setback regulatj.ons and construct,ion costs.

Finally, Part H outlines a method of manipulating the

total list of quantitative and qualitative requirements

simultaneously.
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A. DWELLING UNIT AREA STANDARDS

Generic P1ans: Two and Three Storey Houses (National

Building Agency U.K. ) has been used as the foundation for
our subsequent work. This Generic Plans study has dealt

with room arrangements, generalized amalgamations and given

all the alternative relationships. As the dimensions of

particular rooms and the total dwelling unit sizes are

smaller however, than those acceptable in Canada, we have

correspondingly increased these dimensions. This does not

reduce the worth of the system of revealing the range of

alternate space arrangements comprehensively.

The dimensions used are shown in Fig. 11.01. These dimen-

sions modify the I{BA standards by increasing them (see

Chapter 9) to standards based on general use (Chapter 9,

rig. 9.01; Chapter 3, Fig. 3.01) .
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Fig. 11.01 AREA SPACE REQUIREMENTS

No. People No. Bedrooms
Sq. Ft.
(British)

Sq. Ft.
(Canadian)

2

3

4 2 800 or less 1008 7024

5 3 910 1010 rLs2 1280
6 4 qqn 1 nqo 1)Oa 'l q?6

7

DIFFERENCES IN THE AREA STANDARDS

1. Storage areas are not included in the Br. figures
given, thus direct comparison to Cdn. totals
cannot be made.

2. Minimum bedroom dimensions have been increased
from the Br. 6'-6" to the Cdn. 8'-0".

3. In the Br. tables entrance space is considered
part of the dining or living area. The Cdn.
standards show the entrance space separate from
the total living space.'4. In the Br. tables the living space assigned to 2-
bedroom units is the same as that assigned to.4-
bedroom units. This study uses a size-adequate
for a 4 bedroom house for all units.

Our social survey has established that minimum outdoor

personal spbce should equal aggregated interior living

space, In the case of four bedroom units, however, we have

assumed that it will be necessary to increase this minimum

and we have done so by adding to outdoor space the space

equivalent to a large bedroom.

Generic Plans: Two and Three Storey Houses has been found

to be deficient in one important aspect. It neglects to

assign space to the automobile. We have corrected this
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omission by assigning the appropriate space and this be-

comes a further element to be manipulated in the amalgama-

tion of all the elements of the dwelling.

Fig. 11.02 SPACE ALLOTMENTS BY CATEGORIES

No. of bedrooms/dweIlinq
2 3 4

Ir1!. living c sleeping spac( 1008 TT52 l-296

EIt. personal space 432 432 576
Auto parking space 288 288 288
Street allowance per unit 360 360 360

Total space/dweI1ing 218 8 2232 2520
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B. DENSITY

Using the area standards given in Fig. LI.02 coverage can

be plotted on one axis, ds shown vertically in Fig. 11.03.

The coverage of the dwelling unj-t includes the built area,

the personal exterior space, auto parking space and a

proportional amount of street space. On the other axis,
shown horizontally in Fig. 11.03, the density in dwelling

units per acre is indicated. The resultant curve indicates

diminishing coverage with increased density.

Example 1:

Vertical Axis: coverage of 2,232 sq. ft. all at grade.
Horizontal axis: maximum d.ensity with above coverage is
15 dwelling units per acre.
Notez 2,232 sq. ft. is the minimum inclusive area (refer
to Fig. 1I.02). rf the coverage is less than 2,232 sq. ft.
some accommodation must be located above or below grade.

Example 2z

Horizontal Axis: density of 4A dwelting units per acre.
Vertical Axis: coverage of 800 sq. ft.
Note: ff 432 sq. ft. is the area assigned to personal open
space, and 288 sq. ft. to parking and 360 sq. ft. to street,
the total at grade is L,224 sq. ft. There is, therefore,
in this example, a 424 sq. ft. deficiency at grade. As some
redistribution of space must take place an increase in floors
to reduce the coverage is required. In this example 2,
storeys would be necessary to accommodate 40 dwelling units
per acre. ft will then be seen that not all those spaces
assumed to remain at grade may do so.
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Fi9.11.03 BASIC DENSffy CURVE
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The previous examples indicate that with constant areas

per dwelling unit, height is a function of density.

Fig. 1I.04 plots this relationship.

Fiq. 11.04 DENSITY-HEIGHT RELATTONSHIP
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The theoretj-cal curve given in Fig. 1I.03 can be read

off exactly. The answers are not, of course, practical
for example two and a half storeys would not be built.
Fig. 11.05 illustrates that equal volumes may be distributed
in a variety of ways while satisfying practical requirements.
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Fig. 11.05 INTERPRETATION OF THE DENSTTY CURVE

volume = I/4 volume = I/4

volume = 4

SERIES IIAII
volume = 4
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Fig. 11.06 is similar to Fig. 11.03 that plotted cover-

age versus density. As we have noted, it is impractical
to read off fractions of storeys. Thus, Fig. 11.06 adds

a bar chart which gives the height range in which the

building volume may be accommodated.
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I Fig. lI.06 DENSTTY CURVE SHoWTNG SToREy HETGHT
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C. SHARED SPACE AREA STANDARDS

In addition to the provision of personal space, there

is clearly a requirement for shared space, previous

chapters have described shared space uses such as play-
grounds, recreation, and shopping.

We have also noted that no definitive guidelines exist
that provide criteria for shared space. However, the

Federal Housing Administration in the United States has

developed a mathematical model that does allot "public"
space in relation to building height. This model is called
the Land Use Intensitv Scale (rig. 11.07)

fig. 11.08 is extracted from the Land Use Intensity Scale.
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shared space requirements extracted from the r,and use

rntensity scale have been added to dwelling area standards,
personal outdoor space r parking requi-rements and street
allocation per unit in Fig. 11.02. The resultant curves
thus indicate different relationships between density and

height to those in Fig. 11.09.

Example:

Horizontal Axis: 15 dwelling units per acre.Vertical:. open space ratio (includi-ng exterior personalspace) 3\, f loors.
9p"l space ratio (excluding exterior personal space) 4, floors
!+t+ttg space ratio (including exterioi personal space) 24 floorsLiving space ratio (excludin! exterior iersonal siace) 3, floors

Fiq. 11.08 LAND USE TNTENSITY SCALE EXTRACTS

2 storey 3 storey 6 storey 12 storey

OSR

LSR

RSR

FAR

Minimum sq.
by sq. ft.
Minimum sq.
divided by
Minimum sq.
divided by
Gross floor
area on the

ft. of open space on the site divided
gross floor area.
ft. non vehicular outside open space

sq. ft. gross floor area.
ft. of recreation space requl-red

sq. ft. gross floor area.
area on all storevs divided bv land
site.
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Fig. U.09 EFFECTS OF L.U.I.S. FACTORS
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There are differences between the stand.ards adopted

for this study and those given in the Land Use Intensity
Scale as the Land Use Intensity study does not make

sufficient distinction between the characteristi-cs of
outdoor space. For example, the Outside Space Ratio
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(osR) includes all exterior space, such as parking,
streets and play areas; Living Space Ratio (LSR) in-
cludes all "non vehicular" outdoor space. Thus it may

be assumed that the LSR is the sum of all shared and

personal exterior space. Fig. 11.10 indlcates the
consequence of applying the LSR to the densitv curve
of Fig. 11.03.
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Fig.11.10 DENSTTY CURVE INCLUDING LSR (INCLUSTVE)
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As the Land Use Intensity Scale appears to be the only

open space guideline available, besides the standard

zoning codes, (See Chapter g), and as these standards

are not definitive or broad in nature (this study did

not independently establish standards for shared outdoor

space), Figures 11.11 and 11.12 examine some alternative

standards of outdoor space and their impact on density.

In order to examine alternatives, two assumptions have

been made:

(a) 30 families require one large play area adequate

for team sports (this has been taken at I50 x 150' 0")

and one smaIl play area for shared childrens Play space

(50 x 50' 0").
(b) 75 families require the same shared space as those

given for 30 families.

Example:

Figure 11.11 (ratio based upon assumption of 30 families).
Horizontal Axis: 15 dwelling units/acre.
Vertical Axis: 2100 sf,/unit. 6 f loors.

Example:

Figure'11.12 (ratio based upon assumption of 75 families)
Horizontal Axis: 15 dwetling units/acre.
Vertical Axis: 2100 sflunit. 2\ floors.
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Fig.U.L2BASIC DENSITY CURVE (WITH 75 FAM. RATIO FOR OPEN
AnF I
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Fig. 11.13 is a graph which plots two curves, one for

assumption (a) (30 families) the other for assumptj-on (b)

(7S families) and indicates density in the horizontal

axis and height on the vertical axis for the two curves.

The impact of the change in shared exterior space can

be seen to be substantial as height changes from 24 to

over six storeys.

Fig. lJ.l3EFFECTS OF SHARED-SPACE ASSUMPTIONS
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The Land Use Intensity Scale and its "open space"

has been discussed, together with alternate values

for shared exterior space as shown in Figures 11.11 and

11.12. As another experiment aimed at determining a

workable shared space ratior w€ have taken the Living

Space Ratio (f,Sn) as including the personal exterior

space. This total has been divided into exterior personal

and shared space. The personal exterior space is that

given in Fig. 11.02 (432 sf/3 bedroom dwelling). The

remaining exterior shared space is illustrated in Fig. 11.14.

Fig. 11.15 shows the values for this formula in relation

to density and number of storeys.

On trial, the values of Fig. 11.f5 had the effect of

producing, in our opinion, too little shared space. It

should be clearly stated that "too little" is only based

upon experience, and is in no way definitive. If we

examine Figures 11.34 - 11.39 it will be seen that the

broken line on the figures represents the inadequate

amount of shared space that the graph 11.15 produces, and

the solid line shows the amount of shared space 11.17

produces.
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Fig. EFFECTS OF ADJUSTED SHARED-
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o Fig.l-I.15 VALUES FOR ADJUSTED SHARED-SPACE RATIO
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These experiments in apportioning shared space have

exposed a fundamental deficiency in existing guidelines

covering density. It is clear that density is governed

by the amount of space maintained as open space in
relation to built space. We have shown that codes (a)

make no distinction between the different categories of
open space required and (b) do not provide guides to

the distribution of open space other than as setbacks, or

coverage ratios.

While guidelines can be established by arithmetical
modelsr or speculat,ion about the qual-ity, quantity and

distribution of open space, they have not authoritatively
established satisfactory standards based upon user needs:

This can only be empirically determined.

In the absence of such difinitive principlesr w€ have

put forward the following general hypothesis: The amount

gf, pergonal space must_l:emain constant, that j-s for everv

dwelling unit a fixed amount o.f personal exterior space

must be provided, but the amount of shared space may

diminiFh as densitv increases.

The rate at which this decreases has not been difinitively
established. Whether the decrease on a graph should be
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in a straight line, a curve or a curve that straightens

out (i.e., above the provision of a certain amount of

shared open space no further provision need be made)

is not known.

However, in an aLtempt to establish a useable guideline,

Figures 11.16, LL.L7 and 11.18 suggest a standard on

which to test performance.

These figures, in addition, deal principally with Iow

rise development, as this is the form of building with

which we are most concerned in this study

Fig. 11.19 illustrates the volumetric conseguence of this

shared space standard.
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o

Fig. 11.16 EFFECTS oF SHARED-SPACE RATrO
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I Fi n .r .r 11 VALUES FOR ACCEPTED SHARED-SPACErrY' rr'4' RATro
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Fi n .r 1 1 a BASIC DENSITY CURVE INCLUDTNG ACCEPTED
" SHARED-SPACE RATIO
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I

Fig. 11.19 INTERPRETATION OF THE DENSITY CURVE
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D. HEIGHT.

The minimum dwelling area for personal and shared space

has been established; thus the only variable left is
height. While maintaining the constants, and varying

heightr w€ can demonstrate the impact of height upon

density. Fig. 11.20 illustrates the percentage increase

in density as height increases. This curve does not

include a shared space factor.
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Fig. 11.21 illustrates the percentage increase in

density as height increases. This curve includes a

shared space factor.

Fig. 1 1 ^A RATE OF DENSITY INCREASE BY VERTICALLL' zt RxpaNqrnN*
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From Fig. l-1-.20 it can be seen that the greatest rate of

density occurs when a second storey is added to the first;

subsequent height additions clearly increase the density

at a diminishing rate. When the shared space factor is

taken into account, the curve is not a constant one.
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Above six floors, if we increase shared space in
accord,ance with the provisions of Fig. 11.20, it becomes

impossible to add to the building bulk. Thus either this
height becomes the limitr or the formula which allocates

shared space must diminish the amount of shared spacer ds

density increases, at a greater rate than we have shown.

The rate at which it should decrease can only be deter-

mined by behavioural criteria. These at present do not

exist.

I
L
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E. QUALITATIVE REQUIREMENTS.

The following issues are those, extracted from surveys

and research published material (Appendix E) which were

felt to be most salient. A broad list of all issues may

be found in Appendix D.

The issues which follow are not listed in order of
priority, but are grouped in the following categories:

Play, Recreation, Community Facilities, Proximity to
Service Facilities, Land Use Intensity, Density and

Distribution, Dwelling Privacy, Orientation, Floor Space

Requirements, Movement and Access. It is as well to once

again note that the evidence supporting this synthesis

is, at times, "coarse" and at other times "fine" in the

amount of supportive detail.

(1) Plav

Chapter 4 discusses children's play patterns. These play

patterns divide into age groups requiring different
considerations.

The youngest child group (up to 5 years) cannot be expected

to play outside the dwelling without being accompanied

by an adu1t, except where such space is immediately

adjacent to and easily surveyed from the dwelling.
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The next oldest group ( S 10) needs somewhat larger

play spaces, more equipment and less supervision, aI-

though this does not mean no supervision. Supervision

need not be of the constant visuaf form, so these play

areas may possibly be located only within hearing range

of the dwelIing. Play for this group is noj-sier than the

younger set.

older children (over 10) need substantially larger play

areasr €rs by this stage children have better small

muscle control and need more gregarj-ous activity this

means team and ball games. This group requires almost

no supervision or restraints on play.

(2) Recreation

Adult activity patterns may be divided into two categories

independent and gregarious. Both of these categories cover

a wider range of activities, than those of children and

therefore the requirements are different. Adults use

more indoor facilities when these are available, and more

extensively use outdoor facilities. Their activities range

from gardening and sunbathing to the participation in

associations and entertaining. They therefore require

facilities such as swimming pools, tennis courts and meet-

ing places. of course, these would not be exclusively

for adult use, as overlap occurs.
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As for children, the spatial forms which accommodate

range of activities varies from the small, intimate

space adjacent to the dwelling which can be used as

private or personal family space, to grounds more remote

from the dwelling which accommodate noisier activites
of s shared nature, to wiloerness areas where once

again independent activities are possible. ft may

therefore be said that the controls and surveillance

necessary are in inverse proportion to the size, and

distance of play or recreation space from the dwelling.

It may .al.so be said that the size of roads and the speed

of vehicles in relation to play and recreation space

should be in {lleg! proportion to the size and distance

from the dwelling of the play and recreation space.

(3) Communitv Facilit.ies
The amount of and distribution of community facilities
required for various levels of density have not been in-

vestigated in this study, except as noted in the next

section of this chapter. However, it is as well to note

that shopping, going to church, visiting clinics or

libraries, etc., can also be interpreted as subtle forms of

recreation. It would do weII to challenge the now con-

ventional segregation of these activities and facilities
from housing and the possibility of achieving a higher

degree of mix and more random distribution attemptedrcon-

tributing to a richer and more varied pattern of development.
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Towns which grew up on the empirical basis of convenj-ence,

before zoning codes were established, are worthy of study.

We suspect that this historical pattern contains satis-

factions now unrealized by single use zoning. The "non-

conforrning" use is frequently truer to the life of an

area than is the official plan.

(4) Prolimitv to Service Facilities

Appendix A gives evidence that criteria may be established

which help determine the location of dwellings in relation

to service facilities. Here "proximal" families are

defined as those within walking distance from some shopping

and service business (5 minutes or I/4 miLe). As proximity

to shopping or business areas usually means higher land

values andrconsequently, higher density development, the

need to incorporate the benefits of single family dwelling

into other housing types is further emphasized.

Appendix B also gives evidence of the types of service

required in a neighbourhood.

The selection of a home in a particular area often depends

of the range of services provided in that area. The loca-

tion of services implies constraints on housing arrange-

ment: the increase in vehicufar volumes, and' accessibility
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of services from housing will affect layouts, especially

if pedestrian access to service is to be encouraged.

Because of economic considerations, utility and move*

ment requirements have tended to be concentrated, but as

noted before, the alternative of distributing these

services for social and environmental qualities must also

be considered.

(5) Land Use Intensitv
Land use and densities are controlled by zoning by-Iaws

as they prescribe land use and the amount of floor space

allowable on any particular parcel of land. There are often,

in addition, setback requirements, and bonuses are given

if either large setbacks are provided or for developments on

large parcels of land. The net effect is to encourage very

large scale development in the form of either isolated or

tower structures, or isolated dwellings fixed in the centre

of each 1ot. These crude by-Iaw controls do not encourage

alternative building space distribution nor do they take

into account the useability of the remaining site.

The U. S. Federal Housing Adminjistration's Land Use Intensity

Scale, Fig. ]-I.07 | was developed in an effort to improve

the controls on housing development so that amenity and use

are taken into account for both dwelling and site. Alternate

criteria for allocation of shared space are also discussed

in Part C of this chapter.
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(6) Density and Distribution
Perimeter distribution resolves the conflict,5-ng demands

of high densities while providing amenJ-ties approximating

those of the private detached dweIling, The chapter on

Built Form (Chapter 7l has already illustrated the effect-
iveness of its use as opposed to the use of the isolated
pavilion. Chapter 7 also has shown that repeated con-

figurations at the perimeter further increase density, dt
the same time as creating more opportunities to differentiate
and define spaces adjacent to the dwel1ing. Our demon-

stration examples in Fig. indicate the potential of

this form of building d.istribution.

(7) Dwelling Privacv

Appendix A establishes some desirable characteristics of
the individual dwelling unit. The following synthesis of
the studies is an attempt to establish acceptable levels
of amenity.

a. Acoustical Privacy

(i) Movement Channel to Dwellincr

Both high velocity traffic and trucks in low gear senerate

unacceptable noise levels in excess of 65 decibles thus

indicating that streets associated with dwellings should

not be arterial.
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Where unacceptable noise levels are generated, devices

such as distance, landscape screening and location of

bedrooms on the sid.e of the dwelling away from the source

of the noise should be employed.

Extended, uninterrupted and regular facades along streets

should be avoided as these tend to amplify noise problems

by the resultant reverberation making the street a rec-

tangular sound. chamber.

(ii) Public Space to Dwelling

Public spaces and shared spaces, especially play areas or

shopping can be expected to generate high noise 1evels and

therefore should be carefully located.

(iii) Dwelling to Dwelling

It has been found that the greatest concern regarding noise

is not for that which is generated by neighbours, but for the

restraints that tenants must place upon themselves if it

is und,erstood, that noise transmission can occur between

units. There are two forms of noise transmission, air

borne, and structural borne. Air borne noise can only be

effectively danpened by mass - for example heavy or masonry

walls. AcoustLcally absorbant surfaces surrounding the

source of sound he1p, but cannot be relied upon for non-

stationary Sources of noise. Structufal borne noises can
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only be effectively prevented by separation, or dis-

continuity in the structure. The importance of acoustical

privacy between dwellings canno! be overemphasized if

multiple dwelling structures are to compete favourably

with the single family house.

(iv) Dwelling to Pub1ic Space

Sound transfer from inside to outside also diminishes the

dwelling privacy. Although this sort of noise transference

does not necessarily constitute a noise problem, it is one

of the psychological aspects of privacy.

(v) Within the Dwelling

Information yielded by a national manufacturerl reveals

that manufactured homes which make a clear separation

between sleeping and living areas have the highest sales.

Those which make this separation not merely by zoning or

partition, but by a mediating space, such as a mud room'

pantryr ot famity room have proven to be more successful

yet. As this evidence indicates, users make a clear

distinction between these two general categories of act'ivity,

and it can be inferred that the separation of these areas

is a vehicle for visual and aural privacy.

r Beaver Lumber Company
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b. Visual Privacy

(i) From outside to Inside

Visual privacy for the dwelling itself is obviously not

difficult to provide - blinds, drapes or shutters are

devices which easily correct this potential problem.

However, designs which take into account visual privacy

not only avoid the need for drapes or blinds but allow

the provision of good natural light. When it is not

desirable for sight lines to be directed into the dwelling'

windows can be placed above eye leveI. A drawback here'

of course, is that this only allows light in, while not

allowing a view of the exterior. The whole problem is

further complicated by the fact that the desire for total

visual privacy is not uniform. It is an observable fact

that many "picture wind.ows" are used not so much for

inhabitants to look out as for a display of taste symbols:

carefully draped curtainsr €rn ornamental table and lamp

or other artifacts. .,

It is possible, of course, to accommodate both of these

conflicting demands with a large expanse of glass above

eye level to admit light, and an eye leve1 section divided

in such way as to leave permanent apertures for looking

out, with the rest able to be used as a "picture" window

or shuttered at will.
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Fish-eye apertures in the front door allow a secure

scrutiny of visitors.

(ii) Dwelling to Dwelling

This privacy problem is greater than the one created by

occasional visual intrusion from the outside. Facades

which must face neighbouring dwellings should al1ow total

visual privacy. This can be accomplished again by

wind.ows vrhich admit light above eye level, yet can be

screened at eye level. The overlook problem, however,

may also be solved by juxtaposition and careful attention

to sight lines.

(iii) From Inside to Outside

Views which provide contrasts in focal ranges have long

been accepted as a way in which to avoid visual monotony.

The close view can indeed be short, only a few feet from

the windowras attested by the success of this form of

design in many European examples. For contrast distant

views should be of as great a length as possible. If the

distant view must be relatively shortr so must the close

view be shortened to maintain this contrast. Apart from the

above design considerations to rend.er outdoor personal

space useful for infant ptay, there should be clear

surveillance of that area from the indoor areas where the

mother is 1ikely to spend her time.
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(iv) outside space

Where courts or yards are located adjacent to streets or

other dwellings, extensive screening assists maintenance

of privacy. Moderate grade changes help a great deal but

zoning of outside personal space away from potential

sources of visual intrusion is the best method of solving

the problem.

Visual privacy is not required for all outside personal

spacer dS evidenced by front porch sitting, The elderly'

for example, enjoy activity vicariously and should be

provided with such personal space, protected from

physical intrusion, in positions which overlook action.

These may either be on the street side of the dwelling or

away from it if that is where play areas and pedestrian

paths are located.

At best personal outdoor space should accommodate both

requirements, those of total visual privacy and partial

or controlled visual privacy.

The problem of overlook of outside space from neighbouring

dwellings is almost unavoidable without constricting the

orientation of dwelling units. ft must nevertheless con-

stitute an important design consideration as it is one of

the factors that have made the single family detached
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dwelling an overwhelmingly preferred mode of housing.

Of first importance is the provision of outside,

defined personal territory; visual privacy ranks second.
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F. DESTGN DEMONSTRATTON.

As a foreward to part F. Design Demonstrationr w€ note

once again the detached single family house grouping in
the form of traditional distribution, Fig. LL.22.

Previous chapters in this study have described the low

yield that this form of housing distribution affords
in terms of density and exterior space amenity. Fig. L7.23

illustrates the same number of houses, in semi-detached

formr ds the detached houses in Fig. 11 .22. This conrmon

method of increasing side yards (and density potential)
is generally considered to be lacking in amenity, insofar
as lost personal exterior space is concerned.

Fig. Ll-.22 DEMONSTRATION OF 20 DETACHED DWELLTNGS
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Fig. LL.23 DEMONSTRATION oF 20 SEMI-DETACHED DWELLINGS

Fig. J-l...24 is a graphic representation of the distinc-
tions made between the various modules of space that
comprise the dwelling. The module has been taken as a
12' square in plan. This size is not an absolute standard

and may be varied according to the demands of other

factors, such as manufacturing or building convenience.

In fact, in Sections F and G of this chapter a 15'-10"

square module has been used.

Modules clearly do not give a plan arrangement. The

justaposition of activities that are housed in the modules

depend on the qualitative requirements of relationships,
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service, access, visual and aural privacy, view and

ori-entation.

The relationships between modules can be organized by

zonal grouping. The alphabetical code in Fig. LL.24 is
given for this purpose. Thus it is possible to ascribe

a position on the site to zones according to requirements.

A11 previous figures made no locational distinction between

the zones, but merely aggregated them for gross density

measurement except for shared open space (see Fig. 11.17).

The following work makes locational distinctions.

Fig. LI.24 MODULAR BREAKDOWN OF SPACE ALLOTMENTS
PER DWELLTNG UNIT

Space
Number of
Modules (1)

Zone Code
Letter Q)

Living 1.33 A

Dininq .66 A

Kitchen .66 A

Bedroom I. B

Bedroom 1. B

Parent's bedroom 1.5 B

Bath & storage .5 B

Stair or bath & storacre 2 (1.0) (3) B

Personal exterior space 3. c
Garage 2. D

(1) Refer to fig.
(2) Modu1e is I2t x
(3) Assumed to occur

for space allotment
L2' .
on each f1oor.

zoning code.
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Fig. 11.25 MODULAR BREAKDOWN
CATEGORIES (L2' X

FOR ALL LAND USE
L2' MODULES)

Number of Bedrooms
2 3 4

A Interior livin<r space 3 3 3

B Interior sleeping space 4 5 6

C Exterior personal space 3 3 4

D Auto parkinq space 3 3 3

E Street space allowance 2\ 2' 2'
F Shared exterior sDace 'l n* a* L*

TOTAL NO. OF MODULES 25\ 20\ 22'
* estimate for 3 storey dwelling

In order to improve on this condition, in terms of both

increased density and improved amenity, the following

three scales of form are examined: Unit Scale (f unit),

the Grouping Scale (2-6 units), and the Site Scale (up

to 300 units).

(1) Unit Sca1e examines the dwelling unit as a prototype

in isolation from both neighbouring dwelling units and

a site. A module system is developed to make the work

more comprehensibLe. Configuration constraints such as

parking, personal open space requirements and bedrooms

are.illustrated, Figures 11.26 and LL,27.
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Fig. 11.26 CONFIGfJRATION CONSTRATNTS

I IFI|rlIE=IE=I tlr--ll->ll>ll>l
'>--' r>rLHl=l

'lD-'
PARKING The width of a parking space dictates the minimum

width of a dwelling unit. fn stack schemes of 2

l3ri' lX:' I' li, X"i'i;ull: "';*:: " f , "iii ='irliilo, =excessive, parking should be separated from dwlg unit
ll ll rr r;-'iIttttlllllrtlllttlll rll ll rrt-Jltll

t-l
ExrERroR PERS.NAL sPAcE 

:i::,f31'i:,33:"ir"i:::r"?": modures

:**l:3: iili:'""::: H"i:"T=$T" is
L2' . Many accept-ab1e configurations
satisfy this requirement.[ru rr FI-] Err','llll

i ii iii ivl | | |

BEDROOMS Since L2' is the minimum width of exterior personal
space, living space and parking, the 9, wide unit,
::i'': i;' Ti;:'35i313;."1 j,'1"35;"1 ?i*:3-";",'
bdrms. each. A 2 fLoor, 3 bdrm. unit must be 18'
wide to accommodate 3 bdrms. on one floor.l-l t-t n -t n r-1 -trrrtttlI ll I urr ulJtl

DINING KITCHEN
LrvrNG :t;il? ;|fiff- Bgrl dinins_and kirchen are arlocared

sion of L2, .5 to .75 of a module.ruL 2 4 6 modules
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Fis. IL.27 CONFIGURATIONS OF DWELLING UNTT MAIN FLOOR

72'.-6M

K D L L2

-4M

D

L
K

t8 1B

24 24

ru 12 3 modules

K D L r:

36 ' -3M

K D

c
L

c

K D L

Once the unit width has been determined, its length is auto-
matically fixed as the main floor contains 6 modules. The wider
the unit, the more flexible the floor plans became. The next
page illustrates four diff,erent 9 module dwlg. unit configura-
tions each in a series lI units long. A comparison between
the 1x9 module unit and the 3x3 module unit shows that in series
over 1l units, the lx9 module costs less for perimeter + party
walls. Moreover, the 1 module frontage means less roadway +
services length per unit. In conclusion, the 3x3 unit provi-des
a better internal layout potential, and offers a greater group-
ing diversity. The 1x9 unit is the most economical in series
of 11 or more.
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(2) Grouping scale then combines dwelling unit proto-
types of various configurations into different size
groupings, Figures IL.28-11.33. The impact on density
of shared space ratio requirements is illustrated in
prototype grroupings, Figures 11.34-rr.39. conclusions

on the varue of increasing height and altering grade

elevations are reached, Figures 11.40-l-I.46.

(3) site scale illustrates the impact of specific site
requirements on prototypicarly large groupings of 200-300.

several different approaches to large scale grouping are

shown for the same site. Resulting densities and open

space ratios are plotted comparatively. Finally both
qualitative and quantitative values of the solutions ar"e

evaluated, Figures I1.48-11. 61.
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COMPARISON OF PERIMETER AND PARTY WALLS AS

1x9 mod.

Party
Wall G

$lB,zrin'
432'

$ 7 ,776.

3x3 mod.

Perim.
Wall G

$ 3 0,z1in'
336'

$I0,080. 5DU

Party
Wall e
$!9/1in'

72',
$ L,296 .

Perim.
WaI1 e
$30l1in'

288'
$ 7,740.

s ri esa.

1,080' 490'
$19,440. $14,400. 11 DU

$ 9,036.

360' 864,
$ 6,480. $25,920.

$:2,400.
504' I,296'

$ 9,072. $38,880.

$ :: ,840.

I,5L2' 576'
$27 ,216. $17 ,280. 15 DU

ffi
ffi

3

---"1

r>.

-.\_l

$ qq,496. $ al ,952.

?o5
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c

A

n

rig. 1-I.29 RECTANGULAR GROUPING OF 3 AND 4 DWELLING UNITS

I

3m

IEEil5
module (3x9) groupings of 3 dwelling uni

I
ts

4m

27 sq.

HHHMH
2.5

H
27 sq. modu

m
Ie (4.5x6) groupings of 3 dwelling units

ru1 2 4 5modules
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Fis. 11. 30
RECTANGULAR GROUPING OF 3 AND 4 DWELLING UNITS

CONTINUED

6m

1.

(6x6) groupings of 4 dwelling units

L.67

25 sq. modules (5x5) groupings of 3 dwelling units

ffI 2 4 6 modules

36 sq. modules
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The. first two groupings in Fig. 11.3I show two config-
urations for 9 dwelling units of 9 modules each (3 modules

of exterior personal space included).

rn the first diagram, shared space surrounds the grouping.

rn the second diagram, the shared space is shown distribu-
ted wiLhin the grouping. In the third diagram, the

number of dwelling areas is increased from 9 to 22 a1-

though each dwelling unit is still 9 modules.

crearly the amount of usable shared space within the group

has increased in a ratio greater than 2229. The implication
is that there is a logarithmic increase in the size of
shared space as the number of dwellinq units is increased

arithmetically.
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I Fig. 11.3I GROUPED DWELIINGS (CONTINUED)

ffir""
I
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o
Fig. LI.32 GROUPED DWELLINGS THEORETICAL

24 Dwelling
Total public

units in
shared

3 groups of
space is 3 x

8

A - 11L4

24 Dwelling unj-ts in 2 groups of L2

Total-public shared sDace is 2 x 9 = 18

24 Dwe1ling units in I
group of 24

Total public shared sPace
is6x$=36

o
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related

Fig. 11.33 48 DWELLING UNITS AROUND THE PER.IMETER OF A STTE

A - Each

B- Clusters
space b.

of6
Thus

c.

units back-to-back around
each unit is related to

an intermediate
3 different spaces

a, b and

C - Each unit is related to 2 spaces a and c.

?11
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In the following series of diagrams (figures 11.34

through 11.39) we have taken the acceptable cul-de-sac

grouping to illustrate the inter-relationships of density

and the zones of land use, Fig. 11.25. The current organi--

zation of 6 land use zones is to group zone A and zone B

(interior living and interior sleeping) into a building

volume, while zones C to F are distributed on the remain-

ing site p1ane. By changing this distribution of land use

zones, density can be increased while maintaining the re-

lationships between zones present in the detached dwelling.

The shaded areas of the foltowing figures represent the

space allotment of one dwelling unit in street allotment'

parking, interior and exterior personal and shared space.
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Fig. 11.35 CURRENT LAND USE PRACTICE

Three storey building volume
- One dwelling unit high

Density 19 DV/A
Shared space ratio .55 x gross interior floor
area
Street, parking and shared space on ground

ff
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Fig. 11.35 CURRENT LAND USE PRACTICE IIODIFIED

Four storey building volume
- Three dwelling units high

Density 15 DV/A
Shared space ratio .50 x gross interior floor area
Street, parking and shared space on ground, but
walk up situation to dwellings and- exterior
personal space contained within building volume.

ru
I 2 4 6 modules
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o
37 CURRENT LAND USE MODIFIED

Four storey building volume
Two dwelling units high
Density 30 DV/A
Shared space ratio .50 x gross interior
floor area
Street, parking and shared space on ground,
but walk up situation to dwellings and
exterior personal space contained within
building volume.

ru1 2 4 6modules

o
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o
Fig, 11.38 LAND USE ALTERNATIVE

Six storey building volume
- Three dwelling units high

Density 36 DU/A
Shared space ratio .45 x gfross interior
floor area
Interior living and sleeping, exterior personal,
parking, street and part of shared space contained
within a buildinq volume.

ru
1 2 4 6module

o
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Fig. 11. 39 I,AND USE ALTERNATIVE

< L--E-J
,DEI

-rrrr-

-

Density 24 DU/A

Shared space ratio
.40 x gross interior
floor area

Building Volume

mnzlrrl aq
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It is clear that if density is increased, either an

increasing amount of the land is covered by buildirg,
or the height of the building increases. It has been

demonstrated, however (Chapter 7) that alternate
methods of distributing the same space are possible,

and that substantial volumes can be had at low buildinq
profiles volumes which are usually accbmmodated in
tower structures. The postulate that up to four times

building coverage is permissible in that the sky or

intercept plane is not obstructed provides building
volumes, which would accommodate high dwelling unit
densities - 70 or 80 dwelling units per acre

However' the constraints imposed by the requirements

revealed in this study, for example pedestrian access

to grade, the provision of a certain amount of personal

outdoor space for each dwelling unit and the accommodation

of the automobile in association with the dwelling unit,
make it impossible to reach a coverage ratio of 4zI.

The requirements can be easily met by putting each unit
within reach of ground Ievel. This will yield densities,

inclusive of the other requirements stipulated in this

study and seldom provided in current practice, of some

twent,y-five dwelling units per acre.
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If the device of using elevated planes for access or

open space is used, such as the roofs of parking

structures, thus making an increase in buitding height

possible, densities of some thirty-five dwelling units

per acre can be easily reached, while including all the

specified amenities, and a large amount of shared space.

The following di-agrams show configurations for dwellings

at increasing heights in order to achieve increasing

density while maintaining amenity. This is done by

first providing a range of section prototypes, Fig. 11.40

and then illustrating plan forms the different section

configurations can accommodate, Figures 11.41 to 11.46.
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o Fig. 11.40 SECTIONS

1. - Dwelling unit entries on grade.

la - No dwelling unit more than one
- storey from grade.

ft is assumed that increased heightprovldes increased density. In orderto achieve 6 storey schemes yet retain
every dwelling unit's entry on or near
grader orl€ must split grade into two
or three artificial grades.
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Fig. 11.41 DWELLING UNIT pROTOTypES I FLOOR

4m
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Fig. 11.42 DWELLTNG UNIT pROToTypES 2 FLOORS
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Fig. 11.43 DWELLING UNIT PROTOTYPES 3 FLooRs
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Fig. LI.44 DWELLING UNIT PROTOTYPES 4 FLOORS
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I Fig. 11.46 DWELLING UNIT PROTOTYPES 6 FLOORS
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DONWOOD TERRACE

This development (statistical information on following
data sheet) is built on a nine acre site. The density
is 17.2 dwelling units per acre.

The development makes no provision for exterior space;

has no designated children's play areas; contains a large
number of maisonette or garden apartments (broken line
on plan), i.e. dwelling units accessible via a conmon

interior corridor; organizes parking on group lots rather
than making provision for parking in association with the

dwelling; makes no provision for vehicular access to each

dwelling; bisects the site with a roadway; allows one

visitor/delivery parking space for every five units (two

building blocks have no delivery or visitor parking); and

makes no distinctions between forms of public or shared

open space.

The site is one that slopes towards a ravine. No recogni-
tion of this topographical feature is made, in that build-
ing groups face this natural amenity end-on, and pedestrians

from half the housing must cross the one internal access

road to reach the ravine.

Furtherr Do principle can be discerned i4 the distribution
of dwelling units, housing forms, open space t ot their
relationships.
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The following list
tion, by block, for

Maisonettes

is the breakd.own of

Donwood Terrace:

the accommoda-

A
B
c
D
E
F
G
H
K
L
M

2
3
3

Block Bedroom Units

2
3
3 + study
2
3
3
3
3
2
3
3

Bedroom units in maisonettes 64
Bedroom units in maisonettes 55
Bedroom units + study in maisonettes 5

L24 Total Maisonettes

Terrace Housing

Block Bedroom Units

Bedroom u in terraces 30 Total Terrace Units

154 TOTAL UNITS

3
3
3

nits

G
H
K

3
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DONWOOD TERRACE HOUSING: DATA SHEET

Interior living and sleeping
space per dwelling unit (DU) 1,115 sq. ft.

Number of units
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Exterior personal space/OU

Exterior shared spacer/oU

Parking allowance/DU

Street allowance/DU

Building height

154
64
90

0

1,663.8 sq. ft..

226 sct. f t.

163 sq. ft.

2 storey

Shared exterior space ratio L.49

Density DU/Acre L7.2
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SCHEIIIE A*

scheme A is a series of housing clusters at d.ensities
comparable to densities yielded by row housing. The

cluster is an alternative in that there is, on the part
of some users, a resistence to row hous.ing. While row

or terrace housing is economic in the amount of exposed,

or unshared perimeter, the cluster form illustrated is
a tight cluster and has some degree of shared wall or
perimeter. The configurations in this form of housing

can be varied widely, and the automobile can be contained

wiLhin a court made by the group. The shared space ratio
for this scheme is high (1.23) while the roads, which are

cul-de-sacs, are a smaIl proportion of the site. ft is
possible to walk to the ravine without crossing a road.

The clustersr €rs can be seen, can be grouped in varying
unit amounts. The range prospect and aspect possibilities
are almost those of the detached dwelling unit.

A11 the demonstration schemes include a space allowance
and desired location for personal exterior space,
direct private entrance, automobile parking in
association with the dwelling and qualified shared
open space.
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SCHEMEA.DATASHEET

Interior living and sleeping
space per dwelling unit (DU)

3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Number of units
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Street allowance/DU

Building height

Shared space ratio

Density DU,/Acre

Exterior personal space/Ou
3 Bedroom 432 sq. ft.
4 Bedroom 576 sq. ft.

Exterior shared space/ou 1,500 sq. ft.

Parking alJowance/DU 240 sg. ft.

1,152 sq. ft.
I,296 sq. ft.

108
0
72
36

295 sq. ft.

3 storeys

r.23

T2
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SCHEME B

Scheme B distributes the groups, or clusters of housing

units, generally on the perimeter of the site, except

where the contours falt to the ravine on the south west.

Each dwelling unit, in addition, includes a personal

exterior space area. Access roads are short cul-de-sacs

branching off roads which surround the site on three

sides. Automobiles are accommodated with each dwelling

unit, around an open court. Thus access to the shared

spacer orr the interior of the block and continuous with

the ravine which lies off the property, is ensured from

the short roads and all dwellinqs.

The basic quantitative comparison with Donwood Terrace

is as follows:

Dwelling Units Density: DU,/Acre

Donwood 154 I7.2

Scheme B 153 17
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SCHEI4EB.DATASHEET

Interior living and sleeping
space per dwelling unit (DU)
3 Bedroom I'152 sq. ft'

Number of Units
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Exterior personal space/DU

Exterior shared space/DU

Parking allowance

Street allowance/DV

Building height

Shared space ratio

Density DUlAcre

r53
0
153
0

432 sq. ft.

970 sq. ft.

324 sq. ft.

300 sq. ft.

3 storeys

.84

L7
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SCHEME C

Scheme C generally distributes the groups around the

outer sector of the site. The configuration of the

groups is a direct consequence of the module amalgama-

tions, i.e., the form is generated by the plans. This

group form has a wide variety of combinations, and,

in addition, makes it simple to change the group direction.

If a few performance criteria are established, such as

the number of facades which must remain "open", density

and amenity can be precisely controlled.

Access is mainly by spurs or cul-de-sacs from t,he peri-
meter.

It can be seen that even with a large amount of personal

space per dwelling $76 sq ft) a small amount of shared

Bpace (a ratio qf ,298, and a small street allowance, a

scheme of efficient land use is demonstrated. The shared

space ratio, isrhoweverrlow for the resultant 25.2 dwelling

units per acre.

While a strong plan form is demonstrated,

held to be intrinsically one generic form

the combinations possible are wide.

ir
or

cannot be

anotherr ds

This repetitive use of modules makes possible the use of

standard manufactured components.
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SCHEMEC-DATASHEET

Interior living and sleeping
space per dwelling unit (DU)
4 bedroom 1 ,296 sq. ft..

Number of Units
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Exterior personal space/OU

Exterior shared space/DU

Parking allowance/DU

Street allowance/DU

Building height

Shared space ratio

Density DU/Acre

236
0
0
236

576. sq. ft.

387 sq. ft.

288 sq. ft.

156 sq. ft.

4 storeys

.298

26 .2
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Unit
2
2nd
Leve

4th Floor

UNIT PLANS OF CR,UCIFORM DESIGN

The plan below has a ground floor
area of 12 modules. Therefore for
a single family on two floors, the
unit is oversize. It should be 9
modules.

However for 2 families on four
floors, the 12 modules is the correct
amount (see Fig. 11.44). Therefore,
the four floor scheme is deployed
on the site.

SC - stair and service core for unit.

o' 6' 12' A', 36' 48'

UNIT
2
Main
Level

3rd Fl-oor

Unit
1
2nd
Level

2nd

D<

Entry
UNIT 2

{
Entry
UNIT 1

Unit
1
Main
Level

Floor
t

Ist

4 FLOOR SCI{EME 2 FLOOR SCHEI\,IE 2 FLOOR SCHEME
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SCTIEME D

Scheme D is essentially a row house walkup scheme.

The automobile and personal exterior space is ac-

corqmodated at grade. The shared space ratio for
this scheme is relatively high: (.48) this is in
part due to maintaining a short distance between

dwellings on either side of the roadway (36'- O").

In comparing this scheme with Donwood Terrace it should

be seen that while the density of Scheme D represents

a 50t increase, the amenities, specified in the study

drer in addition, included and the shared space is
improved in distribution and quality-
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SCHEMED.DATASHEET

Interior living and sleeping
space per dwelling unit (DU)
4 Bedroom L,296 sq. ft.

Number of Uni-ts
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Exterior personal space/DU

Exterior shared space,/ou

Parking allowance/DU

Street allowance/DU

Building height

Shared space ratio

Density DUlAcre

230
0
0
230

576 sq. ft.

610 sq. ft.

324 sq. ft.

1-79 sq. ft.

4 storeys

.48

25 .5
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SCHEME E

Scheme E distributes housing on a road system which

penetrates the site. The automobile has direct access

to each unit, and is accommodated at grade. Each unit

contains 3 modules of exterior personal space for 3

bedroom units, 4 modules for 4 bedroom units and all
have direct access to grade.

Two building heights for this distribution are shown

on the data sheet. It will be seen that the densities

reached are 32 dweLling units per acre for the 3 storey

scheme, and 40 dwelling units per acre for the four

storey scheme.

Scheme E shouLd be compared to Scheme D. Scheme D has

no parking structures, and therefore the height of the

two units is kept 2 floors from grade and the automobile.

Scheme E provides a parking shelter over the access road,

and hence puts open space at each dwelling unit's level.

As the automobile is separately housed, it can be ac-

commodated in a structure which is cheaper than the

dwelling structure, and allows a greater freedom in

manipulating the dwelling plan.

o
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SCHEME E . DATA SHEET 3 STOREYS

Interior living and sleeping
space per dwelling unit (DU)
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom

Number of Units
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroqm

Exterior personal space/Ou

Exterior shared space/DU

Parking allowance/OV

Street allowance/DU

Building Height

Shared space ratio

Density DUlAcre

1,008 sq. ft.
1,L52 sq. ft..

280
140
140
0

432 sq. ft.

?20 sq. ft.

L20 sq. ft.

L20 sq. ft.

3 storeys

.28

32
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SCITE}IIE E DATA SHEET 4 STOREYS

Interior living and sleeping
space per dwelling unit (DU)
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Number of Units
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Street allowance/DU

Building height

Shared space ratio

Density DUlAcre

Exterior personal space,/Ou
3 Bedroom 432 sq. ft.
4 Bedroom 576 ss. ft.

Exterior shared space/Ou 250 sq. ft.

Parking allowance/DU 360 sq. ft.

I ,L52 sq. ft .
L,296 sq. ft.

360
0
180
180

180 sq. ft.

4 storeys

.22

40
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SCHEME F

Scheme F is a medium rise (S floors) scheme for

which detailed information is available in the

prototype study, previous page.

The scheme demonstrates the design and cost advantages

of using the excavated land as nearby fill: The soil

taken from G-2 and c+2 is deposited on G. No soil

leaves the site. The consequence is Lhat each unit j.s at

one of the three new grade levels. The excavated area

of G+2 is used as a parking structure. The roof of

this parking structure forms the shared open space for

the 4 bedroom units, and G-2 grade is used by the 3-

bedroom units as shared space. G is shared as a middle

ground for all units, and is at the level of the two

bedroom units.

The distribution of the build.ings is in rows served by culs

de-sac.
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SCHEME F - DATA SHEET

Interior living and sleeping
space per dwelling unit (DU)
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Number of Units
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Exterior personal space/DU
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Ext,erior shared space/ou

Parking allowance/DU

Street allowance/DU

Building height

Shared space ratio

Density DU,/Acre

1,008 sq. ft.
I,L52 sq. ft.
L,296 sq. ft.

3L2
0
r04
208

432 sq. ft..
576 sq. ft.

510 sq. ft.

420 sq. ft.

150 sq. ft.

6 storeys

.42

34.6
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SCHEME G

Scheme G distributes the building on the perimeter of

the site, and the shared and personal exterior sPace on

the interior of the site. Traffic is kept to the out-

side, and pedestrian access to the ravine on the inside.

A maximum dimension between units is achieved. The plan

is divided into two, in order to demonstrate two alteran-

tive building heights with the same coverage.

The scheme on the north-west section is S storeys in

height, with a correspondingly higher parking structure

in association with it. Thus no one need walk up more

than one floor from the car to the dwelling unit. Personal

exterior space is directly associated with each unit.

The scheme on the south-east section is 4 storeys in height

and a correspondingly lower parking structure. The same

amenities as those in the first scheme are maintained.

There is, in addition, a larger shared space ratio for this

scheme as the density is lower.

The generic aroup form of this building distribution is

the row house.
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SCHEME G . DATA SHEET 4 STOREYS

Interior living and sleeping
space per dwelling unit (DU)
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Number of Units
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Exterior personal space/Ou
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Exterior shared space/ou

Parking allowance/OV

Street allowance/DU

Building height

Shared space ratio

Density DU/Acre

L,I52 sq.
I ,29 6 sq.

110
0
55
55

432 sq. ft.
576 sq. ft.

650 sq. ft.

440 sq. ft.

240 sq. ft.

4 storeys

1.06

12.2

€+

fr.
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SCHEME G - DATA SHEET 6 STOREYS

Interior living and sleeping
space per dwelling unit (DU)
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Number of Units
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Exterior personal space/OU
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Exterior shared space/DU

Parking allowance/DU

Street allowance/DlJ

Building Height

Shared space ratio

Density DUlAcre

1,008 sq. ft..
1 , 15 2 sq.. ft.
L,296 sq. ft.

222
37
74
11r

432 sq. ft.
432 sq. ft.
576 sq. fL.

550 sq. ft.

720 sq. ft.

360 sq. ft.

6 storeys

.53s

24.7
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SCHEME H

Scheme H is a modification of the prototype figure

illustrated on the previous page. Both arrange dwelling

units in a series of "squares". The squares contain

parking structures. The roof of the parking structures

are used as open space for the upper units, the grade

used as open space for the lower.

The parking structures, in addition, house the access

routes for automobiles, thereby freeing more of the

site for shared space.

Scheme H makes a large parking allowance (545 sq ft per

dwelling unit) and has a high proportion of street to

dwelling unit. The shared sPace ratio, iS, however' high

at .42 for the 26.8 dwelling units per acre. It is clear

that this is achieved at some cost.

The prototype illustrates a dual movement system separating

pedestrian from vehicle. This prototype is better applied

in a larger site than Donwood Terrace where the number of

intersections becomes disproportionate to the straight runs

of road and where the vehicular volume is not large enough

to require such a great degree of pedestrian-vehicular

separation.
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SCHEME H - DATA SHEET

Interior living and sleeping
space per dwelling unit (DU)
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Number of units
2 Bedroom
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Exterior personal space/oU
3 Bedroom
4 Bedroom

Exterior shared space,/ou

Parking allowance/DU

Street allowance/oV

Building heigh€

Shared space qatio

Density DU/Acre

1,152 sq. ft.
I,296 sq. ft.

242
0
L2l-
I2I

432 sq. ft.
576 sq. ft.

545 sq. ft.

505 sq. ft.

290 sq. ft.

4 storeys

.42

26.8
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G. ZONING AND COST

This section of the study reveals the impact of current

restraints of costs and zoning codes. The aspects dealt

with are: zoning and the density ranges encouraged in
each category of the Toronto zoning by-law; setback

ordinances and their effect on the land use ratios used

in this study; and a comparison of costs in some dwelling

unit arrangements and the variables within these arrange-

ments. (See Chapters 8 and 10)

(f) Zoning & Density Ranges

Zoning regulations are the most powerful existing faator

governing density. Using Toronto Zoning Regulations,

Fig. 11.62 illustrates probable densities in each zoning

area, and densities possible by taking all the dwelling

unit area requirements stipulated in this study into account.

The figure also indicates the probable height of such struc-
tures for areas suggested in this study and illustrated
in Fig. 1I .02.

The column in Fig. LI.52 headed "Interpolated Density

makes size adjustments to each dwelling: for example

norms in current use in Toronto today are considerably

smaller than the acceptable dwelling unit sizes established

in this study.
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The Toronto Apartment Owners Association has stated

that one and two bedroom unit apartments are the pre-

dominant forms of housing now being constructed. If

the standards of dwelling size given b1r this study were

to be constructed, the density, in terms of people per

acre, would equal the density of people housed in the

one and two bedroom apartment units. This is because

a 600 sq ft two bedroom apartment usually houses two

people. This study's dwelling unit of 1-L52 interior sguare

feet, designed for families, probably houses four people.

Thus the density of people per acre would be equivalent:

50 four person units of LI52 sq ft each produce a total

of 571600 sq ft which would house 200 people. The same

square feet total, divided by 600 sq ft produces 96 units.

Using a two persons per 600 sq ft unit, there will only

be J-92 people per acre.

The reasons for increasing the units rather than the people

per acre is obvious the extra space required in family

dwellings does not yield proportionately higher revenues

than smaller one and two-bedroom apartments.

Example:

Bachelor Apartment of 300 SF
2 Bedroom apartment of 524 SF
3 Bedroom (study standard) of

G $80.00/month
@ $120.r/month
1152 SF e $230.

/mo.

$.27 rent,/SF
.23 rent,/SF
.22 rent/SE
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It should be noted that this smallness in size of

apartment units was a high ranking dissatisfaction ex-

pressed by those interviewed in the study sampling.

While it is understandable that developers wish to
maximize their profit by building the greatest number

of units, it should also be noted that neither do the

present zoning codes encourage the types of dwellings in
demand by the sector of the population studied j.n this
research, nor do they encourage the dwelling types

that maximize density in low rise construction as revealed

in this study (rig. 11.20). A description of the effects
of zoning regulations can be found in Chapter 8.

Fig. 1l.6AoRoNTo PLANNTNG zoNES - ExrRAcrED DATA

ZONING
DISTRICT

AREA
ALLOWANCE

PROBABLE
EXISTING
DtrNqTTV

TNTERPOL.
ATED
NtrNqTT\/

PROBABLE
HEIGHT
trXTqTTNG

R.1 Iand.55Xrroe I0 units/ao: 7 units,/aoe 1 storev
R.1A .6 24 I2 3

R.2 .6 24 t2 3

R-3 1.0 40 20 5

R-4 2-O 80 40 s

PAA ? -\ 100 qn 1'
CHARACTER OF EACH ZONE
R.I-Single family detached
R.lA-Sinqle family detached, duplex, apartmentR.?- Single familiz detached, aubtex, aiartment
R. 3-Dupl6x , apartinent , scho6ls ,' colieq-es , prof . of f icesR.4-Duplex, apts. , schools, of f ices, Stoie-s, etc.
R.4A-Apartment, stores, offices
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(2) Setback

Setback requirements greatly restrict building location
For example, on a suburban 1ot of 60'- O" width, the

front and sideyard setbacks often leave only a 1O'- 0"

variation possible in house location.

Setback requirements also mean that only one possible

distribution of building space is a1lowed. This is to

use the rectangular, isolated structure positioned

near the centre of the site. Of course, setbacks

by their strict location directives also dictate density.
Thus height becomes the only salient variable, and this
too is often restricted.

The analyses of the Martin-March work, Chapter 7, show

that equivalent, and increased densities,may be obtained

by perimeter distribution or repeated courthousj-ng. These

alternatives al-so al1ow other considerations relevant to
social needs, such as useful outdoor space, orientation,
and various forms of privacy, to be taken into account.

If we take Toronto codes as an example, setback regulations
can take up to 622 of the site area for 4 acre lots, ALZ

for one acre 1ots, 33E on two acre l-ots, and 318 on three

acre lots. If we use the shared space ratio taken as

standard in this study, over 40t of the site is required
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for public shared space. This means that the activities

accommodated by exterior shared space must probably

take place on areas adjacent to streets and buildings'

This location of spaces is not ideal for these activities

as pointed out elsewhere. (Chapter 4).

It will also be seen that the codes favour large develop-

ments by providing bonuses to those who assemble large

tracts of 1and. This does not qualify the use to which

open space is put, but creates fragmentary development.

Instead of tying increments of development into a larger

community whole, it handicaps the small developer in

his provision of adequate amenities.

The survey (Appendix A) covered families in the $7,000

$9r000. annual income bracket. Many requirements for

these families, in terms of housingr €tf€, it may be assumed,

similar to those in other income brackets, but the burden

of housing costs are higher for this group than for higher

income groups. Cost comparisons between different forms of

housing is therefore in order: in the following figures

(11.63 LL.72) we have coalpared the costs of houses used

as a theoreticat base for this sLudy with (a) each other;

(bl singre family detached' housest (cl multiple family

housing in current use.
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There are two categories of cost. The first, constant

cost factors, include appliance and mechanical com-

ponents. The second, variable cost factors, are affected

by configuration: an extended perimeter as a ratio of

floor area, a plan arrangement which extends partitions,

and openings as a ratio of floor area increases costs.

The theoretical examples shown in Figures 11.64 - 11.7L

are generalized house types, and not definitive design

solutions. They have been formed by arranging various

modules of interior and exterior space.

It can be seen that the same floor area can be distributed

in different ways, for exampler ds a square or as an

elongated rectangle. While the roof and floor costs can

thus also be considered, as constants, differences will

occur in the amount of perimeter wall for the sguare or

the rectangular p1an. 1t has been found, howeverr2 that

no appreciable costs are added to the construction until

a 3:1 length to width plan ratio is exceeded.

2 Helyar, Vermeulen, Rae & Mauchan, Quantity Surveyors
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Fi9.11.53 COST BREAKDOWN - PLAN rrar'

Area )l rt.rtv InitCost Cost *- T.f,al
CONSTANTS: tL27 6 462
Area: q6.4n ?7*,
Slab on qrade-house 5L2 .45 230
suspenctect rroor srab r024 .95 973
Suspended roof slab 768 l-10 845
Roof finish 5L2 1.80 922
Trafficable deck 256 2 - qq 65?
V.A.T. floor finish t52 4L 62
Carnet floor finis,h 't ?R4 1n qAq

Coi I i nrr fi ni qh-h.r1rca 'l 5?6 ^ -)') R4q
Patio 256 _ 55 141

Par:kaoes r q6 ?6 )?*.
Stairs I L20 ?40
Washrooms 2 94 l RR

Roof hatch 1n'7

Electrical svstem I 7\n
Mechanical svstem 1 L250
Kitchen R40

Utilitv Service: 226L 226]- t 0s
VARTABT.F'iS: 't?a1q 5'l *
Perimeter: R4g8 ?5*

Foundat i ons 't ?6 6,7\ q't R

Exterior walls )527 2^\O 61'l 7

Finish - exterior wa]'l s ) q27 - 50 1 267
Plan arrancrement: ?q'l ? 16.2
Windows 234 4 - 00 936
Doors at exterior 63 4.50 284
Tnteri rtr narf i ti nnc | ?04 |-20. 1 q6q
Interior doors 2L0 3 -20 672
Closet doors 180 2.00 360
Gradincr 100

STTR.qTDTAP\/ F:T.EMENTS . 't 179 4-9q!
Garage: L092 4 -5?,

Slab on orade-crare.rc 255 -q? 't 33
Garacre door 55 2 -L5 1?O
Steel beam at qaracre 28 4.50 l-26
Pipe col. & footinas 5

Ceilincr finish at oaraoe )q6 qo 4A6
Floor finish at craracre )q6 -oR 20
Garacre oartitions 144 1-40 ?07

Parrcmcnt ctn qifar A7 ?q9

Asohalt oavino 40 AA 16
Sod 248 08 20
Sidewalk R8 ^ 58 51

Deduct for partv walls 480 SF s1-20 t s75 2.22

TOTAI i24294
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Fig.li! ''n'rUSTOREY DWELLINGI MODULAR ALLOTMENTS

PLAIi

a

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

c A

A c

D B

E

c

B

B c

COLLECTED DATA!'49' & cosr ESTTMATES

GENERAL DATA
No. of Bdrms. 4
Gross f1. area 1696 SF
Land req'd(dwlg) 2304
Shared space 2544

COST DATA
Const. cost 23733
Cost,/SF $I3.95
Land cost I2I20
Total cost $35853

COST BREAKDOWN 3 *
Constant 38
Area 26
Packages L2

Variable 49
Perimeter 35
Layout I3.5

Subsid. elem. 6.
Garaqe 5.6Paviflg on site .4

IItil- Serrvices 10

VARIABLES
Amrt of perim.

walls 1920 SF
Am't of party

walls 950 SF
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Fig.1
r=t!r

PLAN

l^v

1 6q2 STOREY DWELLING-.--16' MODULAR ALLOTMENTS

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

c A

A B

D c
E

c

B c

B

COLLECTED DATA

'49' & cosr EsTTMATES

GENERAL DATA
No. of Bdrms. 4

Gross fl. area 1648 SF
Land req'd (dwlg) 2304
Shared space 2472

COST DATA
Const. cost 23103
Cost/SF $l-4.02
Land cost 11940
Total cost $35043

COST BREAKDOWN
Constant
Area
Packages

Variable
Perimeter
Layout

Subsid. elem.
Garaqe
Pavi-ng on site

T1+i 1 Sarrri r.oq

45
33
13.5

5.
5

.5
10

?

26
T2

g

38

VARIABLES
Amrt of perim.

walls 1600 SF
Am't of party

walls 960 SF
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c

A A

A c
E

Fie .rr .' d. ?*33ffi"iH"lliffi**,,

PL.AN

G

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

THIRD FLOOR PLAN

B c

B

B

B

COLLECTED DATA:'lg' & cosr ESTTMATES

SENERAI DATA
Vo. of bdrms. 4
3ross fI. area ]-792 SF
Land req'd (dwlg) 1792
Shared space 896

COST DATA
Const. cost 24294
Cost/SF $13.55
Land cost 6720
Iotal cost S31014

COST BREAKDOWN ? T

Constant 46
Area 23
Packages 23

Variable 51
Perimeter 35
Layout 16

Subsid. elem. 5
Garaqe 4.5
Paviig on site .5

II+i1 Qarrrinac 1n

VARIABLES
Am't of perim.

wa1ls 2084 SF
Amrt of party

wa1ls 1120 SF
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o
Fig . 1 r . G z i, ?-fllfiil"lfi"lliifi**,,
PLAN

d

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

THIRD FLOOR PLAN

A A

c A

E

B c

B

Fia CoLLECTED DATA
& COST ESTTMATES

GENERAL DATA
No. of bdrms. 4
Gross fI. area 1936 SF
Land reg'd (dwlg) 1792
Shared space 968

COST DATA
Const. cost 265L2
CostlSr $13.99
Land cost 6900
Total cost 533412

COST BREAKDOWN
Constant
Area
Packages

Variable
Perimeter
Layout

Subsid. elem.
Garaqe
Pavrng on sl_te

Util. Services

22.5
12.5

51.
38
13.5

5.
5.2

.3
10

3t
35

VARIABLES
Amrt of perim.

walls 2820 SF
Am't of party

walls 1120 SF

o
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A A ?^ 3 STOREY DWELLING!'l-9'rr'oo 
1G I MoDULAR ALLoTMENTS

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

THIRD FLOOR PLAN

c

B B

B B

COLLECTED DATArri a'c re ' & cosr ESTTMATES

GENERAL DATA
No. of bdrms. 4

Gross fI. area 1792 SF

Land. req'd (dw1gl l-792
Shared sPace 896

COST DATA
Const. cost 24264
costlsF $13.55
Land cost 6720
Total cost $30984

COST BREAKDOWN
Constant 41
Area 23
Packages 18

Variable 51
Perimeter 35
Layout I5.5

sub;id. elem. 4.8
Garage 4.5
Paving on site .3
i1. Services 10

VARIABLES
Am't of Perim.

walls 2050 SF

Amrt of PartY
walls 1120 SF
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O Fis.11. 6e ?.?tgl:I. ?P*IIgI MODULAR ALLOTMENTS

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

THIRD FLOOR PLAN

c

B B

B B

E'i ^ CoLLECTED DATAI +Y. & COST ESTIMATES

GENERAL DATA
No. of bdrms. 4
Gross fl. area ]-792 SF
Land req'd(dwlg) 1792
Shared space 895

COST DATA
Const. cost 24354
Cost/SF $13.60
Land cost 6720
Total cost S31074

COST BREAKDOWN T 8
Constant 37
Area 23.5
Packages 14

Variables 51.5
Peri-meter 35
Layout I7

Subsid. elem . 4.5
Garage 4.L
Paving on site .3

I]til - Servi ces 10

VARIABLES
Am't of perim.

wal1s 2050 SF
Am't of party

wal1s 1120 SF
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pis. 1r . 7 o i.?'flBBI"RH"liifF**,,,

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

THIRD FLOOR PLAN

B

c B

B

B

COLLECTED DATA!'ag' & cosr ESTrI\,IATES

GENERAL DATA
No. of bdrms. 4
Gross fl. area 1792 SF
Land reg'd(dw1g) 1792
Shared space 895

COST DATA
Const. cost 24359
cost/SF $13.60
Land cost 6720
Total cost 531079

COST BREAKDOWN
Constant
Area
Packaqes

VariabLes
Perimeter
Lavout

sub3id. elem.
Garage
Paving on site

UtiI. Services

t8
37

23 .5
L4

51.5
35
L7

4.5
4.t

.J
10

VARTABLES
Amrt of perim.

waIls 2050 SF
Amrt of party

walls 1120 SF
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')
Fiq Jl .7L : -- J_b
:-
PLAN

STOREY DWELLINGI MODULAR ALLOTMENTS

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

SECOND FLOOR PLAN

B c

A A

c

B B

COLLECTED DATA &!'49' cosr ESTTMATES

GENERAL DATA
No. of bdrms. 3

Gross fl. area 1325 SF
Land req'd (dwlg) 1024
Shared space 1988*

COST DATA
Const. cost 19265
Cost/SF $14.55
Land cost 7530
Total cost $26795

COST BREAKDOWN Z Z

Constant 43
Area 28
Packaqes 15.

variable
Perimeter 36
Layout 20

Subsid. elem. .29
Garage
Paving on site

Uti1. Services

56

VARIABLES
Am't of perim.

walls 1440 SF
Amrt of party

walls 960 SF

* or less in multi-level
stack
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COMPARATIVE TOTAL COSTS (I)Fig. LL.72

coNST. COST/SF ]OST/DU INC. LAND

Avq SFD, Toronto/10 $ 14. 75 (2) $34,200. (3)

Avq apt unit, Tor/7t (4) 11.60
Dwellinq Tvpe a 13.95 35,853.

tl tl b L4.02 35 ,043.
tl tl c 13.55 31,014.
tl t1 d 13.70 33 ,4r2.
ll tl e 13.55 30,984.
1l tl f 13.60 31,074.
ll fl g 13.60 3r,079 .
|l tl h 14. s5 26,795. (5)

(1) Figures by the Toronto,Real Estate Board for average
apartment and house prices in Toronto.

(2) C-ost given is for "sieculative NHA" housing (1200 SF);
"supeiior quality" piice per SF (1970) is $16.80'

(3) easld on $j.so pEr sr land price and on 50'x 110'
building lot.

(4) Figure given is for two
storeys, cost per SF is

(5) Does not include street
allowance.

10 storey aPartments; over 10
s14.50.
allowance, auto Parking
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H. GENERATING A HOUSING SYSTEM

It is clear that a wide variety of module combinations

is possible to form the dwelling unit, and that an

almost equally wide variety of dwelling unit combi-nations

are possible to form horizontal and/or vertical unit

groupings.

If desired characteristics can be ascribed to the different

categories of modules, and constraints placed upon grouping

alternatives, it becomes possible.to program a generating

system that would rapidly consider and select acceptable

alternatives and present these in ranked order.

This program would be the basis for dealing with the com-

plexity of the many alternatives possible. With the aid

of the electronic computer, the rules and parts (require-

ments and modules) become the tool for exploring, testing

and evaluating a great number of arrangements in order

to arrive at acceptable land use and density solutions.

It must be stressed that the rules and parts, or reqqirements

and modules, are still the important ingredients. These

are only as good as the information upon which they are based.

This study has attempted to extract from social surveys

such information. That this information can be improved

there is little doubt, hopever, the system for using such

information is a valid one.
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"In any design problem, certain requirements have to be
rnet by the designer or architect. The interaction be-
tween individual requirements makes it difficult to
fulfill them all. When these requirements are few, as
in the design of a simple produc€, the solution remains
readily within the reach of the designerrs immediate
ability. Fut how does he proceed when confronted with
a complex problem ?x- 3

'rlt appears that the clue to intelligent behaviourt
whether of men or of machines ' is highly selective
search, the drastic pruning of the tree of possibilities
explored. For a computer to behave intelligent1y it
muit search problem mazes in a highly selective wdlr
exploring paltrs relatively fertile with solutions and
igiroring-patfrs relatively sterile". h

It is well understood that housing covers many fields

and embraces a wide range of influences. The following

pages are confined, however, to (a) generating the units,

(b) generating the horizontal grouping of these units'

(c) generating the vertical groupilg (stacking) of the

units.

Further, the rules and parts are confined to the findings

of this study. However, in all three generation,cycles,

the steps shown in Fig. 1I.73 must be taken.

Computer Auqmented' Desiqn; A Case History in Architecture;
ernhaltz, Allen (Design QuarlerlY

P. 4L 56-67)
Artificial Intelligence; Bierstone, Edward and BernhaLEz,
Atlen; Computer eugmented Design; A Case History in
Architecture (Design Quarterly, P. 6 - 7.
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o

Fig.11.73 TYPTCAL CYCLE IN COMPUTER OPERATION

INPUT

GENERATION

EVALUATION

The above ifustration represents the cyclical process
within each stage of the program for a generating sys-
tem. It contains both trre uisic generating system and
the practical limitations that wilt be placed on the
generating operation.

Figure l-L.7 4

(evaluation)

is a more detailed description of the third

step shown in Figure 11.73.

The evaluation process is broken down into two forms. The

first is a process which tests the validity of a generated

solution. This process assures that all the rules have

been applied.

The second is a process which judges whether a solution is

one which satisfied all the rules (including additional,
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o evaluative limitations). This step can conceivably
' rank in order of priority the solutions as they meet

the r-ules and limitations.

The previous pages of this chapter generalized the steps

to be taken in order to generate a housing system. The

following outline, within the confines of the study, is

a more particular description of the steps to be taken

j.n generating a such system.

Fig.tI.74 DETAIL OF EVALUATION OPERATION

at is nec-
ssary to

lete it?

it on.

Create the unit
according to co-
requisite rules

Does this consti-
tute the complete
unit?
Does this consti-
tute a "good"
unit?

Start again

Create the
grouping

vaLuative process is built into program to eliminate
nuseful solutions and to speed up progress towards our
oa1 of complete and feasible alternate solutions.
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o Fis.11 .75 INE OF' COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR STACKED

SIMULATE FLOOR PLAN

Evaluate is dwlg complete?

Good?

Evaluate is grouping complete?

Evaluate grouping

Good?

SIMULATE UNIT GROUPINGS

Evaluate them

Good?

SIMULATE STACKING OF GROUPINGS

Grouping solutions finished?

!,sstacking solutions finished?

"Floor plans finished?

Evaluate solutions

Best?

Store as best

Finish evaluations

END

EH[

fi[

o
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PRqGRAM.OUTLTNE

(1) Input : Dwelling Unit Cycle.

d. Proportion grid (3 dimensional):

square,
rectangular,
non grid positions, etc.

b. List Module TIpes and Assign Names:
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o Fig.11 . 7 6
cATAr.ocuE oF pARTS FoR THE ceNsRATTNG Sysreu
PROGRAM

<-T-> open

k>"?<J
-t.tL--

module
256 SF
LAND USE ZONE

$
Q
#
$
$
#
O

Access module
256 SF
LAND USE ZONE

2 Bedroom module
256 SF
LAND USE ZONE 'IBII

Master bedroom module
256 SF
LAND USE ZONE IIBI'

Terrace-or-balcony module
256 SF
LAND USE ZONE IIC'I

Terrace module
256 SF
LAND USE ZONE 'C'

oining-kitchen module
256 SF
LAND USE ZONE TIAII

Living area module
256 SF
LAND USE ZONE IIAIIo
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c. Read Interface Matric of Horizontal Module Fits:
(The example input in Fig. IL.77 is for a 16-foot sguare
grid containing 3-bedroom dwellings and 2 modules of
exterior space).

E.i n , HORTZONTAL TNTERFACE MATRTX OF DWELLTNG-"Y'LL.t t FITS WITHIN THE UNIT

Open 0 0 +1 0 0 0 +1 0

Access 0 0 -1 -1 0 0

2 Bedrooms 0 0 0 0 0

M. Bedroom 0 0 0 0

Terrace-
Balcony 0 0 0

t''
c.rt

...1

d

UrOc"c.r{ Oc+.-l .Fl
OM

U
d
t{
t{
c)
ts

Io>ofidot{U
t{ -J
0)(d
E{O

E
o
o
t{d
o
rn

j

o
E
o
t{
d
€
N

o
a
a)
U
U

g
C)
P1

LEGEND: -1 Unacceptable fit
0 Acceptable fit

+1 Necessarv fit
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d. Read Interface Matrix of Vertical Module fits.
(The example below is for vertical relationships within
the dwelling unitr.between first floor and second floor).

ni^ rr 7a VERTICAL INTERFACE MATRIX OF DWELLING FITSL4Y.4A.,V WITHIN THE UNIT

)pen 0 0 +1 0 0 0 0

Access 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0

2 Bedrooms 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0

M. Bedroom 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0

Terrace-
Balcony 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0

Terrace -1 -l -1 0 0 0 0

Dining
Kitchen -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0

Living -1 -1 -1 0 0 0 0

ABOVE

B
.1
tl1

tn
H
--l

.Fl
Fl

ut c)

..{ ()
H+J..{.-l
OM

o
o
d
t{
t{
0)
H

I0)>ocdot{o
gF{
o(6
HO

E

t{d
c)
ca

E

o
E

o
t{6
0)
tr
N

o
a
q)
o
o

c
o
P.t

LEGEND: -1 Unacceptable fit
0 Acceptable fit

+1 Necessarv fit,
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e. Other l{rput for Generating or Evaluatilrg:

Limitations on outside configuration of the dwelling unit'
Limitations on orientation to sunlight, view-
Limitations on number of floors per dwelling
Limitations on voids within the bounds of the dwelling.
Density level desired.

(2) Evaluale Dwellinq Unit_Clcle.

a. Is the dwelling complete?

b. Is the density level satisfied? (Typical evaluation

question from above }ist).

(3) Input - Grouping Cygle:

a. Read dweltings from previous cycle.

b. Read interface matrix of horizontal fits between dwelling

units.
(The examples input below is for the previous 3-bedroom
units with 2 exterior modules each).
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1 1 AN HORIZONTAT INTERFACE MATRIX OF FITS BETWEEN!'rg'LL't ' DWF:T,T,TNc IINTTs

Open shared 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0

Open 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Access 0 0 -I -1 0 0 +1

2 Bedrooms 0 0 0 0 0 0

M. Bedroom 0 0 0 0 0

Terrace-
Balcony 0 0 -1 -1

Dining
Kitchen 0 0

t''q
.Fl

.F{

}J

Uro
.r.l Og+r
.r'l'Fl
OM

0)
o
(6
${
t{
a)
H

I
C)>ocdot{O
HF{
o(d
Hpq

E
o
o
t{

d
()
pq

t

o
E
o
o
t{
d
C)
cq

N

UI
ut
c)
o
o
d

c
o
91o

d
o
t{
.d

o
c
0)
A

LEGEND: -1 Unacceptable fit
0 AccePtable fit

+1 Necessary fit
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c. Other Input:

Irimitations on outside configuration of the grouping'
Limitations on orientation.to sunlight, view'
Limitations on number of dwelling per grouping'
Limitations on locations and,/or configuration of access
sPaces.
Limitations on allowable heights of various configuration
of access spaces.

(4) Evaluate Grouping CYcle:

Is the grouping comPlete?

b. Is the density level satisfied? (Typical evaluation

question from above tist).

c. Does the grouping allow expansion vertically to

provide the density desirable? (Typical evaluation question

from above list).

(5) Inp-ut - The Stacking Cycle:

a. Read groupings from previous cycle.

b. Read interference matrix of vertical fits between

groupings. (The example below is again for the L6 foot

modular grid).
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Fig.tr . g o
VERTICAL INTERFACE MATRIX OF FITS BETWEEN
DWELLING UNITS

Open shared 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0 0 0

Open 0 0 -I 0 0 0 0 0 0

Access -1 -1 -1 -l -1 -1 0 0 0

2 Bedrooms 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0

M. Bedroom 0 0 .I 0 0 0 0 0 0

Terrace-
Balcony -1 0 .I -1 0 0 -1 -1 -1

Terrace -1 0 -I -1 0 0 -1 -1 -1

Dining
Kitchen 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Living 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0

ABOVE

Bo
Flrl tttg

.-l

.Fl
d

c
U'(l)
.r{ O
tr+J

.F|..{

OM

0)
o
d
t{
t{
c)
H

I0)>Uddogo
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o
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pq
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a
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o
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o

H
op]

F{

a)
t{
(d

a
H
o
P4o

LEGEND: -1 Unacceptable fit
0 AccePtable fit

+l N.ecessary fit
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c. Other Input:

Limitations on height allowable or reguired.
Limitations on overhang.
Limitations on orientation to sunlight, view.
Limitations on outsid.e confiqurations of stack.

(5) Evaluation - Stacking Cycle.

a. Is the stack complete?

b. Is the density leve1 satisfied? (Typical Evaluation

question) .

c. Rank and compare with other stacks.

The program for the computer augmentation shows the centrality

of "requirements". The program can never create density

reguirements. It can only test the hypothesis that for a

given set of carefully stated requirements there are possible

combinations of the basic modular parts which satisfy the

requirements. In defining the programrs rules, the designer

must identify every requirement he intends to satisfy. In

trading off requirements (or reducing limiations in the

input cycles) tfre designer must realize the price he has paid

for greater density.

l
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ANAI,YTIC SAIEPLTNG FOF- DPSTGN TNFORY^ATTOT:I:

A SUR\MY OP SOLJSII.IG FXPERIENCE

Fera todalr vrill '-luibble r^rith the assertion that snecial

rnarkets for housing reflect sDeci a1 social needs in

housing. Srlrnost everybody recognizes the need for

some "behavioral input" to design. The social como-

onent is on the verqe of becominq a conventj-onal part

of desiqn programmincr.

But rvhile fe'.c would dernean the i.nnortance of social

consideraiions in the outline of desion, it is a more

serious quest,ion from where th* gorl$ in this area

sterns. Social scientists have long chided desioners

for their use of personal, class-biased, and unsub-

stanti.ated insights as a chief source of social facts.

On the other hand, the results of potentiallrf exhaustive

research on the part of social scientists are meaninq-

less to desiqners without the necessitlz to start almost

from scratch in exnlaining in what context the research

is relerrant and vrhere it is not. Despite agrreement on

"r:rotherhood", it is rare to find social data available

to "p1uo j-nto" any soeci f ic , ongoincr desiqn program.

BACKGPOT]i.]D

In the surnmer of L967, Canada's Central t{ortgage and
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Itousino Corporation contracted to the Centre for
Urban and Communitv Studj-es of the Universi"t'g of
Toronto for a pro'iect which would cukninate in plans

for lor^rer cost, higher densitv lovr-rise rnultiple
dwellincrs than were currentl_r/ on the market. These

multiple dvrellinqs vrere to be built wi thout the need

for re-toolinq the housinq industry, and they r.{rere to
provide the aspects of "environment" that people

eomrnonl'/ opt for when thev seek single family units.
The tarqet nor:ulation for these units vras the rniddle-

ineome Canadian family (earnincr $6,500 to $9,000) who

!^zas too rich for public housino but vet too poor to

receive soverruF.ent mortqaae assistance on new sincrle

fanily homes, rn'hich were thus placed beyond the reach

of most of them. A.lthough a desj.on study, one of its
attractions \^/as its plan to incorporate the findinas

of related discinl.ines.

The typical nroblem of socioloqical content was present

at the outset. Althouqh socioloqical data were consid-

ered desirable for the studv, it was an open question

as to r,,rhat kind r..sould be useful and how they r^rould be

collected. Cne form of response to this problem rvas

nv eommitment of the practical half of the year's work

of my qraduate seminar in urban sociolocrv to thisI
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,endeavour. In professional-client mannerr thls qroup

hras to translate the exr:ressed needs of the architect
for soc-i.al data into an appropriate study, which they

would carry out with his Jiinancial backinq. rn add-

ition, anart from the way that the archi.tect framed

the question, the study had to be sociological in sub-

stancer so as to represent more than sur:erficial inform-

ation colleeti.on and be of intrinsie interest to sociol-
ogists (including the participants) as well.

ft r,sas obvious that we could not possiblv provide all
desiral:Ie socioloqical information to the architect.
fndeed, qiven the amount of tine and manpower available,
the focus had to be narrow. Yet, the services of such a

group do.incl research "custom made" for a desiqn oroject
ruent heyond what was other,+ise available to the architect.
Indeed, the rarity of this enterprise meant that there

vrere few auidelines to follow.

THS STUD\'

fn response to the architectrs request for knowledcre

of aspects of environrnent that serve positive purooses

in the lives of the tvrre of neople for r,rhom he would be

planni-ng, hre first created a frame of reference on which

to build a studv. We decided to studv the effect on this

J

i
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I
kind of falnily of various phvsical comoonents of

environrnent which the architect could (if he would)

ineorrrorate .i,nto his desion. This effect is not a

s,imnle djehotomous one does it roorl<, doesn't it
work? pa.ther, components of environment $lere viewed

as either facilitatino or hj.nderinq soeial eontact,

routjne activiti.es, and the like. Ite had a rnultitude

of exr:eetations of vrays in vrhich variations of certain

aspects of environment ra'ould inflnence neiqhbourhood

i.nteraction, shoppinq, chi-Id raisino, and the 1j-ke.

Thus, our first questi.on was, "lll else beina equal,

what di+ferences can we find in t-he f.ives of middle

class fann-i-lies rnrhich are accountable to clearcut differ-
enees in environment?"

Flowever, to elearly answer the arch iteet I s needs, vre

had to ha,ve some way of glggling the ansv'ers to this
firqt auesticrn. llow irnportant to family sa,tisfaction

are these relationships and activi.ties round j n specific
settinas? tfhat aspeets of current environment are re-

lated to eurrent surroundinqs and aetivitv?

To ans.rrer rruestions of this sort, oartieularlv oiven the

practical eontext, we deeided it wnul-d be neeessary to

stud'l ramilies vrho varied little frr:m one another on
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,most ma'ior socioloqical factors, but who lived in
setti-ncrs r,rhich contained the necessarv ohvsieal var-

iation. Thusr ollr frame of referenee eentered on the

t"1-e!:giL+=Dl f p hy g i c a 1 se t t -ilg_r:lg9 r -el_ f f' t .g 
r a cJi o n

end_3_c_t: jg j_U-,_?gq_ jg3_c3ptrg5of _:i!;r ja.q!-i"93_?n_o.gt_cr

a h o4osrq:r e q!' 1 s t rgturn p_!._ nn lggl9_S-lg:::_ jggilis="_ g g r re n tlg
s uh i e q!_!9;11jl'l3q_ 39I s_*e_nrlj :ett1e! t s .

The subieet rnatter required intensi.ve i nterviet,qinq.

Flenee, the number of neople our twentrr-ttro students

could eontaet in the t\r'o v,'eeks they had available for

this r^ras limi-ted. vet, the frame'.vnrk of the studv was

analytic to comnare suboroups with respeet to one

factor reoardi-nq a second factor (or even a third as

vrell)r analysis of +-his kind requires suhstantial

numbers of resnondents. Therefore, vre had to have a

wa'r' of selectino people to interview vrhich maxirnized

analvtie Dower vrhile at the sane tipe it ro-inirnized the

total number of peonle samnled.

Conventional samplino nrocedur€s \,'ould not have allev-

i ated- this prohrl.ern. Random samrrl j.ncr of the ponulation

of a lnetropoli.tan or even suburhan area "rould have pro-

duced a set of families r"rhose surroundi.nos lrer:e hiqhly

I

['
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gkerred rrith resnect to environmentt to ctet even a

snall number, for example, livincr in low-rise drvell-

incrs but r.,'ithout direct access to t-he outside r+or1d

would have required a huge total samrrle. Eurthermore,

random samnlinq would not have served to mininize

soeiat di.fferences amoncr families.

One techn:igue comrnonly used to seleet subieets far
studv with snecific social characteri stics is Social

Area ^nalvsis (Shevkv and 8e11, 1955). This technique,

horr'ever, takes census tract agqreoates as its smallest

uni-t and" is hence insensitirre to the rnany aspeets of

nhvsi-eal environment which differ within the boundari.es

of tracts. Choosincr areas for stud'z on this basis, then,

tvoul-d acrain require a costl',r overshootjnq of our mark,.

Tt is comrnon to use a strat,if ieC sample i n studies whose

primary €rane'..rr:rk is the comparison of ohenomena with

resrrect to suborouns vrhi eh are nnt founcl in e.tual numbers

in the oonulatjon. Stratifyino means that the researcher

sneeifies the number of peoole in each subqrourr to be eon-

tacted, this number is relatively similar for all sub-

qrouDs, thus cruaranteeincr the abilitv to perform anal'yses

rvhieh rnicrht not have been possible vrith a stra-i aht randorn

sarnple. rf , for exarnple, a researeher r^rishes to compare
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b.illionaj-res r^rith civil servants, he vrj 11 find few

billionaires for comparison if he takes subiects at
random frorn the porrulation. on the other hand, if he

specifi.es he wants 50 billionaires an<1 50 civil servants,

it may nean takinct 90 rrer cent of aII bjllionaj_res and

.09 per eent of all civil serva.nts l ; but thi.s procedure

makes analvsis r"ore feasib1e r^l-i-thout resortincr to an

astoundj.noly laroe sarnole size.

Tn the nresent study, a stratj.fied saro.Dle with respect

to social eharacteristics would harre been inaopropriate.
Ilorverrer, the same apnroaeh was aorrlied to the components

of nhysical environment. [''le Cecidecl to ehoose a sample

of families on the basis of phvsical characteristics
6r their home environment. Steps v'ere also taken to

assure relative homogeneitv amonq the sub-iects.

l^Ie searched out relatively sma1l eluste.rs of housing

whieh cli rfered as follows:

1) hog:lnq_Hgf$igqr3_j"qpi1y { toy" h"us ISe-.
fnherent in these variations of lovr-rise housing are the

presence and absenee of partv ',valIs and the presence and

absenee r:f di"reet aceess to the outside.

I These ficrures are purely imacinary.
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2) gpsn_::gge lgf-"9!g_.vs shared). Some units. (i.e.

all sinqle fanily homes and son.e maj.sonettes) had well

defined nrivate oDen spacei the others d d not.

3 ) acses s .to_*c"g1ggn]-tvjgctliJigE__G&je_ys gi :-t_ant )

Some hc'usi.nq units (of all tvrres) had stores, schools,

and the like i-rnnediately adjacent; the others \^/ere

sufficiently rernoved to require transportation to

reach them.

4) tenure (olvner vs rented). Some of a1l housinq types

were rented. A number of sinqle fanily homes and town

houses \4rere ttornlned". 2

The selection of housj.ncr clusters rn/as such that these

several eomrfonents of environment, while at times related

to one another, were not synonynous lJjth one another --
an imoortant difference in assess"inq relative effect.

Units u'ere selected for studv so there rr'ould. be suffici.ent

numbers for comparisons with respeet to a1.1 these factors,

while st-avincr within the maximum Dossible samr:le size of

230. tlithin each stratum houses were selected by random

means.

Ft the savne time, hovrever, criteria \rere established

as to honoqenize the sample. All hous-inq units were

2 .F,lthoucrh the tor^/n house units nrece<led the lecralization
of condorninia in Ontario, an arranqernent was made between
the develoner and his customers rvhich amm.ounted to therunetional equivalent.

so

in

I
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the mid-suburban band around Toronto, and monthly

rents, where applicable, were in the $180-220 ranqe.

Only fanilies vrith children livinc, at home r{€r€ studied,

and al-1 housinq units had either three of four bedroons.

Homes were chosen for study whose j nterj.or space and

bedroom count oaralleled those of the anartments and

whose monthly cost, if sold todav, vrould he comparable.

Known "ethnie areas" were avoided. The resultinq j:-amilies

intervier.red stroncrlv apr:roximated the arehitectt s trarctet
pooul-ation.

?Iithin each household, the wife wa.s selected for inter-
viervincr -- on the basis that she rvas most subiect to
environmental influences.

In the event of a childless household, a vacancy, a re-
fusalr or a respondent who could not be found at home

with.in the trvo-week intervievr peri.od, alternative
addresses were preselected. Their numbers were limited
bv the suonly vrithin catecories, and the total number' of
ecrnnleted interviews was ]-73 (75 oer eent).

The sample interviewed renresented the nhrTsical strata
as intended. About 50 per cent of the resr:ondents lived
in torrrn houses, with about 25 per cent each in sinqle

fanily houses and maisonettes. About 60 per cent were
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lcrcated di.stant from community faeilities; about 4A

per cent were close. About 70 per cent rented; about

30 per cent or+ned. About 35 per eent had private

open space; about 65 per cent did not.

Each interview consisted of several parts: 1) factual
materi-al ahrout the familv, 2) residential historv, 3)

satisfaction with environment and plans for the future,
4) nature and extent of interpersonal relati.ons, 5)

activitv patterns, and 6) nerceptions of the ideal.
Interviews averaqed 45-60 minutes.

The intervievr period was the last two weeks in Pebruarv.

ft included the coldest week of the year. Since we

believed that use of environment is affected by weather

conditions, rnuch of the interview was repeated with most

of the same respondents the last week of June. The

differences were substantial at times and are reported

elsewhere.3 They suggest a greater irnnact on inter-

action and activity of inmediate environment in the

winter tha.n in the summer. Nonethel-ess, with the

exception of only one or two stable, objective factors

pursued. only in the summer interviews, the data reported

3 "Space as a Variable in Socioloqical fnquiry: Serend-
ipitous Findinqs on Macro-Environment", paper nrepared
for presentation to the 1969 meetincr of the American
Socioloqieal Association.

I
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here is uniformly based on the F'ebruary interviews.

Given the complexity of the frame of reference and

the multiplicitv of variables eonsidered, a total list
of our exDected results would be overly lonq. fn brief,

we expeeted that housinq t'goes with d.i-rect aecess to the

ourdoors would be associated with qreater satisfaction
and use of outdoor environment than homes without direct

access; tot{n house dwellers would find their situation
better for sociabilitv but worse for overall satisfact-

ion than residents of sjnqle familV homes due to party

walls. bre expected that neiqhbor contact would be

hiqher a$ong those with private open spacer ds would

home based family activitv. t{e expected that people

close to community facilities would both value and use

them more than people who chose to live more distant

from them. Finally, we anticinated that o!,?D€rs would

make more of both formal and informal contacts with

others in their neiqhborhood, putting down roots in
the proeess, than would renters.

FTNTII}IGS

The results are of three types. Firstr r,rrhat differences

in social activity vary systernaticalty with aspects of

the home environment? Second, what is the relation ofa
,

i

I

I
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fhese phvs-ical components to residentia.l satisfaction
and to conceptions of ideal environment? Third, in

r,vhat rrrav does the relation of envi::onment and satis-
faction reflect an aetivity oattern consonant with

that environment? T shall outline the results with

respect to these questions one by one.

I. Fnv.ironrnent and Behavior

The interrelations found betrveen each eomponent of

environment studied and relevant beharrior will be

summarized and then discussed.

€r. Housing Type

First, residents of single family and torvn houses pre-

domi-nantlv meet their neighbors outside while people

in maisonettes meet them inside. This appears largely
a function of direct access t ox lack of it, to the out-

side. Given the winter setting, it is oerhaps no

wonder that the same two categories meeting neiqhbors

outside are the ones Hrho resort most frequentlv to the

telephone. ft would appear that havinq common indoor

sDace i.s at least conducive to contaet, if all else is

favorable for it. " llonetheless, it is ouite another

question as to rvhether this environmentall-v enhanced

I The literature suqsests neicrhbors will have intense
interaction if they perceive themselves as in the same
boat and have mutual needs requirincr assistance.
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rocLal single town

chance occurr-
ence of differ-

maison- ence (frdm X2
ette calculationsactivitv familv house

meet
neiqh-
bors

2. use of hiqhest hiqh
tel e-
phone

3. hours hiqh hiqh
spent
sev.'ina
or
knittinq

4. effect little some
that differ- differ-
another ence ence
home
would
have on
under-
takinq
desired
act,ivities

low .001

lorv .01

some .01
differ-
ence

contact is recrarded

wi-nter r evidence to

the contrary.

favorable eontaet, even in the

introduced belor+ would indicate

as

be

A further evidence of relative isolation amonq those

livinq without inside space sharod with neighbors is

the amount of time devoted to sewing and knittinq.

;o
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,Those j"n sinqle family homes and town hr:uses spend

more time in this fashion than do those in maison-

ettes.

Ialhile contact with other people seems associated with

aeeess to the outside, activity appears related to
another component of housing -- the existence of partr,'

walls. when asked, f'trnthat difference rn'ould living in
another type of home make to doinq more of what you

want?", about three quarters of single home residents

answered "no differenee". Tn contrast only about 50

per cent of the residents of the multiple dvrellinqs

thouqht that there would be no differenee; 50 per cent

thouqht that there would be one.

I interrrret this to mean that those livinq in rnultiple

dwellinos have had a chance to exoerience desires for

activity which have been frustrated bv their real or
potential impingement on proximate neiahbors, while

residents of single family homes have had less of both

this tvpe of frustration as well as the experience of

closer ohvsical contact with neighbors. This is part-

icularly sutrported by the past experience of the people

sampled. Pesidents of sinqle family homes have lived in
l

-17
1

;

t

1

,

I
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siqnificantly fewer different types of housino than

have the others, with town house dwellers the most

"well-rounded"; fully 72 per cent of the latter have

lived in three or more different housinq tvpes, com-

pared to onlv 32 per cent of the former.

Furthermore, research elsewhere indicates that residents

of multinle dwellinqs fi-nd self-imposed need for self-
restraint in activj.ty even more odious than the objective
bother emanatins from neiqhbors (P.aven , ]-967) .

Table I qives some additional perspective on the differ-
ential impact of housinq types. Respondents were asked

whY they ehose their present home. Steveral reasons h'ere

typically qi"ven, and these were cateqori zed as to whether

they referred to the home itself or to the surroundins

neighborhood. People were also asked if they planned

to move aqain vrithin the next five years; althouqh

this question can be interpreted literally (and should

be in cases), it is also of qreat use as a barometer

of residential satisfaction. These i,tems indicate that
the internal aspects of environment are more pressing

(and distressing) to residents of nultiple dwellings

than are external aspects, while the reverse is true
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qf residents of single farnily homes. To be nrecise,

44 per cent of people choosing a nultiple dwellinq

for a reason having to do with the unit itself now

intend to move, while only 33 per cent of those choos-

ing one ror neiahborhood reasons are so inclined. This

compares to a 17 per cent future mobili.ty rate amonq

home drvellers r.rho cited reasons havinq to do vrith the

home and a larqer 29 per cent rate amoncr those citinq

factors in the neiqhborhood.

Althouqh these differences by housina tvpe are loqical

and the samole was desiqned so as to provide similar

respondents in each physical cateqorv, it must still

be questioned whether the findinqs dj-seussed niqht not

find their explanation in whatever m-inor demographic or

socio-eeonom-ic differences remain to differentiate
respondents from another. For this reason, similar

tables were run substituting some of these latter vari-

ables for the physical variables. lre these differences

in act,ivity tied more closelv to age, family size' occup-

ation, education, and the like?

In fact, only one of the differences is related to one

of these persgnal attributes. The more skilled the

oecupatj.on of the husband in the family the more his
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l'rife feels a new home would affect the commence-

ment of new activities.5 Nonetheless, the relati'on-
ship of oroposed new aetivities to housing type is
far stronger than it is to husband's oceupation,

thus maki.ncr it hiqhly unlikely that oecupat-i.on is

a crucial i,nterveninq variable in this sample.6

b. Feeess to Community Facilities
I'Iith respect to specif ic leisure time activites, one

mark of this particular sample j.s that they are not

particularly active. I'Ionetheless, there are substantial

differences in activity aecordinq to aceess to commun-

ity facilities, such as schools, stores, etc. Accord-

inq to the nature and intensj.ty of.the activity, cateo-

ories were devised to divide active participants from

minimal orr in some cases, non-partieipants. Uniformlv,

the percentage of participants in the activities listed

amonq rreorrle rvith easy access to eommunity facilities
was 20 po-ints higher than among neople distant from them.

.05>x2>.oz
6 Some additional differenees in residential backqround
by housing type are worth notinq, althouqh they would not
appear to affect the foreqoincr arquments. r4aisonetter
town houses, and sincrle family house residents represent
a deereasinq order of distance of their current home from
the imrnediate past home. Although no more than 30 per cent
of peonle i-n any of these current house tvpes owned their
previous homes, twice as nany single family and maisonette
dwellers owned than did town house drrellers
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This does not rnean tha.t people livinq rj.qht next to
suburban centers are active solely bv virtue of that
fact. lndeed, some of these activities are neither
found .in or aided by the particular facilities found

there. I'I1at it nay ind"icate more aceurately is that
people with more qenerally active life stvles seek out

convenient locations -- even within suburban areas.

Thev may not be as active as downtown elif f drr'ellers,

but they are more so than their fellow suburbanites.
Given that there are forces in the housinq market that
send youns famil-i-es to the suburbs, there are still life
style differences amonq them that require differential
phvsical surroundinqs.

fn advancinq reasons for havinq chosen their current
home, people were much more likelv to specify factors
havincr to do with the housinq unitr &s opnosed to the

surroundjncr neiqhborhood. Nonetheless, sicrnificantly
more neor:le7 living close to communitv facilities cited
neiqhborhood reasons than did those distant from them.

Table 2 hints more closely at the relationshirr involved

between life style and access to eomrnuni.ty facj.lities.
T^7e wouLd expect that people livinq close to facil-ities

.001>x2
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aecess

social activity close distant x2 ealculations)

chanee occufrenee
of different (from

1. arts and
crafts some little .001

2. pleasure
reading much some .02

3. educational
courses some little .01

4. attend p1a'7s
and eoneerts ma'ioritlz majority .01

5. associations
and rneetinqs some few .05

6. creneral use
of neiahbor-
hood extensive moderate .05

7. frerluene\z almost outside mueh
visit rela- ecrual n'.ore .01
tives inside
neiqhborhood
vs relatives
outside

8. frequency f riends ecrual . 00I
visit f,riends more than
vs relatives relatives
outside neiqh-
borhood

who are active and people livino distant from them who

are inacti,rre vrould both be more satisfied with their
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environment than inactive people livinq elose and

active people at a distance. t^Jith respect to two dis-

cretionary activities in which there is some degree of

particir:ation, this relationship holds well. Those who

shopped for clothes or went to restaurants at least once

a month ri/ere considered active; those qoing less frequent-

Iy were deemed j-nactive. The active-cl"ose and inactive-
distant cateoories were considered conqruent; the others,

ineonclruent. As Tab1e 2 points out, oeople in conqruent

cateqories are less like1y to want to move in the future

than are those in incongruent categories. The same re-

lationships hold wi.thin all cateqories of access. A1-

though these phenomena must obviously be approached wj-th

caution bv such indirect measures, it would appear that

the match between }ife style and environment is one that

entails affective consequences.

In addition to satisfyinq a particular life style, loca-

tion near community facilities is without guestion of

some instrumental value. fn sugqestinc reasons why

they miqht move in the future, onlv 6 ner cent of those

close to facilities cited. "neiqhborhood" reasons for

movinq, while- 21 per cent of those distant from them
| 

-t'

I
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did so. Furthermore, we expected that this would be

particularly relevant for younq mothers who rniqht

otherwise be housebound. Tn farnilies with children
only I-6 vears of dg€r the same 6 oer eent of respond-

ents close to facilities referred to the neighborhood

as a reason for moving; however, among those more

distant , 4'l per cent of the youncr mothers noted the

neiohborhood in this connection.

fn addition to the information in participation in
selected activities referenee to visitinq patterns also

sheds liqht on the respondents. First, relatively fevr

respondents had relatives livinq in their neiqhborhood.

Sliqhtly more people Ij-vino close to facilities had

more close relatives living inside thei.r nej.qhborhood

than out than did those "distant"; however, these people

wi.th easy access to facilities saw these relatives far
more frequently than did those without easv access

far qreater than would be suspected merely from the

numerical availability of relatives. The presence of
these facilities may serve as a medium in which close

relatives spend time without makincr inroads in their
respective time schedules.i.rl

'Ji

I
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l{owever, when people qo outside thejr own neighbor-

hood for contaet, those located close to facilities,
the ones with qenerallv more active life styles, spend

time more frequently with non-related friends than rvith

kin. "swinqinq" is apparently not rooted in kinship.
Those distant from facilitjes, who in addition do not

have an immediate location in which to meet their relat-
ives, are evenly divided in the time thev spend with kin

and nonkin.

None of the differences involvina location are explained

by tarhatever dem.oqraphic or socio-economic differences
exist within the sample. rn addition, residential back-

qround does not vary by location.

c. open Srrace

There is a parallel between some of the findjnqs on

housinq type and on open space. t.rlith respect to housing

tYpe, the presence of shared wa1ls \^/as related to a feel-
ing among manv that another housing tvpe would permit

respondents activities in which they desired to participate.

In the present ease, shar-ing of outside space rather than

inside acoustics presents the same difference in thg sample.
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social activi-ty
open srJace

private shared

chance oecurrenee
of difference
(from X2 tests)

1.

2.

desire to under-
take new activ-
ities

effeet that
another home
wouJ.d have on
und.ertakinq
desired
activiti es

number of
neiqhbors
known

great

little
differ-
ence

near
unanimous

some
differ-
enee

.001

.05

.053. many some

Those with private ooen space do not bv and larqe think
another type of home would enable nevr activities, while

those sharinq space are more likelv to think so,

There are several reasons why this coul-d be interpreted

as more a function of house type than of open space.

First, the cluestion about the effect of another home

refers speeifically to the home, even thouqh outside

spaee is often considered one aspect of it. Second, the

statistieal relationship of house type wi"th effect on

activi.ty i.s stronser than that of onen space with effect
on activity, at the same time that there is a strong

but not cornplete association between current house type
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and type of open sDaee.

I{evertheless, in addition to a literature which stresses

that people cherish private or;en space l?or what they

wish to do on it (Irlallace, I9S2; Kumove, 1966; llrtichelson,

1966), data from this study ties farnily activity to
private open space. Althouqh the rna.iority of respond-

ents claimed that thev rvanted to particioate in new

aetivities, the percentaqe of peonle without private
open spaee who wanted this was siqnifieantly hiqher than

those who had their own plot; in fact, only 5 per cent of

thj.s "frustrated" group did not want to add some new

activitv. ft would appear that lack of private open

space does inhibit some activity, althoucrh provision of
it is no automatic panacea. Furthermore, this desire is
not one whieh is related to housinq type accordino to the

present data.

we anticipated (c.f. Fanninqt 1967) that private open

space would serve as a catalyst to bring neiqhbors to-
gether more than would shared open space. People do not'

need an excuse to remain outdoors on their own turf;
easual eontaets made there are not hurriedlv ternninated

throuqh lack of a socially acceptable exeuse to stay put.
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people with private

more neiqhbors than

d. Tenure
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backed by the data, in that

open space knew sicrnificantly
did those who shared open space.

tenure ehance occurrence

social activity own rent
of difference
(from x2 test)

1. plavs and
coneerts

2. frequencv visit
relatives out-
side neiahbor-
hood vs frequency
visit relatives
inside

dont t
attend

outside
much
lt6ter
than
inside

do
attend

outsid.e
oreater
than
inside

. 001

.01

In this contextr w€ expected a varietv or evidence con-

neetinq horne ownership to interactions with others in the

neiqhborhood and to activiti-es in that area. The data

did not confirm these expectations. Of the two differ-
ences in the sample statistically related to tenure, one

is substantively irrelevant and the other, if considered

relevant, is converse to expectations; owners have less tcr

do with relatives in their neiqhborhood than do renters.

The small packaqe of findings generally backing expect-

ations with respect to the three rrrevious aspects of

environment is lackincr for tenure.
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2. Fnvjronmen!-, lat.isfaction and the_fdeal

a. Satisfaction

The previous section outlined findinqs on environment

and behavior. In the present seetion, I shall tempor-

arily iqnore the previ.ous one, askinq if there are

relationships between current environment and peoplet s

coneeption of the ideal, Then in the next section, all

these factors vrill be brouqht tocether acrain.

Trvo measures of satisfaction -- both indireet -- were

used. The 1?irstr ds alread.y detailed, is intention to

move r{rithin the next five years. The second is an index

calcuLated frorn answers to questions askinq whether the

follorsincr were satisfactory, unsatisfactory or of no

importance: a) layout of interior, b) size of rooms,

c) front entrance, d) interior noise transmission, e)

noise from outside, f) parking, g) outsj.de space, h)

outside desiqn and appearance of housinq, i) qualitv of

schools, j) distance to shoppinc, k) distance to family'

1) reereati.on, m) privacv, n) tyoe of neiqhbors, and

o) cost or rent. The index was eomputed as follows:

number of unslrtisfaetory items * 100

number of unsatisfactorv plus
satisfaetorv items
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ft is more nroperl.r an "index of dissatisfaction".

l-s Table 3 points out, the fjrst, intention to move,

is related to current dwellinq tvpe, tenure, and open

space. Satisfaction is distributed pretty rarell as

expected. Por families of this type, sinole family

housino has long been the i<r.eal in North America, and

the rnore self-contained the unit whi.ch aoproximates

it, the more the satisfaction; the sreater satisfaction

with the town house than with the maisonette reflects

this. Ownership has likewise been an ideal held hiqh

and an eeonomic advantage. Possession of private or:en

space, while tyoicallv a concomitant of housinq type,

no doubt reflects this with respect to satj.sfaction,
although it mav reflect familv activitv as well.

The index of dissatisfact-ion is not related to any of

the variables mentioned so far. That it does not work

sinilarlv to the first measure can be explained with

referenee to its content, in that discreet items may

earry different weight with respect to the several

aspeets of current environment, even thouoh their sum

varj es directly with intentions to move. Tt is worth

notinq, however, that the index varies siqnificantly
with the lenqth of time people have lived in their
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current residences. The lonqer thev have stayed,

the lower (i.e. more satisfied) is their index

score. s This, of eourse, grives a rrartia.l vote of

conl?idenee to market mechanicms. T shall return

later to this factor -- Ienqth of residence.

b. The fdeal

F.s in all studies r know (c.f . Lansing, L966) , a

strong majoritv of these respondents stated that

thev vrould like to live in a sincle fami ly home in

the future. This ehoice was made brr 85 per cent of

the families, r.,'ith the remainder optincr for a duplex,

triplex or row house. No-one wanted to live in a

multi-familv walkup apartnent. The reasons advaneed

most stronqly for this choice were privacv and inde-

nendence, the desire to own or to invest in real
estate, the single home as a status symbol, internal
space, and rrrivate onen sDaee.

As in the other studies, too, variations within the

sample did not aecount for differences r.rhich upset the

strenqth of this asserted ideal (c.f. t4ichelson, 1968).

Hovrever, to probe more deeply the basis on which

people ehoose their ideal, \re asked neople to select

the best and worst of four photoqraohs illustratinq
respeetively, a single family house, a town house, a

8 P=5. 06>E 2 
r 15g (.05) = 3.07
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naisonette, and an unfamiliarly de,siqnedr "futuristie"
nultiple dvrellincr. Respondents v/ere told that each

dwellinq was of equal size internally and would iost

the same to buy or rentr Ers desired. One question

about the pictures was qeneral, "Tn r^rhich would you

most like to live?" As expected, consistent with the

nonpictorial question, 83 oer cent chose the sinqle

f amily home, r,.rith most of the remaininq choices fallinq

to tovrn houses. The major reason advaneed was privacy.

The other basis for judginq these ni.ctures was much

more specific. I,rhile the singl-e familv home was qiven

a pluralitv of positive choices with respect to each,

the variation in its strenath of supporting is reveal-

inq:

Privacy-9lt chose sinqle fanilv home

Best for raisina children-90t

Most easily do the things you want to-87t

Best outside design-SOt

Best eontact with neiqhbors-40*

These require brief explanation.

ft is obvious that of

raising are paramount

these factors, orivacy and child-

underlyinq theconsiclerati.ons
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preference of this type of samnle for a sinqle family

home. The respondents most commonly cited the lack of
party walls i.n exolaininq whv they cons-idered the' sinole

familv home more private. For childraisinq, 3l per cent

cited having a private vard, 19 per eent claimed more

livinq spaee, and 15 per cent valued freedom of inter-

ferenee from landlords. r4aisonettes were felt the worst

for ehildraising due to a feelinq that there is no place

for children to play; they are also felt crowded and con-

fininc.

For activities sinqle homes aqain led because peoDl-e did

not feel there was a need there to restrain their orvn

noi-se. A substantial minority also felt they would be

more free due to ownership status.

With resoeet to contact with neiqhbors, single family

and town houses hr€r€ mentioned almost ecually, because,

althoucth nroximate, people were not forced into contact

as resr:ondents felt was the case in maisonettes, with

aceess out onlv to central hallways. fndeed, our data

in seetion 1 bears them out.

fn short, the traditjonal popularitv of the sinqle family

home was unhelcl bv the present data. Moreover, these

data went on to suggrest rrrhich of several housinq goal-s
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these rrreferences reflect most stronqlv, as well as

what environmental aspects are associated with them.

Horvever, the analytic framervork of this Daper is to

ask what j nfluence current environment has on these

conceptions of the j.dea1. Since there was such wide

asreement with respect to privacy, childraisinq, and

home activity -- always crucial factors in fami-Iv

choiee of sinole homes there is insufficient
dissent for analysis. There is, however, considerable

difference of aoreement rvith respect to outside design

and contact wj-th neicrhbors. Furthermore, sinee the

housing market frequently rrrevents peoole from achiev-

inq their ideal, it is quite conceivable that peor'le

nreferrinq sone other tvpe of housind on these additional
qrounds mal' rvell be open to the oossibilitv of livinq in
somethincr other than a difficult to aehieve ideal.

Current location and orren sDace vlere stronolv related to
preferenees for the outside desiqn of somethinq other

than sincrl-e famillz homes (i.e. usually town houses).

People livinq close to communitv facilities and/or

without private open space were more l-ikely to prefer

the tor*n house than single famil'y'.10 Since these people
l0 It is irnportant in j-nternreting thi s result to know
that "locati.on" and "oDen sbace" ire inclenendent of one
another in this sample. X2 test differences in both cases
are better than the .05 level r,:ith respeet to design pref-
enees.
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have already opted for a convenient location and

densiti"es, cloubtless at the expense of other available

environmental eoals, they may well be the first to

compromi.se from the-ir structural ideal.

Some data on nast residenti-al experience lends credence

to this assert-i.on. Table 4 shows the variati.on in per-

eentase of people livinq in single family housinq intend-

inq to move bv the housing tyne r,rhieh irnmediately preced-

ed the eurrent one. Accordinq to this criterion, people

who have had experience in multiple drarellings are less

"satisfied" with sinqle family housinq than are those

who moved from another single home. The',r miqht be more

likely to deviate from the public ideal in the future.

The reverse is true among those distant and/or vrho have

had private or:en space. Sixty-four per cent of those

distant, for example, prefer the design of the single

family home, eomparpared to on1rT 45 per cent of those

close to facilities.

With respeet to contact with neiqhbors -- the seeond

aspeet of housino choice on which there was a diversity
of opinion --- current housinq type stronqly influenced

preferenees. Those in sinqle fanilv homes thought these
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dwellings best for contact, while a rnaiority of res-

idents of both town houses and maisonettes thouqht

the town house best. I I the maisonette was downgraded

by all for the reasons advanced earlier.

rn addition, we asked about peoplets desires to rent

as opposed to buyinq in a hypothetical new hiqh density

develonment. Again, there was sreat difference in the

perform.anee of respondents accordinq to locati.on. Of

those nor'r close to facilities, 86 oer cent would rather

rent such a residence, while onltr 53 per cent of distant

resoondents would want to rent. I 2 Flthorrqh eurrent loc-

ation vi s a vis facilitils is not related to current

tenure, this latter factor is also directlv related to

desire to rent or own in such a future development --

however not as stronqly. l 3

tr{e investicrated as well whether democrraphic or socio-

economie variations within this sample varied with

choiees of the ideal. The level of the husband's

edueation did vary with preference for outside design;

the better educated the man, the more likely he was to

choose a toltn house. Education does not, however,

I I ,05>z>.oz
| 2 .02> 2> .02
I 3 .a5>2>.02
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Fppear to be a strong independent factor because its
relationsh.ip with outside design is no stronqer than

that of tr^ro phvsieal variables, one of vrhich is aiso

related to education (present possession of open space)

and one of rr'hich is independent of education (present

access to facilities).

$7hat educati.on and occupation did explain solely is

whether extra features or eost $/ere more important

qoals in housins (within limits). The relation was

in the direction obviously anticipated; lovr€r strata

emphasized eost more strongly.

3. Environrnent, Activitv, and Satisfaction

f have traced relationships between eurrent environment

and activit.r, then of envi.ronment and satisfaction. It

is entirely nossible for various components of environ-

ment. to aecommodate or make difficult sirzen activities,
as in the fi::st section, without qeneral housing satis-

faction beinq involved in any wav. Tt j s also possible

for environment to have intrinsie forms of satisfaction
or dissatisfaction, as in the second section, without

havinq to involve activities. Nonetheless, the question
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qiven settinq makes a

f action, as rlTould be
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an activity congruent with a

difference with resrrect to satis-

expected from the model proposed.

Given the results of the previous two seetions, the

first positj.ve findincr regardinq the interrelationship
of these three tlzpes of factors eomes as no surprise.
A desire to undertake acti.vities currentlv dormant,

closely rel-ated to the absence of private ooen sDace,

is also sicrnificantly related to intentj-on to mo.re^ 
*

f n other words, oeople v,'ho lack nrivate open space are

more likelv both to want and to desire to move, with

the desire for actjvity intimatelv related to the desire

to move. Tn short, the restrietjon of activitv brought

on by lack of private open sDaee matters with respect to

resi-dential satisfaction -- as measured here. In this
ease, the shoe oinches.

Some'^rhat more positive is the relati.onship involving

education and preferred outside desicrn of housing. I^;rith-

in our samnle, the lower a mants education, the more hours

a rveek he watched television. Furthermore, the more he

watched television, the more li.kely he was to prefer the

outside desiqn of a sinqle familv house. I,Ihat this adds

I ff .os> x2> .o2
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yn to is that education varies d-irectlv with prefer-

enee for snme other housing desj.an and inverseLy vrith

television vi,er'ri.no, r"rhich i.tself is inverselv related

to an unconventi"onal desiqn preference.

These two packaqes of interrelationsh-ins i-ndicate that

leisurelv acti.vity is a mediatinq variable operatincr

between forrnal eharacteristics of a nerson or his settinq

on the one side and his satisfactron or prefetrences r oD

the other. Tt is clear also that the bluntness of. the

measures of satisfacti.on used in this study mav have

brouqht to liqht only a small part of th-is effect, in

comnarison to the number of differenees i.n acti-vity and

interaction shown related to eomoonents of environment

i-n the first section of findinqs.
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DOSTSCRTPT

Althouqh the intent of the studv desiqn was to maximize

variation in ohysical environment and to minirnize it

with respeet to the demoqranhic and soei-o-eeonomic

characteristics of the people interviewed, at least one

notential,lv relevant factor was not eontrolled lenqth

of resjdence. Several writers, for example, have recentllr

stressed that manl' aspects of behavior at anv sinqle time

in a net^r housinq development are a eonsequenee of the net^t-

ness of the olace; when lawns arentt Vet seeded and friend-

ships haven't matured, life is different than when they

are. (c.f. Clark, L966; Gans , L967)

.n.s indieated before, length of residence turned out, quite

logieallv, to be related to residential satisfaction- As

a postseript, there are tr,ro aspects eoneerning lenqth of

residence which deserve mention.

First, to what extent does this factor actuallv underlie

one of the environrnental variables which accounted for

differences in activity? llot at all. It does not account

for anr of the cited differenees more stronqlY than the

environmental variables .

o
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However, it is worth notincr that nartic-ipants in
associations and meetinqs acts as a rnediatinq variable
with respeet to lenqth of resj.denee and satisfaction.
The lonqer a person has been jn hjs present residence,

the rnore he participates in associat-ions ls and the

less he vrants to move, 16 wi.th the extent of his oart-
i"eirration inversely related to movj.ncl. t t

Seeond, length of residence marr be an i.ndex of different
\{avs of li.fe. ft wculd be tautoloclical to elaim that
reeent m.overs had lived in more houses latelv than non-

movers. I''hat r^re found, hovrever, vras a huqe dirference

betrveen these qroups in the number of di.ffere€ types of

housinq which thev have experienced in their Iifetirne.
As Table 5 demonstrates, those who r^lho have lived only

a short tirne in their current home have lived in s-i-qnifi-

eantlv more tvnes of housino than have those vrhose stavs

are of lonqer duration. Sixty-four per cent of those r,rho

have lived -i-n their rrresent homes less than three vears

have lived in three or more different housinq types,

compared to exactlv half that nercentase (32*) of those

who have lirzed there more than three vears, Thev also

make di-stant lnoves than the more stable subgroup.

l5

l6

t7

,05>Xrr.Oz

. C5>x'> .02

.02>x r, .01
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fne possible expl-anatj.on is that the residents of short

duration are "organization men" transferred freguent-

lV from one Fanaqerial niche to another -- or famili.es

undergoino chanqes in compos"itj.on. However, length of
residence i.s not related j.n anl/ wav to socio-economie

or demoqraphic differences rvithin the sample. There-

fore, tr{e can only speculate in elosinq about the exist-
ence of a seqment of the population r.rhieh, althouch

indistincruishable bv stand.ard soeiologieal variables,
chanses envi.ronment mo::e and eniovs it less.
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.TABLE 1--1er 9snt Planninq a Future l.fove by CJrrrent

Ilousinq Type and F.easons for choosina current Housinq

Current Housinq Type

P.easons for Choice of Current
lrousincr Familv Dwellinq

Home ..... ..... ]-7Z (lr=66) 44E (11=178)

Neiqhborhood ....... 294 (ld=21) 358 (N=48)

TABLP 2--Per Cent_Planning a Future rrove by Activily and

ggnqruence- of P?rti

Activitv Farticipation Level
and Location

Conqruent fncongruent

1. Eating at restaurants

2. Shoopinc for clothing

31* (N=91) 418 (N=61)

33* (N=72) 378 (N=82)
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Tjl3LF 3--Der Cent Planning a Future i'ove bv Selected

Fspeets of Fnvironment

do not chance of
intend occurrence

intend to rnove of differ-
to or don't ence (from

aspdct of environment move knorrr ? N v2 test)

A. I-+ousinq type :

1. si nqle family I 8? 722 1008 45 . 001

2. tovrn house 33? 672 1008 81

3. maisonette 60e 4OZ 100* 40

B. Rent-ovrn:

1. rent
1. o\.dn

C. open Spa,ee

1. orivate

1. shared

4LZ 59% 100? 118 .02

252 757, 100? 53

252 '7r--'? 100S 60 .05

442 562 100? 103
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FABLE 4--Tntention to l4ove by fmmediate Past llousins

Sy'oe (Sinqle tramily Residents only)

f ntenti on to lvlove
Previous PesiCence

Sincrle Familv Other

FIan to move within fj-ve :/ears 13?

Do not plan to rnove vrithi.n five B7Z
vears or donr t know

272

73?

1003 = 23

TFRLE S--Number of Different tlousinq Tvnes fnhabited t.n

Lifetime bv Lenqth of Present F.esi-dence

22

lrlumber of housing tynes
Lenqth of residence

under 3 vears over 3 vears

1or2

3 or more

36r

€,42

688

32*

100t= 119 53

X2=13,'?8>X2.00I (10. B3)
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SPACE AS A VARIABLE IN SOCIOLOGICAL INQUIRY:

SERENDIPITOUS FINDINGS ON MACRO-ENVIRONMENT

In recent years various researchers have utilized SPace

as a relevant variable in sociological inquiry. In some

cases they have examined its impact as a determinant of

various types of behavior (cf' Whyte, 1956: Ch. 25). In

others space is conceived as a factor limiting (but not

determining) the occurrence of phenomena in the tradi-

tional action systems (cf. Michelson, 1968) ' rn sti1l

others it is a medium whose use reflects and demonstrates

e$tablished cultural patterns (cf. Sommer, 1958). In

all these cases, however, consideration of space adds to

a more complete explanation or clarification of socio-

logical phenomena than is possible with only conventional,

non-spatial variabLes.

The exact conceptualization and theoretical contribution

of the spatial component varies greatly by the leve1 of

environment pursued. For examPle, the studies of "proximate"

environment -- that within buildings and, frequently, rooms

has for the most part centered on the translation of con-

ventional norms into spatial configurations. Hall, for

example, points out the extension of culture into such

spatial parameters as conversat,ional distance and office

l
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furniture placement, parameters which are diplomaticalry
touchy if misunderstood (Hall , 1966). Sommer, in addi-
tion, has provided a wealth of information on the ways

that usage of existing space (e.g., chairs in libraries)
forlows along lines of desired interpersonal relations
(e.9., uninterrupted privacy, study dating, etc.; cf.
Sommer, 1968).

At the other extreme studies of macro-environment that
beyond the residential brock and on outwards to the city
as a whole -- have dealt less with spatial expression of
cultural behavior and much more with the match of people's

characteristics and activities with aspects of their broad

urban setting. whire nondeterministic, these studies by and

large demonstrate the higher level of congruence of a

given environment with some social patterns than with
others. Bel1, for example, documents the fit of nuclear

family oriented. peopre and, activities with the physical
nature of suburbia (as contrasted with cliff dwelling con-

sumption and career-oriented people; Be1l, 1958). Abu-

Lughod shows the proclivity of older but not elderly couples

for the activies of the central city (Abu-Lughod, 19601,

while Mj-chelson provides evidence of higher levels of
dissatisfactj-on among those recent movers from multiple
dwellings to single family homes who don,t enjoy some

typical pleasures of suburbia -- backyard cookouts, gardenj-ng
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and handfrman activities (Michelson, 1967) .

Between these extremes lies the immediate environment

broadly, the area abutting the residence within about

a block. Although the typical macroscopic approach has

been applied fruitfully to this level, LE is best known

for the deterministic stance of studies in the Late 1940's

and 1950rs (cf. Festinger et aI., 1950; Caplow and Forman,

1955; Kuper, I95Li Merton, 1948) . When Whyte, for example,

claims that famj-lies living on corners will be more iso-
Iated than those living in the middle of blocks regardless

of the desires of those involved, he is leaving little to

voluntary behavior (Whyte , L956: 391-2). In recent years

investigators have greatly modified this stance, suggesting

its occurrence only under specific social conditions, usually

including population homogeneity and turnover (cf. Gans,

1961). Nonetheless, when applicable, this is still a way

in which saptial patt.erns bear upon social interation.

I have deliberately avoided the word "neighborhood" to this
point. While a meaningful spatial entity to many people,

its placement j-nto a level of environment is made difficult
by its subjective usage. To some, neighborhood is re-
stricted to the immediate environment. To others it is
more macroscopic, although generally not of the broadest

scaIe. To stil1 others it does not exist at all. And to

L
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still others it is a social, not spatial, phenomenon.

A case might be made for giving the neighbourhood unit
conceptr €rs used in urban planning, status as a leve1

of its own, restricting macro-environment to still
larger areas. I prefer, however, to avoid potentially
misleading (and certainly elastic) concepts, and hence

will restrict levels of environment to the three very

general ones -- proximate, immediate and macroscopic

for the purposes of this dj-scussion. (See, for example,

Keller, L968i Lee, 1968) .

In short, space has been used as a variable which relates

to social behavior in diverse ways, in part according

to the level of environment investigated. In this paper,

I shall depart somewhat from past studies by focusing

attention on levels on environment per s€r rather than

one one set of relationships within a particular level.
The findings to be presented below are serendipitous in
that the study from which they stem was designed primarily
to assess relationships involving the immediate environment

but produced data which unexpectedly shed tight on macro-

environment j-n comparison with the next lowest Ieve1.

THE PROBLEM

The research problem has both pragmatic and theoretical
aspect,s. To begin with the former, the problem was to
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design low-rise multiple dwellings for middle income

families at a higher density than is presently found,

which would be less costly than at present and which

would nonetheless include various features that these

families would seek in higher priced dwellings. The

Principal Investigator sought sociological data as one

of his design inputs and was pledged the assistance of

students in a graduate seminar in urban sociology in

whatever way the students felt would be fruitful in

line with gaining relevant sociological experience.

The students, under my guidance, designed and carried

out a study to investigate hypothetical relationships,

all else held constant, of specific objective character-

istics of people's current residential environment with

their formal and informal interation and activities,

with residential satisfaction (or, converselyr "strain")
as a potential ultimate factor stemming from the empirical

matching of the first two sets of variables. Although

not attacking a completely new question, the researchers

conceived residential environment far more specifically

than had previous studies.

Although the project was primarily designed according to

the above framework, a second consideration led to the

r Tomah (1964), for example, attempted to
mental factors from population factors
levels of participation.

separate environ-
in explaining
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data considered here. Since a vital aspect of home

environment is outside space (cf. Fried and Glecher,

1961; Hartman, 1963; Michelson, L966') , and since its
social utilization should be thought to vary greatly in
northern climates according to the time of yearr c€r-

tainly social interaction and activity could not be

taken as static and insensitive to this factor. Indeed,

in practical terms, our architect would be misled if he

were planning for an unchanging social situation, even

though it was our impression that, except in the most

extreme climates, the public would choose housing on the

basis of summer conditions, regardless of how small a

percentage of the yearly weather that might represent.

We therefore thought it highly desirable to gather

similar data at two different times of year.

This secondary intent is of sociological concern in its
own right inasmuch as the interaction provides virtually
no clue whatever as to seasonal shifts in participation,

let alone their relationship to their physical setting.
Although authors frequently compare rates of participation

from place to place, class to class and the like between

studies, it is practically unheard of for them to state

at what time of the year their own interviewing was con-

ducted, Iet a,lone what difference that might make in their
results. The closest we have seen anyone come to this
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question are the assertions that certain activities

take place at ritual occasions written into the

calendar (Klapp ' Ig5g) and that school vacations influ-

ence the activities of children (l,undberg et &1., 1934);

although valid, these are sti11 questions quLte apart

from the influence of regularly shifting, normal weather

conditions in Northern climates.

This paper will focus entirely on seasonal differences

as a possible intervening variable with respect to social

participatj-on (one of the most conventional clusters of

sociological variables), differences which will shed

light on the nature and relevance of macro-environment.

Results stemming from the primary intent of this study

are reported elsewhere.2

METHODOLOGY

Consistent with the primary and secondary aims of this

study, a sample of women in Metropolitan Toronto was inter-

viewed twice in 1968. The first time was at the end of

February which included the coldest week in the winter.

The second time was during the last week of June -- warm

summer weather, by and large occurring before the normal

mass exodus to vacation areas. The first interviews were

conducted by ,graduate students, the second by professional

,- "Ana1ytic Sampling for Design Information: A Survey of
Housing Experienc€", to appear in the proceedings of the
first annual conference of the Environmental Design
Research Association held in Chapel Hi1t, North Carolina,
JuneS-11,1969.
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a

interviewers.

The sample of L73 was stratified according to residen-

tial area which built into the study workable categories

of residential environment. Ehe four areas -- all at
suburban locations considerably removed from the city
center -- varied according to the following factors:
housing type (single family, town house, maisonette);

access to open space (private, public); access to
community facilities such as stores and schools (im-

mediately at hand, driving distance away); and tenure
(owner, renter).3 Although related, these distinctions
did not coincj-de exactly in the areas chosen for study.

Although varying in these several ways, the sample was

relatively homogeneous in SES and family composition

through the choice of housing units of approximately

equal monthly cost (about $180 to $220 a month), inside
space (large apartments. small homes) and number of bed-

rooms (3 and 4) . Resulting data on occupation of head of
household and income confirmed this intention. Only

2 percent of the families had incomes under g5rOO0 a year,

and only 16 percent earned over $10r000. Although nearly
80 percent of the time husbands had completed Grade 13

preparation fgr college -- only 17 percent had a B.A. or

3 Social Area Analysis, although commonly used in relatively
similar situations, was rejected as an inappropriately
blunt instrument with which to sample physical environments
inccrporating the details reported here.
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higher degree. Over 80 percent had from two to

four children living at home:. 74 percent of the children

were between the ages of one and twelve. Furthermore,

the architect's wishes guided sampling within pre-

dominantly WASP areas.

Once an address was selected (randomly within a given

area), dn alternate was chosen in case a household did

not have children living in the home. Preselected

alternate households were also substituted in case of

a vacant home or refusal. However, the number of

alternates was limited by the supply within strata and

the total of :.73 households represented 75 percent of

the original sampling frame. It does not, howeverr rep-

resent a bias in the various selection cri-teria.

The June follow-up resulted in 130 completed interviews.

Virtually all the loss in the sample was a consequence

of either subsequent moves or absence from home during the

ten day period allocated to this phase of the research;

refusals were minimal. Comparisons of wint,er to suntmer

activity are based only on those who were interviewed

twice.

A straightforpard interview schedule was used in both

waves of the study. In February questions centered on
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1) background data on the respondents, Z) their
residential histoty, 3) their interpersonal relations,
4) their activities and 5) thei-r perceptions of present

and ideal environment. An interview averaged about

45 to 60 minutes. In June the focus was on the last
three of these areas, and an interview required about

30 minutes.

HYPOTHESES

Our expectations, and hence results, were with respect

to three questions: 1) What kinds of activity and inter-
action characterlze these people? 2) How does this vary

by season? 3) What does this say about levels of environ-

ment? Let's examine them one by one.

First, in order to understand fu1ly behavioral changes

from season to season, there must be a basic behavioral

pattern to consider. Studies have graphically demon-

strated that the occupants of different areas of cities
exhibit markedly different activity patterns and inter-
personal relations. These variations, which reflect
differential weighting of roles, each of which has

activity and interaction components, are often cal1ed

" l-ife styles " .

Therefore, as a first step in assessj-ng the "behavior
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baseline" of the present sample, we had specific
expectations concerning the kind of life styles held

by the mid-suburban families making up the sample. On

the basis of a wide variety of studies taking into con-

sideration SES, housing location and family composition

(cf. Be1L, 1958; Bel1, 1-968i Young and Willmott, 1957;

Bott , 1957) , we hypothesized that the. families' daily
lives would stronglv reflec,t nuclear famil-v pursuits

relativelv close to home and would weaktv reflect com-

mercialized recreation or cultural acti-vities. This

would be consistent with BeIl's hypothesis of suburban

"familism" as opposed to center-city "consumership" or

"careerism" (8e11, f958).

Secondr w€ hypothesized behavioral shifts from winter

to summer as follows:
(a) "Friends" would gain in frequency seen at the ex-

pense of visits to "relatives" as a consequence of in-
creased exposure j-n warm weather and the voluntaristic,
elastic nature of the tie.
(b) Similarly, both "friends" and "relatives" within
the respondents' neighborhood would gain in "exposure",

while visits with those outside would suffer relatively.
(c) Functions performed within the neighborhood would

increase in the summer.
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Third, implied by these detailed hypotheses is the

additional hypothesis, bringing in leve1s of environ-

ment, that warmer weather not only induces greater con-

tact among people sharing the immediate environment but

also that this level of contact is more significant
relative to the macro-envj-ronment in people's lives
during the summer than the winter. Conversely, we

expected that du.ring periods of coJder weather spon-

taneous interaction will- decline relativelv in favor of

more formal, planned and distant contacts. Quite speci-

fically we expected for this reason that the distance

between a respondent and those who are depended on for

help would decrease in the sunrmer.

F'INDINGS

(a) Life Stvle

As a first indication of the life style broadly charac-

terizing this sample, Table 1 shows the percentage of

respondents reporting at l-east minimal participation in
each of a number of activities. In this case minimal

participation is defined. as at least several times a
year or more frequently for non-j-ntense activities and

as an hour in a typical week for intense activities. To

count, minimal participation had to be reported in only

one of the two interviews.
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TABLE 1: Minimal Participation in Selected Activlties Jin ?)

A. Complete participation:

1. shop for sundries

2. shop for groceries

3. watch television
4. pleasure reading

5. telephoning

B. Majority participation:

6. shop for clothes

7. sew or knit
8. attend parties or suppers in the home

C. Abou! 50 percent participation:

9. attend church/synagogue

10. sports (attendance or participation)

11. eat in restaurants

72. employment

D. Low participation:

13. attend associations or meetings

L4. attend movies

15. take educational courses

16. arts and crafts
L7. play musical instruments or sing

18. attend plays or concerts

? N. Resnonses

97

87

68

100

100

r00

100

100

TL4

116

130

L28

130

101

130

L27

L28

L27

L26

130

L25

L25

L29

130

130

126

53

52

4B

42

3B

29

23

2L

I2

I2
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rn this form the data strongly support our expectations
that this is a home-based, familistic sample. Bypassing

activities with either obligatory or near-universal
participation, greatest participation is in parties
or suppers j-n the home, definitely a discretionary
activity. Furthermore, not only does a large proportion

of this sample engage in home entertainment, but it does

so frequently. In the summer wave, for example, 52 per-

cent reported attending such a party at least once a

month. On the other hand, attendance at other dis-
cretionary activities such as formal associations,
movies, educational courses and cultural presentations

is relatively low.

The high incidence of home entertainment is borne out

by the frequency with which people have contact with
various types of people. As reported again in the

summer wave, 80 percent spent time with friends within
their neighborhood at least once a month, and 98 percent

reported at least minimal personal contact with friends
outside their neighborhood. Although few of these

people had relatives within the neighborhood, 90 percent

made personal contact with relatives outside it at least
several times a year.
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Comparison of these figures with those reported by

other workers is complicated by several factors. First,
the intent of this sample was to minimize social dif-
ferences among respondents, so as to maximize observation

of behavioral differences stemming from carefully con-

trolled variations in their environment. Hence the

present sample represents, by and 1arge, middle-class,

relatively young women in suburban locations. Since

the major import of other studies is that participation
varies greatly by the particular combination of roles
played (see especially Scott, 1957) , this makes the

present data difficult to compare with that stemming

from more heterogeneous populations.

A second difficulty preventing exact comparison of these

data is the extreme vari-ation from researcher to re-
searcher i-n categories of partici-pation and frequency of

participation; frequently studies deal only with formal

membership, and others deal only with attendance. Sti1l
another difficulty is the passage of time from study to

study during which living conditions have changed and op-

portunities for participation shifted. q

Nonetheless, whatever comparison is feasible would indicate

that these data support our original notions of life style

* See, fot example, the
by Babchuck and Booth

shifts in membership documented
(1969) .
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within the sample. For example, the frequency of
interaction with neighbors reported here sppears higher

than that in other studies. Tomeh reports a third of
her sample (including 26 percent of her suburban

contingent) never see their neighbors, as compared to

20 percent here who see them less than once a month

(romeh, 19642 31) . Visiting with non-proximate friends

is also higher in the present sample than in Tomeh's,

although both percentages are high. On the other hand,

there is vlrtuall-y no difference between the two studies

with respect to visiting with relatives. The interaction
rates with kin are comparable and are slightly higher

than those reported by Greer for the part of his sample

deemed high on familism (Greer , 1956: 22) .

With respect to actiliities ref lectj-ng lif e style, a brief
comparison of the present sample with others would support

our first hypothesis. For example, it would appear that
our respondents made far less use of commercial recrea-

tion facilities than did the women reported by White

(White, 1956: I471. They attended meetings of organiza-

tions less frequently than did the respondents cited by

Reissman, of whom 45 percent attended "frequently"; only

38 percent of the present sample attended more frequently
than once a year (Reissman, 1954: 80). On the other hand
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the present sample appears to do more pleasure reading

than Reissmanrs, and its rates of church attendance and

leisure spent at home appear comparable to the figures
reported by Whj-te and Reissman.

Therefore, our expectation t.hat this sample of suburban

families would strongly show nuclear family pursuj-ts

relatively close to home and show only weakly more formal

or commercialized activj-ties seems justified. It is a

moot point in this argiument, however, as to whether

people selected themselves for this general location on

the basis of their life style or whether their life style
is but a refl-ection of relative isolations -- due to

market conditions. At the time of this study the mortEage

and housi-ng markets were so high in Toronto that young

families in this income bracket desiring single family

housing (or larger homes , for those already ownJ-ng them)

had to make large down payments (20 35 percent) and

accept high interest rates (upwards of eight and a half
percent) for most purchases. Indeed, this sample was

chosen by our architect and his contractors because middle

income families typically had little housing choice; they

were too poor for government mortgage assistance and too

rich for public housing. That, nonetheless, familistic
life styles emerged is significant.

' See these arguments in Gans (L967) .
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(b) Seasonal Variation
Participation in selected activities was analyzed in
categories centering around the following midpoint,s

(for non-intense activities): 1) once a week or more,

2) once a month, 3)once a year or 1ess. The last
category was regarded containing people inactive with

respect to a given act.ivity. Similar categories based

on hours per week were made for intense activities.
Shifts in participation were deemed as having occurred

if a person moved from one category to another. Table 2

indicates the extent of change among merely these three

categories from February to June

The amount of change is considerable. Since the amount

of change is highly dependent on the nature of the

activity concerned, changes cannot be d.ismissed as a

reflection only of low reliability from one interview

to the next. For example, the least amount of change

occurs with respect to activities which either are non-

discretionary or in which few respondents participate.

The greatest amount of change from one season to another

is with respect to activities which are clearly discretionary.

The extent that the rate of participation reported by in-
dividuals varies according to the period interviewed. is
indicated in Table 3 | which takes as its base only those,o
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TABLE 2: Extent of change in frequencv of participation

in select,ed activities, February versus June, l-968 (in ?).

Activity
shift of SanC Catggg=lf
catesorv actiild-ffiEEiTE- N

1. shop for sundries

2. play musical instruments
or sing

3. attend plays or concerts

4. shop for groceries

5. attend movies

6. arts and crafts
7. take educational courses

8. attend church or synagogue

9. attend associ-ations or
meetings

10. employment

Il. eat at restaurants

L2. attend parties or suppers
i-n the house

13. sew or knit
L4. sports (attendance or

participation)

15. shop for clothes

16. telephoning

17. watch television
18. pleasure reading

7Z

8

9

I4

1B

1B

19

2L

24

27

31

37

39

39.s

47

49

54

57

932

4

3

86

11

3

4

32

14

15

L7

31

48

L2.5

50

5l_

46

43

03

88

B8

0

7L

79

77

47

62

5B

52

32

13

48

3

0

0

0

II4

130

L26

116

I25

130

129

L2B

L25

130

126

I27

130

I27

101

130

t30

L28
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TABLE 3: Extent of change in frequency of participation
in selected activities among at least minimal participants,
Februarv versus June, 1968 (in ?).

shift of
same

active
Activit

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

74.
sJ-ng

15. attend plays or concerts

16. sports (attendance or
part,icipation)

17. take educational courses

18. arts and irafts

cateqor cateqor

shop for sundries

shop for groceries

attend church or synagogue

sew or knit

shop for clothes

telephoning

watch television
attend parties or suppers

in the home

pleasure reading

attend movies

employment

eat at restaurants

attend associations or meetings

play musical instruments or

7Z

I4

40

45

47

49

54

55

57

61

63

64

64

67

73

76

B3

B9

93e

B6

60

55

52

51

46

45

43

39

37

36

36

33

27

24

I7

II

114

116

68

113

9B

130

130

86

L2B

36

64

61

47

15

15

66

29

27
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reporting at least minimal participation during one

of the two interview periods. With respect to only

two activiLies did less than 40 percent of participants

show a significant change in their frequency of parti-

cipation, and these two involved the necessities of

life.

That individuals changed their freguency of participa-

tion does not necessarily mean that net shifts in the

patterns of an aggregate occur from season to season.

To what extent, then, do seasonal shifts reflect a

balance of grreater or lesser participation in a given

activity, conforming with the pattern of the second

hypothesis and its component parts? Taking the base of

participants who were "active" in the varios activities
j-n either February or June from Table 3 | a shift in the

frequency of performance of an activity was noted if

10 percent more people increased or decreased their
participation from season to season than did the reverse.

The results appear in Table 4.

In general, more of these activities suffer net decreases

in participation from wj-nter to surnmer than the reverse.

The single greatest decrease among these women is j-n

employment, with almost five times as many of them

lightening this load as adding to it. This is not, however,
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accompanied by a general increase in the pastime

activities inventoried here.

The greatest single increase in activity in the summer

is in the realm of sports. This almost undoubtedly

involves outdoor participation, since the major form of
indoor spectator sport in Toronto comes during the colder
mont,hs -- hockey. On the other hand, the decreases are

all with respect to indoor act.ivities. These would all
support the general hypothesis of an increase in acti-
vitj-es utilizing the immediate, outdoor environment

although indirectly. While an increase in church going

does not support the hypothesis, its explanation may lie
in its semi-obligatory character which may become more

pressing in the absence of meetings of other formal organiza-

tions. Pleasure reading may increase in the summer months

because it is easily portable to outdoor rocations given

the time to do so; however, there is no way of substantiating
this from the data qathered.

In any case, the data so far show that social partici-
pation is more seasonally volatile than sociological litera-
ture has acknowledged. More light can be shed on behavioral

shifts from winter to summer and their connection to levels
of environment by investigating our more specific expecta-

tions on the frequency of differing types of interpersonal

contact.

o
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We expected more of an increase in neighboring among

"friends" than among "relatives" from winter to summer.

This was based on the premise that "blood is thicker

than water" and that, hence, cold weather inhibits contact

less among relatives than among friends; good weather,

on the other hand, would influence contact among friends

more than among relatives.

As Table 5 indicates, the reverse was shown. The data

enabled a comparison of whether the respondents saw

friends or relatives living within their neighborhood

more frequently and the extent of change in this relation-

ship from February to June. The change of seasons saw

more people have the balance flipped in favor of relatives

than in favor of friends. This may be a function of the

fact that only sma1I percentage of people had relatives

living in the neighborhood and that the initial balance

in favour of friends made a net change to the contrary

more likely statistically.

However, the same relationship occurs when viewing the

frequency of visiting friends and relatives living outside

the respondentst neighborhoods. People who began seeing

relatives outside more frequently than friends only with

the onset of summer were found more frequently than people

who experienced the reverse chanse.
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Neverthel-ess, to reflect ful1y a greater impact of the

immediate, outdoor environment, both relatives and

friends "inside" should gain in frequency seen at the

expense of their counterparts "outside". Indeed, the

immediate environment, as expected, was more of a meeting

ground in summer than in winter; whereas only 42 percent

of the respondents met their neighbors outside in the

winter, 60 percent did so in the summer. But, as Table 5

demonstrates, the relative shift of activity was in a

more outward direction. More people had the balance of

their interpersonal contact changed from j-nside to outside

their neighborhood in the summer than the reverse whether

friends or relatives were considered.

Although the above findings are with respect to frequency

of interaction, similar results would be expected with

respect to the number of friends inside and outside oners

neighborhood. If the immediate, outdoor envj-ronment

is more salient in a personrs life in the summer than in

the winter, then good weather should increase the number

of friends reported within one's own neighborhood much

more than outside it. Yet, once again, the reverse

finding appeared. More people had the number of their

friends change from greater inside to greater outside in

the summer than had the reverse occur.
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In short, all expectations of seasonal shifts in the

locational balance of interpersonal contact based on

exposure provided by the immediate, outdoor environment

were unsupported. Although differences were at times

narrow, the reverse relationship occurred consistently.
These unexpected results continue when the notion of

function is added to that of frequency and smount of

contact.

We expected, for example, that peoplers use of their
own neighborhood would increase as of the end of the June

interview. Yet those who answered the question "What use

do you make of areas outside your home but in the neigh-

borhood?" with "none" increased from 22 percent to 28 per-

cent from February to June. It certainl-y did not d.ecrease

as expected. In addition, as might be expected from the

data on interaction, the percentage of people who used

their neighborhood for "visiting neighbors and the like"
decreased from I percent to 2 percent (g=124).

This is further substantiated by answers to the question

"How many people in this neighborhood do you know and say

hello to?" While 62 percent of the respondents (N=128) cited
the same number during both interviews, only 14 percent

gave a larger'number in June than in February while 23 per-

cented cited fewer.
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(c) Levels of Environment

The data from this study clearly indicate a decreasing

functional salience of the immediate environment in the

lives of these respondents with good weather. The final

specific hypothesis with which we started had to do with

the distance between a respondent and those relied upon

for crucial functions. It was expected that this
distance would decrease in the summer due to more

spontaneous outdoor contact with immediate neighbors.

This hypothesis was upheld in part.

The distance between respondents and those to whom they

would turn for assistance in an emergency decreased for

slightly more people than it increased. This distance

decreased for 21 percent, increased for 18 percent and

remained the same for 51 percent.

Nonetheless, acceptance of this hypothesis must be tem-

pered by the fact that the distance from a respondent to

the person she knows best in her neighborhood increased

more frequently than it decreased from February to June

(r7z 13A).

That assistance in an emergency, of all the relationships

studied, alone turns inward on balance during the warmer

months can be explained in terms of the neighboring function.
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TABLE 4z Net shifts in fresuency of participation in

selected activities amonq at lg\s! minimal participants

from February to June, 1968 (in ?).

activities
r_ncrease decreased net

participation participation shift N

1.

2.

3.

B.

A. Increased participation
from winter to summer.

sports (attendance or
participation
attend church or syna-
gogue
pleasure reading

Decreased participat,ion
from winter to surnmer

1. employment
2. arts and crafts
3. take educational courses
4. attend associations or

meetings
5. telephoning
6. play musical instruments

or sing

C. No marked chanqe from

I. shop for sundries
2. attend movies
3. shop for clothes
4. shop for qroceries
5. attend parties or suppers

in the home
6. eat at restaurants
7. attend plays or concerts
B. watch television
9. sew or knit

52?^

28
35

11
30
31

23
L7

27

3.5
30.5
24

6

25
30
33
23
27

242

L2
22

52
59
52

4L
32

40

3.5
30.s
23

8

29
34
40
31
18

+242 66

+16 68
+I3 T2B

-4I 54
-29 27
-2I 29

-18 47
-15 130

-13 15

ni1 114
nil 36
+1 98

2 LI6

3 86
-4 61
-7 15

I 130
+9 113
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TABLE 5: Change of balance in location and tvpe-of
personal contacts, February to ,June, 199-9 (in ?).

rocation or type of dominant type of change
personal contact no

A B change N

1. Frequency visit friends inside
neighborhood t"t 72eo lgso 682 130

A) Change from relatives to friends
B) Change from friends to relatives

2. Frequency visit f riends outs j_de
neighborhood r"r lg 27 54 130

A) Change from relatives to friends
B) Change from friends to relatives

3. Frequency visit relatives inside
neighborhood verffiside 5 15 78 130

A) Change from outside to inside
B) Change from inside to outsi-de

4. Frequency visit friends inside
neighborhood r"r@ 22 23 55 130

A) Change from outside to inside
B) Change from inside to outsite

5. Number of friends inside neiqhborhood
versus numbffi outiide 15 23 62 130

A) Change from outside to inside
B) Change from inside to outside
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As Keller sums up the existing literature, one of the

prime functions of the proximate neighbor is that of
supplying such assistance (Xel1err 1968). Indeed,

neighbors typically fear to have their relationship
become highly personal lest it turn sour and ruin a

valuable mutual aid relationship. Sj-nce warmer weather

does put neighbors together more frequently j_n absolute

terms, it is therefore not surprising that the distance

from a respondent to the person to whom she turns in
an emergency would decreast at that time even though

average distance travelled to friends, relatives and

others increases at the same time.

Looking at the salience of different levels of environ-
ment more broadly, this study started out with the

assumption that for women with families in suburbia,

who were expected to exhibit familistic life styles
(and did so) r the immediate, outdoor environment would.

be highly important for behavior. Indeed, we expected

that its salience to these women's lives would be demon-

strated by comparable data gathered in winter and summer.

We did not gather time budget data and hence have no way

of comparing absorute use of this level of environment at
these two times. Indeed, despite the findings reported

here, r would stil1 expect much more use of this environment
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in June than in February, as the data on where neighbors

are met suggests.

Nonetheless, while these findings are serendipitous and

not systematic, they report in consistent although not

dramatic fashion the declining importance of the immediate,

outdoor environment to these women relative to more macro-

scopic levels of environment. In this perspective it would

appear that the rigors of winter inhibit use not only of
the imrnediate, outdoor environment but even more so of
the macro-environment. Moreover, it would appear that
the permeability of macro-environment improves to a much

greater extent in the warmer seasons than does that of the

immediate environment. For example, although people may

come in contact with their immediate neighbors much more

easily in summer than i-n winter, they find by the same

token that their ability to visit friends across town is
improved to an even greater extent. As a result, the latter
type of interaction increases more significantly than the

former.

What this implies is that the immediate environment plays

a more crucial role in the women's lives in the winter than

in the summer. If relatively cut off from the larger part of
metropolitan surroundings in the winter, a woman is forced

to a greater extent to find companionship and service in the
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more immediate area -- even though this might still

be more difficult in the winter than in summer.

This suggests that the popular standards for designing

and choosing a local area might be turned on it.s head, dt

least as far as its consequences are concerned (as opposed

to its public support). In northern climates the local

neighborhood might well be geared to maximize winter

rather than summer use if the choice were required.

It is neilher possible nor desirable to generalize to a

larger population what these data on white, suburban, middle

class mothers with familistic life styles demonstrate.

Nonetheless, the pattern by which our original hypotheses

on envj-ronment were rejected is highly suggestive of the

importance of macro-environment in the lives of those

people thought most dependent on j-mmediate environment.

Although it is without question premature to herald the onset

for the whole population of "community without propinquityt'

(Webber, L963) , the notion that close personal relations

can exist in cities even though the persons partaking in

them are not geographic neighbors, it is clear that the

macroscopic level of environment is highly relevant for the

present sample and that, furthermore, its permeability is

related. to weather conditions more so than is that of the

immediate environment; both interaction and activity are
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consequently affected. In addition the concept of
"community without propinquity" is more variable even

for those to whom it applies than has been previously

suggested.

That these factors play such a role is relevant both

for the designer faced with the satisfaction of human

needs and for the sociologist who must account for the

range of factors which make intelligible his statistics.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Over the past few years, process-oriented urban research

has increasingly taken on a systems theory format. The city
is viewed as a systems aggregate of sub-systems, each of which

is amenable to the study of a particular phenomenon or sets of

phenomena. Of the many possible urban systems, several have

received particular attention. Michelson (1968) for example,

distinguishes a physical and a behavioral urban system in an

attempt to evaLuate their mutual interdependence. The former

physical system is defined roughly as those aspects of the

physical environment pertinent to human behavior, while the be-

havioral system is viewed as a composite of social, crlJ-tura1

and personality variables (see also Studer, 1967) . Fisher
(f968) and Schofer (1968) similarly distinguish a physical and

a human system, and suggest that these are linked by an "activ-
ity" system. In the same vein, Chapin regards the functional
organization of the city as "an urban activity system" , of
which the human system, defined in terms of what people do in
the city, is the most important sub-system. This human activ-
ity system links the economic and institutional systems.

Whatever their specific purpose, these systems are all by

definition behavioral. They are designed to relate components
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and their attributes through concepts of flow, feedback, equi-

librium, etcl: they are " ... composed of component parts each

of which has a distinctive behavioral functioning, which are

assembled together in some discernable topology or structural
form. The topotogy constrains the functioning of the compon-

ents, and affects their actual behavior." (Ellis, L968, p. 2')

These systems are interdependent and operate within the overall

system. Their boundaries however, tend. to be arbitrary, and

it is often difficult to see the logic that separates urban

systems from their environment, defined as "The set of all ob-

jects a change in whose attributes affect the system and also

those objects whose attributes are changed by the behavior of

the system. " (HaIl , L968, p. 83) In general then, systems are

bounded sets of variables selected for the specific purpose of

the description and analysis of their internal interaction and

their external relationships with the overall system or other

systems.

Chapinrs pioneer work on urban activity systems focuses

on between systems or external relationships. He defines hu-

man activity analysis as ". .. a methodology for the analysis

of human behavior patterns which has relevance for the spatial
arrangement of the city (i.e.) an approach for defining
activity patterns which has predictive significance for urban

spatial structure in the metropolitan area ... " (Chapin , L966,

p. 7) He is therefore primarily concerned with macroscopic

implications of activity patterns, even though he recognizes
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"internal" relationships (relationships betrveen activities) .1

However, in the social sciences the term "human beha',:

ior" has. a different connotation. It refers to some form of

stimulus-response framework which ties values, needs, motiv-

ations, etc. to specific human activities. While this inter-

pretation of "behavioral" is entirely amenable to the above

systems formulation, it essentially refers to human action at

a microscopic scale. This means that it emphasizes the meth-

ods by which individuals arrive at their activity patterns.

The present paper focuses on the latter microscopic as-

pects of human activities. ft regards activities as outputs

from a behavioral- system the individual decision maker and

his attributes in the context of environmental or "external"
inputs. why emphasize the role of the individual in creating

activity systems? Surely not because of the inherent superi-

ority of microscopic behavioral research. The contributions

of macroscopic research to urban theory are beyond question.

Howeverr Ers geographers seek to refine their tools and to de-

velop theories, their knowledge of the internal operati-on of

"black boxes" increases. This is an inevitable result of sci-

entific curiosity and also of the recognition of a need for

improved planning inputs. It is contended that an understand-

ing of how and why people "behave" the way they do will increase

1-This approa.ch can also
activity anatyiis is based on
iduals rather than aggregates

be considered microscopic, since
the observed behavior of indiv-
of individuals.
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predictive cApabilities by showing the effects of compon-

and parameter changes on system function ing.2

Thus, the present paper is concerned with the factors

affecting the activity selection process. The main aim is to

explain observcd activity patterns and in this sense the meas-

urement of activities can be regarded as an end in itself.
The activities in which an individual engages are the outcome

of a complex set of interdependent factors. These include his
personal attributes such as values, goals, attitudes, etc.r ds

werl as his perceived social and physical environment. corre-
lations of these variables with the activity output may provide

important insights into their "restraining" and "enabling"
power. This is illustrated by recent studies on man-environ-

ment relationships. Both studer (1967) and sommer (1968), for
example, admonish architects and designers for their failure to
incorporate human livability requirements into their designs:

"The detection, isolation and structure of environmental prob-

lems grow out of an analysis of human behavj-or systems. It is
onry through an analysis of this class of variables that quan-

tities, qualities and relationships of elements in the designed

environme'nt can be properly determined. " (Studer, 1967, p. 3)

HaIl (1966) stresses the importance of perceived space in his
study of "proxemics", while Ardrey (1966) contributes less rig-
orous biological illustrations of "territoriality". Final1y,

2For further discussions
systems theory approaches see
(1e68).

of the planning
MacKinnon (1968)

implications of
and Forrester
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Michelson (1968) notes that behavior patterns may be used to

examine experiental congruence, i.e. the degree to which the

physical environment allows people to do what they want to do.

He agrees with the above authors that "Experiental conglruence

of people and environment is the research approach that is basi-

caIly needed to form specific physical plans for the future. "

(Michelson, 1968 , Cin. 2t p. 31) Even though Michelson does not

focus on activity systems per se, his study is the most compre-

hensive with regards to man-environmental relationships since

it reviews most input and systems variables mentioned above.

fn the present paper emphasis is placed on both the internal
design and. the external arrangement of the physical dwelling

unit

The study of activity systems is clearly contingent on

detailed information about the individual's activit,ies. Before

one can analyse behavioral patterns, one must know what they

are. The key concept here is the activity "inventory". The

inventory differs from the commonly used term activity "budget"

in that it comprises as many act,ivity parameters as possible,

rather than focusing on frequency and duration. The term act-
ivity system cannot be used here, since we are not primarily

concerned with relationships between activities.
It may be recalled that Chapin's macroscopic approach

hinges on the use of the activity inventory for the explanation

of urban form and function. The inventory may therefore be re-
garded as a means to the study of a variety of urban phenomena.
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This also applies to the use of the inventory as a seL of supp-

lementary independent variables for research control purposes.

Commonly used socio-psychological indices of a9€, income, sex,

etc., provide only the crud.est information about individuals.

Once the key discriminating activities have been identified

according to their socio-psychological connotations, they can

be used to provide finergrain population breakdowns. These

applications of activity analysis as "a means" are contingent

on a concise and efficient methodology for collecting and pro-

cessing activity data and on our ability to interpret this data.

The present study does not purport to develr)p a theory of

human activity systems. It is exploratory in natrure and touches

on a broad and by no means fuI1y comprehensive ra:nge of problems

involved in activity analysis. Where possible, tr:ntative solu-

tj-ons are suggested and empirical tests of their :Eeasibility

are applied. In the main however, the paper aims at surveying

the potential of the activity systems approach to a number of

research problems of urban form and structure.
In spite of the obvious limitations in research of the ex-

ploratory kind, one may argue with Cattell (1966) that this re-
search is essential in the formative stages of anla scientific

development. Premature standardization in approach and techn-

ique may unduly limit the potential of an approacir. A broad

scope need not detract from logical coherence and pertinence in
the guidelines developed.

The latter is ensured by focusing in the fir:st instance
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on the practical aspects of activity analysis: how can act-
ivities be measured, and to which aspects and l-evels of the

urban environment do they pertain? Chapter II therefore
discusses an elementary activity typofogy. The second step

in activity analysis, discussed in chapter lff, involves

speculations about one possible starting point for the ex-

pranati-on of activity patterns. rt views activities as the

outcome of complex individual decision processes and it
notes characteristics of the decision maker and his inputs.
several empiricar rerationships are hypothesized. chapter
rv outrines the survey format and the research procedures

used in the study. rt includes a cross-comparison of the

independent variables, designed to eliminate redundant varia-
bles. Empirical findings are reported in chapter V.



CHAPTER II

A TYPOLOGY OF HCUSEHOLD ACTIVITIES

The aforementioned activity "inventory" comprises act-
ivities engaged in by individuals or groups of individuals
during an arbitrary period of observation.3 *o*.rr" (1961) re-
gards all behavior as activities, including emotions, states

of mindr €y€ blinking, etc. These are clearly of no direct
consequence to urban form and function, and the sub-set of

activities here relates closely to the popular notion of act-
ivities as "things which people do in their daily life rout-
ines."4 This covers an extremely broad range of activities:
shopping behavior, travel, recreating, socializing (both with-
in and outside the home), holidaying, and so on. The discuss-

ion below is therefore restricted to the most elementary act-
ivity characteristics. Further detail must be inserted in re-
search covering any one particular activity or group of act-
ivities. However, an elementary activity typology is an ess-

ential starting point for the development of activity analysis.

2"In chapter III this inventory will be called the act-
ivity "bank", under the assumption that observed behavior re-
flects behavioral predispositions r or the range of perceived
behavioral alternatives.

4'The discussion of individual activity patterns, here
refers to the head of the household and,/or his spouse. In some
cases the activities of children are included.

-8-
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The individual activity inventory may be defined as the

location of the individuar in a murti-dimensional activity
Rspace.- Each activity can be plotted according to its temp-

oral characteristics, its spatiar patterning, and its "meaning":

the three major dimensions of the activity space. Jointly,
they make up the individualrs activity space. The former two

are self explanatory. obviously, all activities occur in time

and space. However, they do not a1l exhibit significant reg-
urarities in time and space, i.e. their patterns may be too

irregular for meaningful generalizationr or they may occur at
levels which are not significant for urban analysis. The form-

er case is illustrated by attending weddings and funerals, the

latter.by going on a European horiday.6 The typology is aimed

at recognizing salient regularities in patterns of activities
emitted by individuals, and at gauging the similarities in
these patterns between individuals.

The "meaning" dimension of activities is less obvious.

Activities can be described. in common language; thus we can cat-
alogue activities.according to their generar nature (recre-

ation, personal care, shopping, etc.), and their specific type
(i.e. going to a show, dressing, visiting a drugstore, etc.).
However, these categories are entirely arbitrary and they only
provide information about their relative importance in the form

5lh. use of this abstract space is discussed by perroux
(1950). In contrast, Hitchcock applies the term in its strictly
spatial senser Ers indexed by (1) average distance to out of homeactivities, and (2') number of different non-work trips (Hitch-
cock, 1968, p.3).

6rhi" is not to say that these activities are devoid ofsociological content.
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of general activity counts (i.e. the number of people involved

in certain activities, or tbe frequency of occurence of an act-
ivity per 100 man-days, etc.). fn the following chapter it,
will be argued that the meaning of activities, defined as sub-

jective and individual activity weightings, can only be in-
ferred from activity counts when they are viewed in conjunction

with spatial and temporar activity patterns. rn other words,

the relative importance of activities as measured by their
frequencies and spatial patterning, can be considered a surr-
ogate measure of their "meaningt,'. Conversely, the meaning of
activities allows the prediction of their temporal and spatial
behavior, given a particular urban setting. The three hypo-

thetical and non-rigorous dimensions are therefore interrelated,
even though they contain distinct sets of activity character-

istics. The third dimension is clearly the most important onei

However it need not be considered explicitly in macroscopic

research.of the kind suggested by chapin since its interpret-
ation presents as yet insurmountabre problems; we are con-

strained to cons.ider only the former two dimensions here. chap-

ter rrr presents a conceptuaL schema for the anaLysis of the

third dimension.

Ttpo final concepts must be defined at this point. Chapin

suggests that the basic unit of analysis in activity research

is the episode, defined as "... a reasonable homogeneous inter-
val in the life time of an individual, an interval of time
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which is devoted to a single dominant purpose."T (Chapin,

1965, p. 8) He finds that this avoids the confusion between

activity as a discreet observation and as a classification
of the nature of the event. The above three dimensions are

therefore more appropriately called episodinal dimensions.

Furthermore, Chapin distinguishes "within" and "between"

interactions. Within interactions refer to the activity prop-

€rr or, in his macroscopic scheme, to landuse: "Activities
spatially localized within defined activity zones..." (Chapin,

1965, p. 22g). Between interactions refer to communication or

more specifically to transportation: "... effort spent in
movement is usually considered as a means of engaging in an

activity rather than as an end or an activity in itself."
(Chapin , L965, p. 230) In the presenL paper both the trip
to an activity and the activity itself are considered an in-
tegral part of the activity selection,process. Thus the dur-

ation of an episode devoted to shopping will include both t,he

time spent travelling to and from the store and the time spent

inside the store.S The above distinction is therefore not ad-

hered to here.

'1'Episodes frequently contain several closely related act-
ivities. In these cases the activity that initiated the chain
of activities is considered the dominant purpose of the episode.
For example, there is a difference between going for a drive
and doing some shopping along the way, and driving to a shopp-
ing center. The former involves recreation, the latter shopp-
ing as the dominant activity.

STravel may'in itself be the dominant purpose of a trip
(see footnote 7) .
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The Time Dimension

Since Chapints episode has been adopted as the basic unit
of observation, "time" becomes the most dominant activity dim-

ension. This dimension can be described in terms of frequency

and duration or "span" characteristics.
In a general sense ". .. we may look at human activity

in varying perspectives by shifting the time scale successively

from the d.y, to the week, to the year, and to the full span of

manfs life." (Chapin, L968, p. 13) These scales may be illus-
trated by sleeping, girocery shopping, holidaying, and moving,

respectively. Chapin arglues that the motivation-choice-activity
cycles operating at the first three scales are similar to those

operating at the last sca1e. However, the literature tradition-
ally separates these two levels (i.e. shopping and travel stud-

ies versus migration and mobility research) - this convenient

cutoff point is maintained here. Too little is known about

short-term behavior to relate it directly to behavior in the

Iong run. They may be similar in their basic behavioral as-

pects, but they involve different criteria and decision pro-

cesses. (i.e. deliberate versus habitual, etc.) Clearly, the

decision to move and the choice of a location are of a much more

critical nature than the setection of daily life activities;
the mover has to choose a site and a location which best acc-

ommodates the activities in which he wishes to engage.

The unit of measurement varies from activity to activity.
Some activities, such as eating, personal care, watching TV,
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knitting, etc., take place several times a week or dai1y.

Their patterns can be more meaningfully expressed in durat-

ion rather than in frequency, i.e. the number of hours per

week or the average number of minutes per day per activity.

For want of a better term, these activities are classified as

"daily" activities. This does not mean that they occur daily,

but that on the average they preempt noticeable proportions of

the daily 24 hour period available to the household.

Other activities, such as attending sports and plays, and

going to movies, take place less frequently. Hence they are

measured on the basis of their weekly, monthly, or yearly fre-
quency. The average number of minutes per day spent on these

activities is clearly negligible in most cases. For these act-

ivities the shorthand term "monthIy" is used. fn summary, high

frequency "daiIy" activities are measured in terms of duration,

while low incidence "monthlv" activities are measured in terms
9of frequency.'

Since daily activities are measured on an interval scale

in this study, a variety of statistical techniques can be app-

lied to comparison and aggregation of household data. However,

monthly activities are usually measured on an ordinal scaIe,

and one is limited to non-parametric techniques. fn a later
section of this paper a method for converting the latter ordin-
aI data to interval data will be proposed. This method remains

9witf, a few daily activities, the frequency of occurence
is also significant. This is illustrated by the difference be-
tween people who shop for groceries once a week and those who
shop several times a week. However, this will be reflected in
the average activity span.
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fairly rudimentary and improvements are contingent on improv-

ed data collection procedures.

Two other activity_ characteristics are closely related
to the time dimension: sequence and periodicity. whether act-
ivities occur at random or regurar intervals, their incidence

may be clustered.l0 Where these clusters reflect some planned

organization of activities relative to each other, their se-

quencing in time may provide clues as to the organizational
processes and criteria involved. rn probabilistic terms, two

activities A and B are independent if p (a/s) =p (A) or if
P(A/B))P(A) above a certain threshold. For exampl€, watching

TV and going to the drugstore are usually independent. The

latter qualification is inserted because activities with simi-
lar frequencies may be in harmony and hence farsery suggest de-

pendence.

Where activity A and B are closely related p (A/B) will
approach P(A)*P(B) and vice versa. This is for example normally

the case with preparing food and eating, personal care and get-
ting up or going to bed, etc. Thus the outcome of one activity
is preparatory to the next activity. rf more than two activit-
ies are linked in this manner, a chain is established and graph

theory terminology of vertices and edges can be used. rn fact,
graph theory provides several powerful methods for recognizing

chains among the many possible activity linkages

I0th."" cLusters are functional and
arbitrary groupings discussed in previous

distinct from the
sections.
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(see Huff , 1961-; Ogilvie, Ig6il ,11 Similarly, one may speak

of a tree if activity A is more likely to be preceded or foll-
owed by activity B,C, or D, than by any other activities.
Again, this type of cluster analysis depends on improvements

in data co1]ection and processing.

Most activities are recurrent. They can therefore be

compared and grouped on the basis of their periodicity. They

may range from the completely stable, with regular occurrences

over time, to the completely unstable, where occurrences app-

roach randomness. Given the week as a basic unit period of
observation, one may for example recognize; (1) sustained act-
ivities (act,ivities occurring throughout the period of obser-

vation, i.e. sleeping, eating, etc.), (2) intermittent regu-

lar activities (those occurring at certain regular intervals,
such as shopping for groceries making telephone calls, going to
church, etc.), and (3) intermittent irregular activities (act-

ivities which may or may not occur during the weekly period,

i.e. holidaying, attending plays and concerts, etc.) This app-

roach is felt to be more rigorous than elementary frequency

measures discussed in previous sections. However, the study of
activity periodicity requires in most cases extended periods

of observation. Proposed urban monitors or urban panels show

promise in this direction, even though at this time there is no

l1"ot a detailed review of classificatory technigues of
potential use to activity analysis, see Land and Williams (1966)
Some techniques used in demography also show promise for act-
ivity analysis. See Sheps (1966) on the person years concept.
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concensus about the level of detail these complex census tech-

niques are to cover (I.iorrall, n.d.) .

The Spatial Dimension

Household activities may be viewed as complex sets of

household linkages with services, facilities and people in the

urban environment. Each individ.ual link connects an origin --

usually the home (Hemmens , 1966; Marble, L967) -- with an act-

ivj-ty site or a location some distance away. This activity loc-

ation may be a point unit, such as a retail establishnnent or a

place of emplolrment, but it may also be a more or less defined

arear ds in the case of some outdoor recreation activities,

shopping chains, and urban travel in general. The spatial dim-

ension of activities then, refers to the spatial distribution

of both types of activity locations.

The pattern of activity locations, or in Chapin's terms

the "within" component of urban interaction, appears particu-

Iarly amenable to macroscopic research of the location and lan-

duse type. However, Lhese stud.ies emphasize second order Iinks,

i.e. relationships "within" landuses (e.9. the hierarchical dis-

tribution of retail establishments), and "between" landuses

(e.g. the location of wholesale versus retail establishments).L2

The present study is primarily concerned with first order link-

ages between the home and urban activity locations.

I2tt should be noted
aggregate indices of first
elements j.n their ohysical
es of population potential

that many of these studies include
order links between individuals and
and- social environment, e.g. measur''

, hinterland, accessibilitY' etc.
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The urban landscape presents an almost unlimited number

of possible activity locations. Howeverr Do individual has

information about all these locations and he makes selections

from a limited range of perceived alternatives: these cons-

titute his potential activity locations (Berry, I959, p. 205)

or his action space. This space can be defined as "that area

with which the individual has contact and within which his

activities take pIace." (Wolpert, 1965, p. 163) This defin-
ition is however s1ight,Iy ambiguous and may be interpreted to

mean the same as Brownrs awareness space, comprising both dir-
ect contacts (the "activity space") and indirect contacts

(the "indirect contact space"). The latter contacts cover

"Locations about which the household has perceptions as the

result of second-hand contact through such channels as acqu-

aintancesf experiences, mass media, or advertising." (Brown,

1968, p. 5) fn the present context, w€ shall distinguish the

activity space, defj-ned as the empirically observed pattern

of activity linkages, from the above action or awareness

space which index the sum total of the individual's knowledge

about his environment. It is assumed that the former adequ-

ately reflects the latter.13
Hort,on and Reynolds suggest that the individualrs act-

ivity space is a function of his activity requirements on the

one hand and his time and space preferences on the other. He

defines time preferences as the ". .. weighing of time

l3Fot a further discussion of the realm of social inter-
action see Webber, L964; 1967.
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alrocations for various types of activiti€s, " and space pref-
erences as the rrcogni-ti-ve image of the urban environment."
(Horton and Reynolds I 1969, p. 3; see also Marble , 1967 , p.

36; Boulding, ]-967) The activity requirements and these pre-

ferences are affected not only by the individual's physical

environment, but also by his group membership, his socio-
economic status, his stage in the rife cycIe, etc. (Horton,

and Reynolds, 1969, p. 4) . Individuals who are si_milar in
these respects will therefore likely share their activity
space to some degree. This implies that, given a particular
physical urban context and a relatively homogeneous or con-

trolled population, observed activity spaces may provide in-
sight into both activity requirements and time and space pref-
erences. rn other words, the concept of activity space allows
one to study the role of environmental and perceptual cons-

traints on the behavior of homogeneous popurations. These

constraints will be discussed at some lengh in chapter three.

r'nsofar as direct and indirect contacts are accurately
reflected in an individual's activity space, it may be calIed
his "information fie1d". Several attempts at measurement have

been made, using such surrogate measures as migration, mobil-
ity, travel, etc. (Hagerstrand, ]-968; Marble and Nystuen, 1963;

Pitts, 1963) Empirically derived mean information fierds in
general substantiate Horton's premise of simirarity between

inc'lividual information fields. Morrill and pitts (Ig67) con-

clude that while individual spheres of contact are unique, they
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may be considered as chance variants of the overall or mean

information fie1d.

However, the mean information field approach has neither

been tested on activity data, nor been used extensively for

analytical purposes. Its merit for activity analysis is there-

fore subject to speculation. One might prefer finerglrain tech-

niques (see for example Neft, 1966).

In summary, it has been argued that (1) the individual's

activity space is a sub-set of his awareness space and that

the former reflects the latter fairly accurately, (2) this act-

ivity space is shared to a large degree between members of a

relatively homogenous population and can be approximated by the

mean information field, and (3) the activity space can be used.

to examine environmental and perceptual constraints on the act-

ivity selection processes of this population.

The above remarks pertain to activities in the urban en-

vironment at large. However, many activities take place in or

near the home. How can these be included in the above activity

framework?

In a previous section, the term "space preferences" wag

defined as the "cognitive image of the urban environment. "

This image informs the individual of where particular activit-
j-es may best take .place. In some cases any location will do,

but in others only a few alternatives are open. The relative

number of perceived locational alternatives may be calIed the
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space-sp.ecjficity (SPS) of an activity. It is suggested that

this concept bridges the gap between the macro and micro scal-

es of the activity space; its implications are therefore

briefly discussed. below. It may be noted, that while several

indices of SPS may be calculated, the remarks below provide

only general guidelines as to the potential uses of the con-

cept.

The design professions traditionally distinguish three

Ievels of physical -- objectively measurable space. These

ares (1) Internal space (space within the home), (2) External

space (the urban environment at large) and (3) the interface

between the two or Marginal space (the arrangement of dwelling

units, their exits, front and backyards and that part of the

neighborhood linked by frequent interaction between neighbors).14

The latter division is a vague but nonetheless realistic level

of space.

Some activities, such as visiting a movie theatre, shopp-

ing, working, etc., predominantly take place in external space.

With most of these activities the individual may chose from a

relatively large number of widely scattered potential activity

locations (the sub-set of possible activity locations that is
included in his awareness space). On the other hand, activities

14Th"=. three 1eve1s of space are applied to al-l physical
structures. However, buildings such as offices, movie theatres,
shopping centres etc. are here considered as activity locations
exLernal to the physical dwelling unit. Their internal arrange-
ment is reflected in the space preferences of the individual
since they form part of his "cognitive image" of the urban en-
vironment (see p. 18).
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such as sleeping, watching TV, cooking, predominantly take

place in internal space. Here the individual considers only

one activity location. Finarly, there are some activities
which usually (but not always) occur in marginal space, i.e.
reraxing, barbecuing, chatting with neighbors, strolling, etc.
Despite the occurrence of overlapping one readily notices that
certain activities predominate at particular scares of urban

space, and that the number of alternative locations considered

decreases as one moves from the macroscopic to the microscopic

1eve1.15 similarly, the sps of an activity may be taken to in-
dex the urban scale at which that activity is likely to occur.
rt is hypothesized that there is an inverse relationship be-

tween the activity SpS and the scale of urban space.

This relationship is distorted by three major factors:
(I) activities may be non-discretionary in their spatial patt-
erning, a.g. socializing may take place not only at home but
also at a number of other rocations, (2) some activity locat-
ions are scarcer €.g. theatres for the performing arts (this
scarcety is inversely related with city size) and (3) individ-
uals may vary widely in their activity SpS.

The first two factors can be resolved by focusing on dis-
cretionary activities. rn connection with the third factor,
one may recaIl a previous argument (p. 18) which suggested

contmon denominator.s underlying the structure of the activity

15th" term "scale" refers in a general sense to the afore-
mentj-oned division of the urban environment into space inter-nal, proximate and distant rerative to the dwelling unit.
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space and space preferences. Individual differences in overt

activity SPS I s may therefore be regarded as chance varients of

some mean set of space specificities for a hypothetical homog-

eneous population. For example, an individual may habitually

visit one movie theatre making this activity highly space-

specific. Other members of the population may on the average

visit ten different movie theatres during the period of obser-

vation. This provides the standard SPS for movie going for that
population. In general, activities can be located on a contin-

uum ranging from a highly space-specific to a random distrib-
ution (the latter may occur anywhere in the urban environment).

The SPS rating thus provides a means for synthesizing the spat-

ial behavior of all activities irrespective of their scale of

occurrence. It may therefore serve two purposes (1) descrip-

tion and comparison of the spatial behavior of individual act-
ivity spaces, and (2) analysis of the physical and socio-

psychological constraints on the patterning of the action space.

One may ask for example; how do different groups vary in their
space-specificities, and to which factors may these differences

be attributed? One could expect 1ow income groups to exhibit
a great degree of SPS in most of their activities since they

tend to fiequent few locations in external space and many of

their activities "belong" in internal and marginal space. Con-

versely, high income groups tend to exhibit more exploratory

behavior and regard different (fewer?) activities as belonging

in internal and marginal space.
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A substantial amount of work will be required to devel-

op the concept of SPS. One may find encouragement in the

results obtained in studies of the internal design of drvell-
ing uni-ts. several British reports note that. the internal
arrangement of dwellings must be designed to facilitate the

activit'ies in which the residents wish to partake. (e.g.

Hole and Attenburrow, L966) This means that it should separ-

ate incongruent activities (i.e. such highry space specific
activities as cooking, sleeping, studying, watching TV), and

allow the joint occurrence of congruent activities (less

sPace specific activities such as socializing, relaxing, read-
ing, knitting, etc.).

rn summary, the present chapter has presented some act-
ivity charact,eristics which need to be considered in gauging

the individuar or group activity inventory. Rather than foc-
using on tried measures of the time and space characteristics
of activities, an aLtempt has been made to cover a broad range

of criteria and techniques. This purports to the generar aim

of the present paper to assess the potentiar of the activity
approach for urban analysis, and to provide general guid.erines

for future research. Chapter IfI proposes a behavioral schema

for the analysis of household activities.



CHAPTER III

A BEHAVIORAL APPROACH TO ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

The previous chapter discussed some salient attributes

of hous,..hold activities. The typological organization imposed

on activities serves two purposes. First1y, it allows a de-

tailed factual statement of how people "behave" in their urban

environment. This is an initial step toward behavioral com-

plement of theories of urban form and function. Second1y, it

is preliminary to the study of the decision processes that un-

derly the organization of activities. The present chapter

assumes information regarding activity inventories ancl dis-

cusses how these reflect on the nature and operation of indiv-

idual activity selections. The heuristic schema presented be-

Iow is aimed at providing a logical framework for the most im-

portant factors involved. Some of the constraints on activity

selections will be covered in detail, and hypotheses will be

tested on empirical data presented in chapter V. The schema

does not purport to be a decision theory of behavior, since

several important concepts have been deleted for the sake of

brevety.

The individual decision maker can be regarded as an act-

ivity selection system which receives inputs from its environ-

ment and produces outputs in the form of activities. In oper-

ational terms, antecedents (stimuli) are independent variables

-24'



impinsine on the system, -;i:; consists of arrays of interven-

ing variabLes and which produces responses (behavior) as de-

pendent variables (Tolman, 1951, p. 2791. Inputs, outputs'

and major systems components are diagrammed in figure 1. The

activity inventory discussed earlier is the systems output.

Two kinds of inputs are shown: (1) triggering events of stim-

uli, (2) perceived environmental constraints. The latter con-

straints connote perceived limitations imposed on behavior by

the physical, socio-cuIturaI, and economic environment: The

feedback cycle constitutes a third "input". It informs the in-

dividual of his performance in the existing context, and allows

him to monitor and update type (2) inputs. The central box in

the schema contains the intervening variables. These "convey

the notion that postulated states, conditions, or processes

intervene between the behavior and its observable correlates

or antecedents." (Engel, 1968, p. 2I) The evaluation mechan-

isms of the system are integral with the individual's charact-

eristics, which are here conveniently broken down into three

categories: (1) basic needs and drives, (2) personal attribut-

es of values, goals, attitudes, personality, etc., and (3) a

hypothetical central storage unit for perceived behavioral al-

ternatives. These components will be more fu1ly covered in the

ensuing sections.

The Measurement of Systems Variables

The components and parameters of the behavioral system

cannot be measured directly. Personal attributes such as atti-

tudes, values, etc., and evaluative processes of maximization,
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satisficing, etc., alt,hough quite plausible, are hypothetical

constructs inferred from input-output relationships. The di-
vergence between behavioral theories is attributable to this
lack of direct access to the system. However, many of these

theoretical constructs are eminently useful insofar as they

may be identified with measurable entities, and lend them-

selves to the prediction of observabre events (sheldon, 1951).

Thus, the utility of particular concepts discussed here dep-

ends on how accurately and efficiently they model processes

tested empirically.

The study of behavioral systems can follow two strate-
gies. Most detailed and accurate are inferences based on con-

trolled experiments, where behavioral outputs can be related
directly to specific stimuli. Experiments in perception, learn-
ing, and many other subjects of psychology have in this manner

provided insight into the memory and visual characteristics of
the system. However, the abundance of stimuli impinging on

the system in the urban environment precludes recognition of all
but the most elementary systems characteristics. Notable exam-

ples are the so-calLed impact studies which attempt to isolate
changes in behavior and systems components (attitudes, values,

etc.) following major environmental changes (e.g. floods, tor-
nadoes, urban renewal, high-wa1, construction, eLc.). These

studies are accurate only insofar as observed changes are att-
ributable to the postulated causes.

In most cases such well defined stimuli are nbt available,
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and systems characteristics are inferred so1e1y from response

patterns. This second strategy is adopted in the present

paper. It basically j-nvolves the testing of theoretical sys-

tems attributes against empirically observed behavior patterns.

If one finds for example, that activities vary according to

some measure in the "attitude" systems component (where all
individual attributes are viewed as interdependent parts of

the system ), one may suggest that (1) the attitude measure

describes a "real" systems component in that it a1lows behav-

ioral systems to be distinguished from one another, (2) the

attitude component infLuences in some predictable manner the

observed behaviors., and (3) attitud.es affect some activities
more than others. This last finding is most important for be-

havioral theories. In the above example, it throws light on

the functioning of the attitude component. It therefore all-
ows redefinition and refinement of the concept in terms of its
bearing on activities, and so "the spiral of interdependence

of outcomes, measurement and theories continues. " (Isard and

Dacey, 1962, p. .71)

The above strategy assumes a steady state, i.e. the sys-

tems parameters (and here also the systems inputs) are assumed

to remain fixed within certain bounds for the period of obser-

vation. Herbst observes that "the empirical study of behavior

principles rvilI need to be based on the study of individual
cases over a period of time during which, ds far as possible,

parametric steady state conditions are maintained." (Herbst,
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1961, p. 74) Uncontrolled changes will d.ecrease the relia-
bility of the findings (for the compound.ing effect of such

measurement errors, see Alonso, 1g5g). The span of the ob-

servation period is important, since a long span allows re-
current behavior to be checked for random variations which

would othdrrwise enter systems parameters.

Postulates

The motive force of the system derives from two gener-

ally accepted postulates: (r) people seek to optimLze, maxi-

mize or satisfice their utilities. While behavioral theories
differ in their definitions of the means and encLs of behavior,
they arr recognize man's basic need for satisfaction, comfort,
happiness, etc. (fsard and Dacey, 1962, p. 21. There is no

general theory of behavior that postulates grief or dissatis-
faction oriented behavior (for a complete revj-ew of decision
theory see Edwards, L967). rt follows that (2) the behavior
systems tend toward steady state cond,itions of greatest satis-
faction and least stress; ,,The system, in other words will op-

erate so as to incorporate one set of activiti_es, maintain its
activity rate within a certain range, and create certain types

of interrinkage between activities, and so as to eject other
activities, resist changes in the activity rate, and avoid the
formation of other types of activity structure." (Herbst, Lg6L,

p. 78) Thus an indiviclual's behavior space, defined earlier
as the set of behavioral arternatives from which he is likely
to choose, is bounded by a flexible region of increasing strain
beyond which the system can no longer maintain steady st.ate
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conditions. Changes in the systems variables, parameters or

outputs rvill occur in an attempt to reestablish some equili-
brium (Herbst, 1961, p. 81). This semi-permanent set of act-
ivity alternatives characterizing the steady state has vari-
ously been called the "activity poo1" (Herbst, 1961, p. 193),

the "habitual response" phase of development (Gol1edge, 1967,

p. 117), and the "object orientation" (Parsons, 1951, p. 10).

In this chapter it is called the activity bank, a term which

conveys the notion of a temporarily constant stored arr:ay of
behavioral alternatives perceived by the individual. This act-
ivity bank plays a central role in the activity serection pro-

cess.

The Activity Bank

The activity bank contains all behavioral alternatives
open to an individual, including both activities whj-ch the in-
dividual emits or has emitted in the past and activities which

are unfamiliar but congruent with his personality. rf stud.ied

over a long enough span observed behaviors (activity inventor-
ies) wirl rikely approximate the activity bank content. rn any

case they will indicate which activities are congruent and which

are incongruent to the indiviclual. rn a sense the activi.ty in-
ventory provides direct access to the behavioral system since

it relates directly to one of the systems components (the hypo-

thetical "bank"). Consequently, it will also relate to other
systems components (needs, values, attitudes, etc.) and the

nature of the activity selection process (the evaluation boxes

and feedback cycles).
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The activitlz bank can be thought of as an array of actj-v-

ities accompanied by an array of subjective activity valuations.

The first array is the content of the bank. The second array

represents the "state" of the individual, i.e. his behavioral

predisposition at a point in time. This array is ca11ed the

activity ranking of the bank. It is a function of the indivi-
dual I s level of deprivation and his time and space preferen-

ces (see chapter II) .

The activity rankings are not entirely voluntary. Some

activities are relatj-vely fixed in space and time. Man's func-

tioning as a biologicar organism compells him to engage in cer-
tain activities at regular intervals, e.g. sleeping, eating,
relaxing, and associated activities of dressing, cooking, .t..16
These essential activities are common to all population strata
and they are here caIled basic. For people of the same socio-

economic crass and at the same stage in the life cycle, the ep-

isodinal characteristics of these acLivities are relatively
fixecJ, i.e. they will show smaIl variations in their use of time

and space. However, these characteristics may vary consider-
ably between groups. For example, large lower class families
will appear to spend more time on basic activities than small

upper class families because of their frequently marginal fac-
ilities (one bathroom, small and poorly equipped kitchens, etc.)

16_--In his discussion of inate biological rhythms, Dubos
suggests that many other activities may be associated with man's
biological functioning. (Dubos , 1965, p. 42 ff.) However,
these less obvious cases need not concern us here.
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and the obvious dernands of child-raising and carc for the eld-

erly.

Chapin refers to basic activities as obligatory, as again-

st activities such as watching TV, attending showsn soci-alizrng,

etc. which are discretionary and which are allocated to free

time (time left after completion of basic activities) . These

are called non-basic activities here since the above argJurnent

showed that all activities are more or less discretionary. The

episodinal characteristics of non-basic activities are relativ-

e1y flexible since they (1) are less vital to the functioning

of the organism, (2) tend to change over time, and (3) differ
widely in type and frequency from one individual to the ,r"*t.17

In general, non-basic activities tend to be more flexible
in their episodinal characteristics than basic activities, both

in terms of irregularities in individual behavj-or patterns and

variations betvreen individuals. An individual may attend , for
example, shows at irregular intervals even though his overall
attendance may be much higher/lower than that of other individ-
uals. Thus the terms basic and non-basic refer to activity
types, while fixed and flexible connote the episodinal differ-

ences between these tvpes.

1-I-'Obviously, sorne or possibly all non-basic actj-vities
may be basic (i.e. vital) to the mental health of the individ-
ual. Since there is little specific information about this, the
term basic refers specifically to actj-vities essential to the
physical well being. Even though it is felt that the basic is
an i.mprovement on the obligatory - discretionary classificati-on
(at least in its descriptive content) , further research is re-
quired for a more rigorous definition of these two distinct
sets of activities.o
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The data all.orv the following hypotheses to be testedlS

1) Basic activities are more fixed than non-basic act-
ivities. In other words, their episodinal characteris-
tics will show greater regularity than those of non-
basic activities.

2) Basic activities account for a large part of the time
budget available to the individual, i.e. they will occur
more frequently than non-basic activities.

9f.te..r lpeta!:-"n.

The activity selection mechanism can be activated by in-

ternal triggers (physiological needs and drives) and external

triggers ; 'rThe environmental entities (physical, social, and

cultural objects and processes) presented to the indiviclual ac-

tor at the given moment. " (Tolman, 1951, p. 280) The start box

in the schema is therefore linked with the needs component and

the external input. These triggers do not in themselves deter-

mine the course of action selected, although in many cases hab-

itual response patterns aie set up (in particular with basic

activities, see GoIledge , L967) .

Whatever the activating event may be, the individual will
tend to select (habi-tually or deliberately) a course of action

from among the alternatives stored in his activity bank. The

outcome of this selection depends on his subjective activity
rankings. llomans describes the process in terms of cost-benefit
analysis. Each activity is associated with an expected rervard

(satisfaction or positive reinforcement) and a perceived cost

IV.
IBFot a discussion of the data and the survey see chapter
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(energy expenditure) relative to all other activities. The in-

dividual will maximize his satisfaction (or minimize his stress)

if he chooses an activity which has greater profit than the al-

ternatives which he forgoes by selecting that activity (Homans,

1961, p. 59).19

As mentioned earlier, the expected rewards or activity
rankings (the utility of each event X the probability of its

occurrence) depend on the state of the individu.I.20 This state

varies according to three major kinds of variables (others,

less relevant to the present study have been omitted) :

1) The level of deprivation. The more often an individ-
ual has been rewarded in a particular stimulus situaLion

in the recent past, the less valuable the reward associ-

ated with this activity is likely to be.

2) The individual's personal attributes, such as person-

ality, values, attitudes, etc. Chapin, for example, notes

behavioral differences concomitant with a need for achi-

evement (personal fulfillment) and status (socio-econo-

mic rank).

3) The individualsfs place in the social system (and as

we shall see later, his place in the physical and econo-

mic system as well) 3 ". . . an executive. . . measures

I9Ho*un= does not endorse the behavioral assumptions of
cl-assical economic theory but merely uses the terms in analogy
with his transactional theory of social behavior.

20rh. activity rankings at a given point index one state,
the given state, where the term state refers to the variables
that underly changes in the activity rankings.
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achieverflent by the power and responsibility he has in the

comPany.,. and the brick masonts need for achievement is

reflected in the pride he takes in the craftmanship he

brings to building a wa1I or a chimney..." (Chapin, 1966,

p. 13)

Clearly, the above variables will elicit different behav-

iors (and hence different behavior rankings) even though the

basic motivations underlying different selections may be simi-

Iar. Measurement of these hypothetical systems variables may

therefore be related to systems outputs. They are not dis-

cussed in detail here since the data available does not allow

these variables to be tested. However, in a later section sel-

ected "external" svstems constraints will be reviewed.

The activity selection process can be modelled as a Markov

process. Isard postulates a matrix with the rows depicting a

finite number of behavioral alternatives (the action space), and

the columns depicting the environment which also assumes a fin-
ite number of states. The individual searches the cells of the

matrix with the aid of his "outcome function", which represents

his limited knowledge of the consequences of each cell (Isard

and Dacey, L962, p. 3). This outcome function is synonimous with

our activity rankings, or the state of the individual at a given

point. In summary, the activity selection process (the behav-

ioral system) can be viewed in terms of three major sets of var-

iables; external inputs (environmental states), stored behavior-

a1 alternatives (the activity space) , and the subjective ranking
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of these alternatives relating the two.

Clearly, activities are the product of an extremely com-

plex set of factors. ft is not possible to do justice to the

vast number of studies on the subject of decision making and

on the psychological aspects involved in the space available
here.2I rh" above outline is merely meant to provide a theor-

etical backdrop for the empirical research in chapter V.

One final aspect must be mentioned" An individual's act-
ivity rankings are influenced by the positive or negative feed-

back he receives: Activities may be deleted or inserted t et
activity attributes may be modified. For example, parking prob-

lems in a downtown area may cause an individual to change to

suburban facilities , (the distance and location attributes) , or

he may decrease the number of downtown shopping trips (the fre-
quency attribute).

Systems constraints22

The previous section introduced a general behavioral approach to

activity analysis and noted some of its salient elements and

processes. Two major infl-uences on the choice of activities

2]----An extension of the above schema would include consider-
ations of 1) intuitive behavior, i.e. the aforementioned habit-
ual response patterns, 2) search behavior, i.e. the testi-ng of
new activities, Iocations, etc. (see Gou1d, 1967), 3) the plan-
ning of activity trees and chains (see Miller et. aI., 1960r,
and 4) risk and uncertainty.

22_--For further discussion of the system and its cons-
traints see T. Bunting. (1969) "Household Activity Systems":
A Behavioral Approach to Urban fnteractionr" Ph.D. research
proposali Department of Geography. University of Toronto
(Mimeo. )
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from among perceived behavioral alternatives were postulatecl:

the individualts attributes and his environmental conlext.

The present section reviews selected aspects of the latter en-

vironmental inputs for the purpose of hypothesis generation.

Systems constraints are defined as the boundary values

of systems variables that delineate the individual's activity

space under steady state conditions. Insofar as these cons-

traints consist, of relatj-ve1y permanent individual attrj-butes

of values, attitudes, personality, etc., they may be thought

of as "internal" to the systems (i.e. systems variables). fn

part, however, they are external in that they derive from the

individual's awareness of his environment. For the ensuing

argument, "externalr' constraints are defined as comprising

those systems variables which can meaningfully be related to

the individual's momentary context (systems inputs). Thus, act-

ivities are affected by internal or personal limitations and ex-

ternal or environmental limitations.
The present discussion is limited to three broad catego-

ries of external constraints: (1) physical, (2) social, and (3)

economic. These sets of constraints are called !'spaces". Thus

an individual's activity space is constrained by his perceived

location in physical, social, and economic space (see page 8

for a further discussion of the abstract space) . The questions

asked in this section arei how are the individualrs activities

affected by his environment, and to what degree do environment-

aI constraints alIow the prediction of behavior (i.e. what is
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the relatirze importance of t'internal" constraints versus tirat

of "externa.l "constraints) ?

T Physical Space

Each activity has a time cost associated with it, i.e.
the amount of time spent travelling to the site and the dura-

tion of the activity (see page 12). According to the argu-

ments in the previous section, the individual intuitively sel-
ects the activity or group of activities that optimize in some

sense his utilities, and by definition minimize his tirne .o"t=.23

These time costs are not constants since both travel and dura-

tion can be modified within limits. However, these limits may

be quite narrow where few suitable activi-ty locations are avail-
able or where habitual behaviors are predominant. Since the

selection of some activities precludes the occurrence of others,

and since activities must be traded off on the basis of their
time costs, the distribution of specific activity locations is
likely to affect the choice of activities. This aglrees with

an earlier argument that activities are influenced by space and

time preferences both of which are a function of the preceiv-

ed environment (see page 17) . The data used in this study con-

tain only one variable pertaining to the broader environment

(proximity of the home to services and facilities) and this re-
lationship is not tested here (see chapter IV).

One factor has not been mentioned above: the attractiveness

23othur costs such as dollars
implicit in utility. These will be

spent, inconvenience, etc. are
covered in a later section.
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or perceived suitability of available activity locations.

This becomes increasingly important when the above argument i-s

applied to the marginal and internal space of the dwelling

unit.24 For example, the public space adjacent to a townhouse

may be used for entertaining, barbecuing, and relaxing, but

townhouse residents may think these activitj-es incongruent

with public space. While theoretically a large number of div-
erse activities may talce place in different dwelling types, the

spatial arrangement of these dwellings may be congruent with

some acti-vi-ties, incongruent with others (e.g. the head of the

household can have his hobby shop in an apartment, but most

cases this would not occur because of the possibility of both-

ering neighbors).

According to ,literature and the findings of Comment re-
port number I (see preface) the North Amer ican myth of the sin-
gle family dwelling is still alive. This suggests that people

who have achieved. this ideal w111 be more home-oriented than

those who are still "unsettled". The data afford a breakd.own

of the sample according to dwelling type; single family, town-

house and maisonnette.25 This relationshi-p can therefore be test-
€d, and it is hypthesized that;

)4-'The previously stated argument regarded space as a med-
ium with objectively quantifiable characteristics, while here it
is considered more of a variable (see l.{ichelson, 1968, Chapter 2).

,c,-"Single family units are surrounded by private open space
whereas townhouses and maisonnettes are now dwellings with little
private open space. In addittion, the last mentj-oned type has a
corunon entrance corrider for access to individual units (see
Chapter IV for more detail).
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3) Single family units are conducive to indoor: and marg-
inal activities, i.e. single family residents will show
a greater proclivity for home-oriented activities than
town house or maisonnette residents.

4) Single family residents will spend more time on bas-
ic act.ivities than maisonnette or town house residents
since these were shown to predominate in or near the
dwelling (page 20).

5) Single families wiIl therefore show less flexibility
in their activity inventories (both in terms of the
number of activities since according to (5) they have
less time available and in terms of the variations of
activity attributes). See the discussion of basic act-
ivities on page 32.

However, if part of the reputation of the single family unit

is based on its inherent characteristics, €tD alternative hy-

pothesis may be suggested:

6) Single family residents will engage in a greater var-
iety of activities because the superior design of the
dwelling is congiruent with a larger number of activities.
The converse of 5) will therefore also hold true.

II Social Space

An ind.ividual's social sPace is defined roughly as his

perceived socio-economic status or class. There are a variety

of indices of socio-economic cLass, each suited to a particular

use (see MilIer, l-964i Lazarsfeld, 1955, Chapter 10; Jackson,

1968; Engel, 1968, Chapter 3). In general they include highly

interdependent variables of income, education, and occupation.

The present paper does not calculate an overall SES index, but

rather analyses these three independent variables individually.

SES indices are not merely social science tools for com-

paring relatively hornogeneous groups of people accord.ing to
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mater:ial signs of their position in society. They appear to

flect the way in which people themselves perceive society as

re-

be-

ing structured. Haer (1966) for example, concludes frorn his

survey of perceived social strata that differences in SBS cons-

titute real social boundari- 
"=?6 

Yet there is litt1e consensus

in t,he interpretation of SBS. Michelson suggests to mention

one example that these indices "measure such intangible ele-

ments as power, prestige, respect, and honor by means of occu-

pation, education, and income primarily, although housi-ng and

neighborhood conditions also play a part in some measures. rl

(Michelson, 1968, ch. 5, p. 1) However, there is general agree-

ment that people of different SES tend to behave differently

and that homogeneous groups behave alike: "Al1 of the people

who make up a socia'I class tend to behave like one another.

That is, they have similarities in personality, in manner of

dress and language, in values, in possessions, and in the act-

ivities they undertake." (Engel, 1968, p. 265) The latter note

is of prime concern in this section.

Since the sample was deliberately kept homogeneous with

regards to SES, the analysis cannot cover the whole range of

SES (see the following chapter). However, the middle-class

group studied does exhibit considerable variation, and. rnay be

subdivided into lower and upper middle class. The former in-

stance is characterized oo ;r". col1ar or clerj-cal occupations,

26th" criteria most frequently mentioned were: financial
(5721, character and attitudes (41?) , Position or status in soc-
iety (l-7z), ed.ucation (15?) , and occupation (7?) (Haer, 1966,
p. 262).
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incomes less than approxi,rnately $7/500 ann,, anc) education of

the husband and/or wife up to grade twclve. The latter is
characterized by professional and manageriar workers, incones

in excess of $9r000 annually and post secondary education for
husband and/or wife.

How will upper and lower middle class people differ in
their activities? some guidance is nrovidecl by pirie's re-
marks:

"Lower class people like to watch T.V., or go to the
movies. In general they are non-readers, in the sense
that they do not care to read.... the typical middle
class man plays Canastar rurrullz or pokert he watches
T.V. and goes to the movies and the bowling alley...
The middle class family is a child.-centered family,
and the wife, to a large extent, is a home-oriented
person... The upper middle class group... is composed
of professional people: doctors, lawyers, professors,
executives. . ., They play briclge, and Scrabble; drink
cocktails; go to plays, museums , slrrnphonies, and art
galleries; belong to golf clubs, yacht clubs, and
coJ-lege clubs. " (pirie , L966 , p. 257)
"In general, the higher the social class, the more
active the use of leisure tine." (Engel, 1968, p. 265)

since the upper-lower distinction used here is rather vague

and does not lend itself to comparison with the existing lit-
eraturer ro specific hypotheses are formulated. fnstead, chap-

ter V presents descriptive activity profiles associated with
these two SES levels

fII Economj-c Space

Each activity has an economic cost and a perceived cost;

These two may vary considerably. A classical example of this
is the public-private transportation problem. The cost of pub-

lic t.ransportation is frequently 1o'.,'c',r L.han that of running a
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car (ignoring car pools, kissln-ride, and other convenience

factors) r whereas often the reverse is thought to hold true.

This can be attribuLed to the car operatorrs fail-ure to make

detailed cost calculations, and to the fact that public

transportation reguires direct outlays of small sums of mon-

ey. It is therefore he::e assumed that costly activities are

activities which require immediate dollars and cents expendi-

ture (some forms of education, such as short lecture series,
pIays, movies, etc.). One would expect higher incomes to be

associated with a high frequency of participation in "costly"
activities. Income is closely related to aforementioned

socio-economic indices and its bearing on activities is dis-
cussed in conjunction with them (chapter V) .

IV Life Cycle

One f inal control variable lends itself to ana-lysis:

stage of the life cycle. The set of behavioral requirements

changes with the stage in the life cycle. Meyer recognizes

four distinct stages in the adult cycIe, two of which are rel-
evant here: 1) Young adulthood (20-35) and 2) the middle years

(35-50) (Meyer , 1966 t p. 2I9) . Families in the first stage

are in a state of flux; "These are active days for rnost famili-

lies, and the adults are involved in dovetailing the many de-

velopmental tasks of the family... (they) do not have the time

available to carry on the activities they follorved prior to

their marriage. " In short, these farnilies are like1y to be

home and career oriented. Families in the seconcl stage have

become more settled and have developed lastinq social ties,
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even though rapid changes in the family and career continue to
occur. The children are now older and more time will be avail-
able for leisure activities.

Again, the above age categories do not entirely follow
on with those used in the study, and direct comparisons are

difficult. on one hand, younger families are expected to be

more active as a carr:y-over from their childless period
while on the other hand older families are more likely to have

the funds and free time for a variety of activities. The auth-
or has therefore elected to examine activity profiles for diff-
erent age groups, rather than to test specific hypotheses.



CHAPTER IV

SURVEY AND RESIiARCH PROCEDURE

The present component study analyses data selected from

a large scale survey designed and administered by professor W.

Michelson's graduate Urban Sociology class, of the sociology

department, university of Toronto. The fieldwork was completed

during the month of February after severar weeks of design and

questionnaire pretesting. This survey has been described in
detail in component report number I (Van Spyk, 1969) and the

discussion here is limited to aspects pertinent to the analysis
in chapter five

The survey was aimed at investigating sociological con-

comitants (behavior and preferences) of features in the built
environment. The sanple of 230 families was tirerefore strati-
f ied with respect to three ina jor physical va.riables:

1) Drvelling type. The three dwelling types covered

single famiLy, town house, and maisonnette differed in type

of outdoor acces$ and the number of shared vraIls.

i lies

others

2) Proximity to services and facilities. Some of tl:e fam-

lived within walking distance of community facilities,
required some form of transportation.

3) Outdoor open space. Some units had private outdoor

(a11 single family dwellings and some maisonnettes), whilespace

-45-
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others had no private outdoor space.

Three major Toronto sample areas were involved. Braeburn

woods in the Northrvestern part of Metropolitan Toronto had toi.;n

houses and maisonnettes (owned and rented). These were distant
from facilities and services, but had a great variety of open

space. A Mixture of owned and rented single family dwellings
were found in the Lions Gate developement in Scarborough, close
to the Northeastern limits of the metropolitan area. Finarly,
rented town houses and maisonnettes were found in the Cloisters
of the Don sample tract, towards the North-central limit of Tor-
onto. These were close to a variety of shopping and service
facilities. rt may be noted that all three sample tracts were

in the suburbs. central-city patLerns differ in several res-
pects, and a much greater sample would have been required for
the separation of the two.

The sample was controlled by the random selection, within
the above sample areas, of famiries which were (1) married, with
children living at home, (2) WAsp, and (3) earning approximately

$7'500 annualIy. ft was felt that this sample was representative
of groups with limited means but with upward social mobility.27
Most of the questions pertaining to control variables, including
d9€, education, etc. were precoded and inserted at the beginning

27Th" aim of the study was to provide sociologicar designinputs for cheaper and denser low rise drverring types than pr6r-ently available in the Toronto market. The above population sec-tor was thought to benefit most directly from improvements j-n
housitg, since their choice in the market is limited: they earntoo much for public housing and too little for government mort-
gage assistance.
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of the questionnaire. However, the respondents \{cre expcctccl

to be somc"'rhat reluctant in ansvrering gue stions regarcling in*
come and religion (the latter is not usetl here), and hence t}rcr

modified Q-sort used was inserted near the end of the inter-
vierv, when it was felt the respondent rvould be more at easc.

Appendix rrr lists the independent variables incorporated in
the summary deck and the number of respondents falling into each

of the categories,

Of the projected 230 families, 173 useable inter.rier,^rs \{erie

obtained. The 252 sample decay vras due to the absence of res-
pondents, families without chircLren, vacant dvrelrings, an<l re--

fusals. Only housewives were intervievred; they were thought to
be more knorvledgeable about Lhe amenities and disamenities of the
home and the attitudes of other members of the family since a

large proportion of their lives takes olace in the clrvellinq.

The diverse backgrounds representecl in Irlichelson's gradu-

ate class ensured a well thought out ancl b::oad coverage of the
research problem.2BHor"urrur, redundancy hacl to be ba-ranced lvith
brevity

activity section, rvhich formed only one of ilre nnany parts of the

28 ^.- The questionnaire reflccted tjre Ces
proced.ure, ana the lacJ< of training of the
in occasional serious flarvs in the returns
incorrect responses / etc. ) .

j gn "b)' comnittce''
intcr:r.ric\fcrs re su1*,ed
lrn'i .:.:'i nn nhqnr'-r+'i n'.-
\r LJ-,r!r!rrL: r/'/Jg! v qLlull>,
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questionnaire, \das therefore drasticalllz Iimited in terms of the

activities covered and the detail of the schedule. Most of thc

questions were precoded (a practice r.t'hich, while efficient, does

not allow experimentation with the categories used by returning
to the origi-nal questionnaires) . Part of the interview schedule

is reproduced in appendix rr. The frequencies shown in appendix

rII exhibit considerable skew in some activities. This was pa::t-

ry caused by attempting to summarize data consistantry, but it
also reflects the initial categories used (for frequencies of the

raw data, see the descriptive tables presented in appendix r and

chapter 5).

Analvtical Procedure

The raw data was coded by r4ichelson's graduate class and

key punched at the Ontario fnstitute for Studies in Secondary

Education. Their IBM 360 computer was used to generate frequen-

cy tables (using a Datatext subroutine) and to generate a sunm-

ary data deck covering most of the variables. The BMD 08D chi-
sguare program was run on the University of Toronto Institute of
Computer-scj-ences' fBM equipment to test relationships within and

between the sets of dependent and independent variables. Signif-
icant relationships were entered in a 80 X B0 binary roatrix which

was subjected to principal components analysis. The outcome of
this experiment is not reported here, since essential program mod-

if ications could not be mad.e in time. Howeve::, the technique re-
vealed several salient clusters in the data structure. Psycholo-

gical non-metric scaling techniques and graph theory algorithms
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may similarl-)' be applied rvhere the ordinal ancl nominal nal-r.trc-.

of the data impedcs the use of multivariate techniques.

I{hile consistent rules were adhered to in gencrating tl're

sunmary deck, the problen of lorv cell f rec{ue ncies v,/as sevcre .

I-Ta'rr^rr:rror n]-r i -rrvvvevs!, vrrr-sotlDll€ tests run by Michelson's groups o11 reorga.n-

ized data corroboratecl the significant relationships founC in
the summarv dttck. Inconsistencies appearcd onllz in marqinal rc-
lationships. i^lhiIe shortcomings in the data and techniques arc)

obvious, the findings essentially agree with the activity litcr-
ature (see chanter V) .

Conlrol Var-iables

The present discussion of the 'vrithinr structure of the

control or independent variables serves r\.ro purposes. First1y,
the amount of data to be analyzed made economy measures ir.rpera-

tive. llence the question rn'as asked; which independent variables
are most representative of the set of all eighteen control vari-
ables? Those selected \,vere used in most of the studl', rvith
occasional cross checks on the remaining variables. seconc^ly,

the 'within' structure describes the nature of the sample more

adequately than mere f requency distributions. rt shor.vs clearly
the pivotal variabres, and the sample differences they index.

Figure 2 shorvs the independent variables considered here

and the strength of their interrelationships. rt is derived

from the Chi-souarer tcsts "rhich also formed the binar.,z innr-rt for
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the principal components anarysis. sul:sequent tables in this
section also derive from the Chi-square results.

The structure of the independent variables is fairry
straightforward. Irlost socio-economic and life cycle variables
are highly interrelated. The prime pivotal variable, however,

is Locaticn relative to services and Faci_lities. rt ties in
the physical with the sociological variabres to a greater ex-
tent than any of the other variables. As we shal1 see below,

this variable concisely indexes major differences between two

sub-groups of the sample. The variable Dwelling Type is re-
lated 'irith fewer independent variables. I{or^reverr it is of
prime consideration here since it is expected to index major

within-home activity differences (and subsequently varj-ations
in out-of-home activities see chapter rrr). A third var-
iable public or private open space is included since it
proved highly significant in another analysis of the same data
(Bunting, 1968). It appears of limited j_mportance in figure Zl

but this may !s caused by the diverging grouping criteria used.

in this study. These three independent variabres are briefly
discussed below. The percentages in tabres I and 2 have been

selected so as to clearly indicate the direction of the inter-
relationships.

1) Dwelling Type. According to table I this variable
surnrnarizes a number of physical dwelling characteristics and

several r:espondent characteristics. The single f amily dlvelling
unit profile presents a picture of a low cost dwelling, surrounded
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by private open space and lacking in shared. facilities. ft is
generally distant (i.e. beyond walking distance) from Comnun-

ity services and facilities. The single family sample area

appears to be olCer and more stable than the other tvro areas;

the length of residence is comparativell' high and almost 50t

of the husbands in this group falI between the ages of 4I-50.

The socio-economic status of these residents is comparatl.vell'

Iow. A large proportion of respondents are in clerical and

sales occupations and the majority have annual incornes of less

than $7,000. The surprisingly small number of children living
at home suggests that they have alrea.dy rnostly lef t the home.

In contrast, the maisonnette profile presents a picture

of a highly mobile and well to do group at an earlier stage in
the life cyc1e. This dwellinq type is generally found to be

dj-stant from community services and facilities and has more pri-
vate open space than the town house unit, but less than single
family dwellings.

The toln house profile appears to warrant its position in
the table. In many respects its characteristics lie between

those of the single family and maisonnette profiles. It is simi-
lar to the single famity u it in having proximity to services

and facilities and the lack of shared facilities. Horuever, its
socio-economic and life cycle characteristics appear rnore akin to
the maisonnette profile.

In summary, the variable, dwelling type, appears to index

two main sample dif f erences ! I ) nhrrq'i caI dvrelling characteristics ,

o
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and 2) socio-econo;,ic and life cycle characterj-stics, It clear-
1y illustrates salient distinctions between the singre family
unit and its residents and. the other two units.

2) Location relative to comrnunity Services and Facilities.
This variable loads on both dvrelling type and housing costs, but
it is mainly associated with life cycle characteristics (table
2). The interpretation presents difficulties since both single
family units and town houses, are found proximate to services and

facilities. The profiles presented in ta]:le 2 therefore obscure

some of the above mentioned differences between dwelling types.
Compared with the distant location, the proxirnate location is
associated with higher monthry housing costs, rong duration of
residence, high income of the husband, adrlanced education of the
wife, small family size and number of children, and a high pro-
portion of husband.s in managerial and professional occupations.
The long duration of residence appears inconsistent with the
other variabres. This is probably causec.l by the inclusion of
single family residents most of whom had lived in their drvelling
for many years. rn short, a proximate location appears associ-
ated with young uprvardly mobile families, and a distant 1ocation
with an older and. more settled group. Cliapter V reviews Michel-
son's (1969a) argument that the proxirrate location is conqruent
with an active or cosmopolitan life stylc and the clistant l-oc-
ation with a relatively inactive or 1oe'r} life sty1e. It will be

sholn that the proximity of rocal facililics per se does not
induce an active life styre, but that r,',:i)r)le with an active

o
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orientaticn see]< convenient locations

3) open Space. This variable indexes the differcnce i:e*

tween the single fanily unit and the other two types. All
single farnily units have private open space whereas tl:e toryn

house and rna.isonnette types have very 1ittle cr no private
open space. Furthernore the dwellings lvith private open spa.ce

have no shared facilities (e.g. shared entrances, laundry fac-
ilities, etc.) and relativell' Iow monthly housing costs (sce

table f). They are associated with lonq durat,ion of resiclence

as well.

rn sunmary, the variables -- Dwelling T:-pe, Location rela-
tive to services and open space appear to form adequate con-

trols for socio-economic and dwelling type variations within the
sample. However, several additional independent variables are

incruded in chapter v. rt should be noted that the repcrted
outcomes arc highly contingent on the detail of the survey and

the gror-rpings of categories adopted f or the chi-sguare tests.
Categories which \^/ere too fine would have resulted in marginal
expected freguencies while too broad. categories would have obs-

cured inportant relationships. A not always successful attempt
has been made to find thc optinal level of aggre-qation. l'lost

conclusions are tentative and require substantiation through add-

itional research.



CHAPTER V

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS

Appendix I and the guestionnaire excerpt in appendix ff
show that several episodinal characteristics were covered in
the survey. A detailed discussion of all of these character-

isitics faI1s outside the scope of this paper. The author has

therefore elected to focus on duration and frequency charact-

eristics. The remaining attributes are summarized in table 10

(Appendix I) and will here only be mentioned where needed. to

avoid ambiguities in the definition of activities. The analy-

sis presented in this chapter is by no means exhaustive. Its
major purpose is twofold: the recognition of salient activity
traits of the sample, and the illustration of the type of in-
formation that may be obtained through activity anatysis.

The chapter is divided into three sections. Section one

describes the duration of daily activities and the frequency
?oof monthly activities (both basic and non-basic)." Section

two analyses the correlations of non-basic dependent varia-
bles with the independent variables discussed in chapter IV.

Finally, section three reviews elementary activity preference

i.nf ormation.

29thu reader may recall that daily activities are common-
Iy measured in number of hours per week and monthly activities
in rveekly, monthlyr or yearly frequency of occurrence (see page
L2\ . Basic activities comprise activities judged essential to
the physical functioning of the human organism and non-basic or
discretionary activities are free choice activities (see page 32).

I
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Table 3 sll'n;:::-Lzcs thc nunber of hours pet: rl,e€li spcnt- cn

selecteil. non-ltas.i-c claily activities (one basic activi'ty ern*

ployment is also included) . The mean cl.uration is shoivn to

vary considerabl-1' bct'reen activities and they are atl posi-

tively skewed be ca.use of the inf lrience of a f ew high values.

I"lost tirne is spcnt in wa+,ching T.V.; Its frequency distribu-
tion is approxirnately norraal with the median value approach-

ing the rncan ani a cocfficient, of skelness of 1.13. Due to tli
perceived stigrira attaclled to watching T.V. and its "time fill-
er" functicn, (see Chapin, L966, p. 3) it is likely that this
activity rvas under-repor:ted. I'lore accurate measurements may

increase the degree of skewness but they rvould almost certain-
Iy result in higher mean values (see also the section of act-
ivity preferences).

Employment shows the second- highest mean duration and an

equally low coefficient of skewness. The low median value and

high standard deviation reflect the fact that most of the

houservives interviewed did not have a job and that very few

working houservives had full time employment (see Fig. 3). The

third most time consuroing activity reading is approximatell'

norma.lly distributed, but the lBA of non-participants and sev-

eral high values cause increased skewness. Since most of the

respondents lihed reading (see section three) and people often

feel they should do more reading (Chapint 1966, p. 32) this
activity rvas proira)rIy ovcr-reported.
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Knitting, sc"ving ancl making telephonc calls arc sini.i.ar

in terms of their: nean duration of 5.02 hours and 5.09 hours

per week respectivellz (they are, hovrever, not statistically

related) . The mcclian values and coeff icients of skevrness

indicate that mcst respondents spent relati-vely litt1e tir:e

on these activiLics and that only a fert spent a great deal of

time on them. The use of the telephone appears less than onc

rvould expect in the suburban location of the sanple tracts.

Horvever, it is consisten with sample characLeristics noted J:c-

low. As with most surveys of the present nature, th: bias in-

troduced by selective reca1l of activities cannot be assessed.

In general the relative ranking of activities in terns of their

duration is not likely to be greatly affected since most res-

pondents engaged in se';:ral but not all of the activities listed.

The figures presented in table 3 can therefore be considereC

fairly accurate and representative of the total samcle.

The mean duration of the remaining activities is unifornt-

1y Iow. Mean and standard deviation values confirm that of the

fe',v participants, most spent litt1e time on these activities.

The relativly large spread in the time spent on educationai cour-

ses confirms that these were followed outside the home and hence

necessitated a certain ammount of time spent on travel. In 
"orr]

trast, playinn musical instruments anC fine arts activities

took place in the home surroundings and generally did not seem

to involv' taking special courses. (see t,able 10 in appendix I) .

Approximately 503 of the respondents attendcd church at Ieast

one hour per vreek, with ferv attending norc than ttvo hours per

week.
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The abovc f in,:lings are depicteC graphically in f igurc 3.

The origin of the curves or the Y-axis indicates the pc::ccnt-

age of non-participants. The slopes of the curves indicate

the duration charac"L.eristics of the activities and their cur-

vature the nature of the distribution of responses: a normal

distribution rvould forrt a straight line. It is suggested that
graphs of this kind are well sri-ted to the comparison of act-
ivity characteristics of d.if f erent samirles.

In sumrnary, participation rvas highest for watching T.V.,
making telephone ca11s, reading and knitting respectivellz i iL
was lowest for playing musical instruments, making educational

courses, and fine arts activities. Emplolnnent and church-going

falI between these extremes. It appears that a decrease in
participation is associated with a decrease in the time spent

on activities and - in the case of high (80-1004) and medium

'(50-60?) participaticn activities an increase in the varia-
bility within the sample. In general, Lhe respondents appear-

ed to engage in fevr daily non-basic activities in which con-

siderable variation rvas shown.

Tables 4, 5 and 6 present the frequency of occurrence of
serected monthry activities. Although the analysis in section
two focuses on non-basic activities (i.e. discretionary), sev-

eral basic and social interaction variables have here been in-
cluded for comparative purposes. The social interaction var*
iables have been given a separai.e heading since they do not
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clea::ly helong in either the basic or the non-basis 63lr*.oc'ri"-,

ies. Thcl' are not essential to the physical subsistance of

the respondents, but thel' may be thought essential to thc

mental well being of a person (see p. 32).

Accordinq to table 4 the pa::ticipaticn in basic act-
ivities was 100e. Participation in non-basic and social act*

ivities ranged from T5Z to BBed with the exception of sports

(65'?.r), atte, ding meetings (56ea), and attending plays and con-

certs (558). OnIy few respondents visited relatives vrithin

the neighborhood. (lZa) since most relatives lived. outside this
area.

It4edian class figures in table 4 and the percentage sum-

mary of table 5 ind,icate that basic activities occured fiIore

frequently than either non-basic or interaction activities.
This confirms hypothesis 2 and suggiests that at least in terms

of frequency of occurrence, the basic non-basic distinction is
a viable one, reflecting marked. differences between the two

sets of activities. The high median class values and percent-

aqes for social interaction activities suggest a similarity
with basic rather than non-basic activities, although partici-
pation remains lorv in most cases.

While these rel ationships clearly hold for the total
sanple population, it is shoru:- bc low that for participants the

Note rvi'Lh tables 4 and 5 : The abreviations read as f o11o',vs:
Grocerlz shopping; visiting the ph]'sician; attending movies;
restaurants; mcetings; visiting friends and relatives inside
tire neighborhood; outside the neighborhood.o
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social interaction variablcs alreacly important in the ca,:i(l of

visits to neighbcrhoorl friends now becorne the inost impoi:ti:l;r-

activity (see tabl.e 5) . As e>:pected, the basic activiby of

visiting the ph1:sician ratcs quite lorv; 50t of the responclcn'ts

reported seeinE their doctor only tvro or three tirnes a year.

Sirni1ar11z, shopl:ir''3 for cloL.hes has a 1o',,'cr frequenci' than

grocery shopping o: goinq to the drugstore. The above fre-

quencies appear intuitively correct. UnforLunatell', incon-

patibility with activity categories usecl in other stuclies

(e.g. Chapin, L966; Hithccock, 1968) does not permit verifica-

tion of the values shor^rn.

Basic activities \,rere expected to be more regular or

clustered in their freguencies than non-basic activities (hy-

pothesis 1) . The data bears this out: non-basic activities

(both daily and monthly) shovr increased variations in their

frequency of occurrence. According to table 5, attending

plays and concerts, meetings of associations, and movie-goitg,

occured least frequently and having parties lvith other people

mosr frarrrrranl-lr7 (see also the median class values in table 4).!!!Y

The last mentioned activity is clearly social and could have

been included under the social interaction heading. Table 10

suggests that most parties were attended outside the neighbor-

hood, rvith 48ea of the respondents spending betrveen 20 and 60

minutes on travel by car.

Visiting restaurants has a lor,v rating but shows an in-

crcase in the medium frequcncy in the summary of table 5:
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30?: of tire rcs;ponri.cnLs reportecl particip;rting scveral- ti:. rs il

month or at least once a ncnth. Participating in o:: attcn:.l-ingl

sports is split with Tlea attending rareliz and 29ea attendinq;

frequently (at least once a week). Unfortunately, the data <io

not reveal r.rhcthcr participation is actirre or passirre cr the

kinds of sports inr.rolved. The latte:: is particularly ini:ort-

ant- sinr:o one na',' oxneret- a consideral:le difference in thcIILri

kinds of peoplc that cngage i-n golf n tennis and yachting on

the one hand, and hockey, fishing and huntinE on the other.

Appendix I shows that the sports activities occurred dur-ing

the week as weIl as on the rr'eekend and tha.t in most cases

these required (61ga) between 10 and 60 minutes of travel by

car. Several respond.ents (2l-Z) reportecl using loca1 facilities

for sports (this accounts for the 27v" wlno reported spending

Iess than 5 minutes in getting to the location for the activity).

S j-nce only 65e" of the respondents engaged in sports of any kind '
'the community facilities appear remarkably important. Again,

the failure to extract information on the types of sports acti-

vities involved does not allow an estimate of the influence of

the availability of loca1 sports facilities. In the case of

limited availability the irigh use of local facilities for sports

inplies a marJ<ed community orientation of the respondents.

The large number of frequency cateqories make tables 4 and

5 rather difficult to intcrprct. Table 6 therefore concl.enscs

thesc categorics by applying different weightings and sumrnar-

izcs frerlucnc.T of occurrcncc in tcrns of averagc nuntl:cr of Ca1.,s
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per \'€;rr per res"orid,-:nt fo:: all r.cnt-h1y activitics. Th val-

ues in the scconi l:o,,.'of table 6 are hiqhcr than thc or,'e::all

valucs of ro\.,' onc sj-nce non-particirran'cs havc been exclr-iCed.

Tn .rpnrir;r'l t- 116 relative imnortan.:e o'l= non-basic ancl inter-srru u-Lv9 !i:rt/v! gqrrvv v!

action activities v.il:sus basic actirzities increases for

participants. Thc i::cr;u,:nc.,' patterns of table 6 agr:ee clos-

eI1' lvian tl-lose of tables 4 and 5, hoi..'c-,rer the ac'tivitlz of

attending parties and suppers is shown hc::e to be the thi::C

most frequci:t act-ivity, ne:r-t, to attenCing ncctings a-ncl spcrts.

This may be at.tributable to thc selected rr'eigihtings (see foot-

note with table 6) ; however ferv responderr'bs fall in frequenc;.

categories with the highest weightings (entries in category I

were multiplieC by 365 and entries in category 2 by 130) and

errors in the remaining \^iei-ghtings lvi11 have only a marg:ina1

ef fect on the outcorne.

' The social interaction activities warrant closer exan-

ination. Tables 4 and 5 show that visi-ts to friends vrithin

the neighborhood v/ere as important as most basic activities,

v,rhile visits to friends and relatives outside of the neigh-

borhood occurred relatively infrequently. This agt:ees with

the f irst row of table 6. Hovrever, tvhen calculated f or part-

icipants only, visits to friends inside the neighborhood be-

come more important than any othcr activity (at least in

tcrms o-f its frectuenc\r of occurrence ) and visits to relatives

increascd notablT to bccc::.c thc sccond most important activitl'.
Tn r-nntra.r1- Fho l- .r. qn1-'n f- nn rr.i c.i .F i nn f f iCndS an.J f elat j_VCS

qe e,
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outside o{: the nci;iiborhocc'l re:r.ained as lovi as that of no:;i

non-basic acti.,'itre:,;. This f irst suggcst.r that social int*

eraction is verv irnnortant in the daily tife of resircncients

l^rho partalte cf social acti'rities . They malz therefore apttl'
be included in tlre basic category, This is further illus-
strated. brr the rcl-:tively low frequency of going to movics,

restaurants, ancl pf a''rs - activities ivhich iio not necessarill.'

involve a great Cer.i of sccial interaction. Secondllr the

sample appears predor.inantly neigrhborhocd oriented in its
activities a trait r+hich explains the high use of connunitl'

facilities for sports. Since the attenCing of parties vias

earlier shol..'n to be associatecl with the extra-neigtiborhood

acquaint lces and friends, it may be added that the social
interaction within the neighborhood is probably casual and

a part of the daily life routine. Thus the sample provj-des

ample errid,ence for an extensive network of perhaps superfic-
,ial interactiorr. This contravenes the cornmonlv helci view of
suburbanites as being mainly nuclear f amily oriented, althougl'r

the strenEth and frequency of interactions in the cor0rnunj-t)' do

not appear to be as strongly developed as in ethnic and lorv in-
come areas.

These findinEs sugrgest that many respondents considered

some degree of cor.,rmunity involvement desirable. ff this is
true of most suburban areas, the planning policies for ne\v

communities must clearly cover non-basic as well as basic acti-
vity requirenents. Accessibility to community services and

facilities renains of princ irnportance, but the physical design

of the comnun.i i.v s.horr'l rl ho ^nh.'rrrrrn{- \'7i'l-.h the desire for social
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inti:i:action of i'ts inhabitant.s, As lriichclscn sugr;r::rts, thc

nlrrrcinr'l n1 rnl dOeS not determine the SCCial Structure Of

comnunities and thc f requency of interac '-ons t it can ho-r,'e".icr:

inpede or facilltaie certain types of scciai activities, par-

ticularll' under cond it-ions of socio-econonic ho:iogcneitl' ancl

rapid populetie:r tr:rncr:er (Ilichelson , 1969 , Ch. B) .

In SUffin,1 t^\. J-'l ra rie*-r SUpf Of Led thC i-i..'O h1'Cg thCSCS Of

chapter V. Several argunents have been presented for thc in-
clusion of social activities in the basic category. The sa-i -

p1e was shovrn to exhibit lo',v 1eve1s of participation in r.lost

non-basic activitj-es and a high deEree of neighborhood ori-
entation. Social activities in general were found tc. be nore

important than activities of a non-social nature (excluding

some basic activities) .

Constraints on the Selection of Activities
It has been suggested in the previous chapters that sev-

eral "internal" and "c:iterna1" constraints operate on the act-
ivity selection proce s. It rvas hypothesized that these con-

straints would be refiected in the relatj-onships betrveen inde-

pendent variables vrhich characterise the individual and his en-

vironrnental setting, and the dependenL variables the acti.r-
ities. Tables 7 and B surr'.r:rarize the statisticallv siqnif icant
relationships of sclected independent variablcs of residen'-ia1

conte:<t, lifc cyclc, social class, anC life stlzf6, rvith all non-

bilsic or discr:ctionary ari-tivit.ics covered by the survey. Serr-

cral inclcpcncicnL variai>1cs not inmccliately relevant to thc prc-
cn.rt- ^1..-a-- L-.,,^ 1-.^-- -f ^1--!--1 mLi - 

.: ^ ,..^!^ -1 C^..rL'r,L bL-LrL{y ri.cr(u'c bccn clelcted. This is conf rsatecj fcr b1' the
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of dwcllinc t-;7i-'e ;nrl

ter IV) .

2-
si:; of ti-ic j-nr-1c',c,t.ir-i1-'l :-'!

rela';i r,r: tc; servicc:i (

.)

The ac.Lir,.i t-" j-.r:c)liles of four l:e;' ''nCci'en,:r.'?11t ','tl:i,',i-

bles , (c1i+cl1in -.- i-1'1-,e ai^rcl a.:a I crJuca i.icrn .rn.l occi:!r;ri:icn of tl:, 1:

heacl of thc hcu r.':,i(:, 1-ir) anii :hr: tirre c ir:',c;:cnden'l- r'ari-arl.rIe

proiilrs ;r:^c.i,,,,-:j'ri :'.',h t-irL., :ncst c,'.:L:ci:ci:ionrry activitie:t

(rvatCir-ng T.\./. , ':,' : i-'r' l-Cl-.-,:' lCnC Caiis ..ni1 aLtt:ndin] :ia;'s

and ccncci:ts) he.v be'--:r coni:.1-el,ed b1' thc insc::tion of all- ncll*

siqnif icant relai:iol;ir:;'s. fihilc in scne cases tli,:,:se arc tcn-

ous, the majoritlr e::hiltit- clear trencls. The ta]:les are sc.'l-l=-

explanr'f-o::..'. OnJ-1, a fe',r o,f the inplic;t rns t^,'i1l l:e correl-ccl

hcre in ordc:: tc ttst filipothcses of clraptcr ITI.

1) Prcsent Resrdential Context. Sinirls fanrill' resid-

cnts cnr-ar-r'rl f :-nr-rtnn F'i rz 'i n nnJ rr fhroo nrrt of f ourteen actiVi-

ties : f i ne arts actir,'i ties , reading, and making telephonc

ca1ls. This suJrstantiates hlzpothcsi s 6 and also h1'pothesi:; 4

sincc thcse activities appear p;:edoi:,inantly horae-oriented-.

Ilorvetrcr, alternatc hypothesis 7 rnust be rejected on the basis

of the prescn+- data: single f anily unit residents clearll' oirl

nnr- .^-\?+-r'^ ^.F A (rr.,. l-or rz2rigly or number of activities tha"nlrvs Pa! uclJrU (Jl q Y!U LUL V<1II€(-y \Jt llulril

either tcirn hcusc or inaisonnctte residents. At the sarne tine.

thcl'clo o(-,i: falt in the lo'...'est frequency category in nore tiran

fotir out of fou::teen activitics - playing musical in..,'Lrunents

(hi:rc ,-'no:..a]-ous I>ccausc of thc rrri:], fol.r cr-rcr-aII p;-rtici;al-Lon)

goi.n, to :':r'ics and p1a1's. Thj s inrlicatcs that sinElc f a.'nili'

rcr:.; j_dcnl3 are assoCiatccl r.,'itlr a lo'il f i:crlucnc_' cf- cut...i oing ac;'c-

ivitic:;. Thj-s corro]:c::ates ra-ith t-l':c earlicr finii.. r1 that

;.: t: -;

siaa

-7
a tcCn':

locatiorr
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Notcs '..'ith t.ahles 7 i.ncl 8: The entries in tal:le 7 si:"cw irrc
prono: tions of rcl,rpcnd.ents with thc indica,Lccl indepcnclent
characl--eristics r.,': ,r cnqage in the high fre<;uency activitie:
ind.icated in the colurnn heading. That is to day that more
respondents with tlrcse characteristics partalie in these
high frcc;uenclz acti"i iies, than respondents falling in diff-
erent classes of the sa"iile independent variaitle s. ConverseJ-y'
table 8 shovrs thc i ndel;cndent correlates of lorv freguency o',
occurrence. The nranner in r.rhich the percent.ages have been ol:*
tained is illustrai-cd by the rela'bionship betiveen the educ. of
the husband ancl the nunber of hours spent ree.ding.

I{eekly No. of
Hours Spent
p^:d r hd

Husband Educ.

Less than Post
Gr. 12 Secondarv Total Column

Percentages

11-4 0
7-10
3-0 6
0-02

Total

1B
I7
24
33

92

16
6
9
7

38

34
23
33
40

130

20
19
26
35

100

42
16
24
18

100

The column percentages show that thr- greatest population of
avid readers (7-40 hrs.) is found in the high education group
(58eo) and the greatest proportion of 1ow readers (0-6 hrs.) in
the lorver education bracket (61t) . These are the percentages
found in the tables.

Levels '.f significance are based on chi-square tests and are in-
dicated by asterisks: * =.05r ** =.02, *** =.001.

aMost headings are self-explanatory. The abbreviated head-
ings read as fo11or,rs: knitting and serving; taking educatj-onal
courses; making tel. calls; attending movies, restaurants (and
nightclubs), and meetings of associations. For further detail,
see appendix II.

la"The abbreviations stand for SingIe Family druelling, Town
House and l{aisonnette.

"A minu= sign prececling the independent characteristic reads:
"less than", a plus sign follovring it "greater than", This also
applies to other rov,7s and the column headings SS means Secon-
dary school graduation (grade 12).

*Three categories are used: Th, y cover the following occ-
pations.

l4an.1 Manaqer, Proprietors, Professional and Tech. workers.
CIer.; CIerical, sales and service workers.
B1.Ccl1.; Skilled blue co1lar workers (craf tsmen) and semi-
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single family residents tend to emphasize activities that take

place in the home setting. None of these relationships arc

significant; this trend, can therefore not be attributed solcli'
to the characteristics of the single family unit. Table I in-
dicated that the single family population was older and more

settled, rvith a relatively lovr income and a large faniIy. One

would expect these people to be less outgoing and focus on in-
home type activities. An explanation must therefore be soughl:

in the socio-econor,nic characteristics of this group rather than

the nature of the physical dwelling unit

Town house residents engaged. frequently in a variety of
both in-home and out-of-home activities. Furthermore, this
group is not associated with any 1ow freguency of occurrence,

except in the case of sports where the proportion is si-miIar

to that of single family resid.enLs. Maisonnette residents are

associated with frequent participation in two outgoing acti-
vities: attending sports and plays. In addition, they have

in common with town house resid.ents a high frequency of att-
endance at parties and movies. These two groups therefore
appear egually outgoing, although the percentages for maison-

nette residents are consistently 1ower. However, they differ
considerably with regards to homeoriented activities. where-

as town house residents show a variety of frequent activities
of this type, maisonnette inhabitants are related to low fre-
guency (or more accurately, low duration) of all home oriented
activities. I^lhile the f iqures should be interpreted with

skilled blue col1ar workers (e.9. production).



caution due to thc bi as

and an:rlr'sis proceclu::e,

coincidence.

and flals in thc suj:ve'1

appears too strong for mcr:

Table 1 does not provide a clear explanation; the mai-

sonnette anC tor.r'nhouse groups are similar, with the forme::

slight.ly more mobile and be.ter-off than the Latter group. The

dwellings hoivever, differ in two vital respects. I{aisonnettes

have shared access to the dlvelling and virtually no priv !e

open space while town houses have private open space and in all

cases separate entrances. Component report 1 found considerable

dissatisfaction lvith the shared entrances of maisonnettes; peop-

1e generally preferred to have their own entrance in addition

to private.open space. (Van Spyk, 1969) With due caution it
may be suggested that the single family unit contains most of

the environmental prerequisites for home-type activities (this

is consistent with several findings in report 1), while the

maisonnette lvith its lack of private access and outdoor space

is lacking in these respects. The town house incorporates fea-

tures of both and can with some stretch of the imagination be

consiclered an intermediate type. This would then explain the

home orientation of single family residents, the out-of-home

orientation of maisonnette residents, and the combination of

these two found in the activities of town house residents. As

yet, one cannot place much confidence in these findings. They

are supported to some extent by the data but many dwelling ancl

sample characteristics have not yet been controlled for. The

above rclationships imply a dircct effect of the physical en-

vironment on the behavior of people a condition rarely

a1
- I t-

in the data

this trend
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encountered in realitv.

One other environrnental characteristic is mentioned here

due to its strikingly unifornr pattern: proxinity of the dl'.'e11-

ing to conmunity scrvices and facilities. High participation

is clearly associated rvith a proxinate location while 1or",r part-

icipation is correlated r,rith a distant locaLion (i.e. where a

walk of more than ten ninutes would be required). Furthernorel

the activities that relate to location are all cultural or ed-

ucational in nature. The obvious exception is vratching T.V. for

which the close-distant relationship is reversed.

None of these activities require community facilities (ex-

cepting perhaps meetings of associaticns) and the high fre-

quencies cannot be attributed to the proximate location per se.

An explanation must therefore be sought in the characteristics

of people who live in close proximity. on analyzlng different

data of the same sanple, Itlichelson found. that people with an

active life style tend to seek actj-ve or central locations.

Table I supports this conclusion; the proximate group is higher

than the distant group in education, J-ncome, and professional

status characteristics which point at an increased preference

for cultural and educational activities. Thus proximity to

services and facilities appears congruent with an active life

style, while a distant location is congruent with a relatively

inactive life styIe. The degree of congruence of these vari-

ables was shorvn to have a statistically significant bearing on

overall residential satisfaction (MicheIson, 19 694, p.13 ff.) .
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Although the so-calIed active life style is here lacl<ing in

detail and 1itt1e is known about the locaLiona] structure of

respondents, the strength of the relationship does imply a
pronounced differentiat.ing effect of the physical environ-

ment. This tenLative conclusion warrants further investiga-
tion.

2. Stage of tl:e Lif e Cyc1e. As expected, older respon'-

dents (41-60 yrs.) engage frequently in home-oriented and rel-
atively sedentary cultural activities, while young respondents

(Iess than 30 years ,:f age) partook frequently in outgoing act-
ivities. The latter group also watched T.V. a great deal and

attended educational courses -- both typical of the early child.

raising years when the family is tied to the home and concerned

with building a career -- but they spend little time on such

activities as knitting, playing musical instruments and attend-

ing plays and concerts.

Respondents in the 31-40 year group do not present a clear
pattern of high and Iow frequencies. They fall roughly between

the above two categories. A composite index of stage of the life
cycle composed. of household size, d9€ of the children, and sev-

eral other sociological variables would have been preferable

since age alone does not accurately reflect the changes that
occur as people progress through the cycle,

3. Social Cl,ass. Only the two completed profiles for ed-

ucation and occupati-on of the husband are discussed here. The

correlates of the education of the wife and income of the
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husbanc] ar:e concli, r;,Lvr: ancl r:cr;r:ire 1it tIc connentary . Tllr'

clata do not SUp:l{:;:t the expcctcd relationship bett'"'cen h.i-gil j n-

come and high frequ:nci' of participation in the so-callcd

costly activities (see p.43) . The criterion of an irnmediate

financial expe.rdj,ture cLoes therefore not seen relevant in the

context of the activities consicl.ered. ilere. As expecte<l, high

incOme relates to "ct:,1-tura1" activitics p1a','ing musical it-t-

strrrp,rnts - 2f *nnAir,- ^'l =.'c and COnCeftS - Vthile ]Ot,t inCOneSo s! ur,rsli uJ t q u LE:llUIJ-) lirCy J

are associatecl i.;ith v,'atchinqt T.V. and using the telephone.

The respc:rdenl-s lvith post secondary school education fre-

quently partook of the same number of activities as their less

educated counterparts, although their activities were predomin-

antly of a more "cultural" nature. These lnclude playing nusi-
30cal instrur,:ents, education, reading-- and attending restaur-

ants, movies and plays. Going to church is also associateC

rvith a better education. Most of these correlations are sig-

nificant but the proportion of participants in high frequency

activities is comparatively low for this upper middle class

group. This could mean that its members vary considerably in

the activities theiz select. Greater homogeneity in this res-

pect would have resulted in higher percentages, unle:s these

activities were of a specialized nature so reducing partici-

oation- Tf i.s not apparent ivhether the high loading on atten-

ding movie theatres is incongruent vrith the upper middle class

rmaqe.

The lor,ver niddle class group comprises respondents who

30
I^Ihere read

or a neldspaper it
ing involves more than a look at a magazine
is considerecl a cultural activity.
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dicl not proceed. beyond hiqhschool graduation. As expected,

its members spent considerable rime on T.V. watching, tele-

phone conversations, sports activities and parties. These

activities conform to the lower class image described in

chapter 1II. In adCition, they spend a great deal of time on

knittinq, sewing and fine arts activities. The former act-

ivity may be the result of economic necessity (incornes have

been shown to be raLher low for this group see table 1) ' but

the latter acti.'ity appears incongruent. However, it is accep-

ted that in some suburban circles it is fashionable for the

housewives to have a creative hobby. The high levels of comm-

unity involvement noted earlier provide a proper setting for

the adoption of such activities (Katz and Lazarsfeld' 1955).

Only two educational classes were used and the correlates of

1ow duration and frequency in table I form a mirror image of

table 7. The very high percentages found. for several activi-

ties associated with low ed.ucation, and for some associated

with high education, show that there are activities in which

Lhe members of either group enagle rarely or not at all. In

other words, some activities "belong" in the upper middle class

group (e.g. playing musical instruments, attending movies and

plays), while others "belong" in the lower middle class group

(e.g. fine arts activities). ft may be noted that according

to table I the better educated respondents claim the greatest

number of "exclusive" activities, i.e. their proportion of

respondents reporting 1ow involvement in activities is consis-

tently lower than that of the less educated group. A similar
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trend is discerna]:le in table 7 | although the percentage diff-

erences are not as pronounced.. The occurrence of Some activi-

ties may therefore be said to index socio-economic class. It

was with this in mind that the profiles for rvatching T.V., mak-

ing telephone calls and attending pLays and concerts r\Iere fill '

ed out, with non-sig:rificant entries. As tables 7 and I shorv,

these activities are indeed discretionary in this respect with

the first two related to low status characteristics and the

third, higrh status characteristics. Activity data are there-

fore clearly complementary to

traditional measures of social cIass. It is contended that

their main ad.vantage over these traditional measures lies in

their abili-ty to integrate environmental variables with life

cycle, social class, and life style variables. Even the reJ-

atively crude activity inventory used in the present survey

clearly presents a wealth of information about the respondent's

overall situation. Hopefully, the interpretation of such in-

ventories will become a routine matter, providing a key to the

individualrs activity selection process and the social phy-

sical and economic forces impinging on it.

The above findings are fulIy supported by the correlates

of the husband's occupation, in spite of the highly aggregated

categories ennployed (see the note with tables 7 and 8) . A11

but five activities show a correlation between high frequency,

duration, and the managerial professions. As expected, the ex-

ceptions are r'ratching T.V., knitting and sewing, movie-going
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(al1 of which are associated with blue collar workers) and

fine arts activities and education (associated' with clerical

workers). Because of the poor quality of the data only three

relationships were found to be significant. Hor,vever, several

approached significance, and trends could in most cases be

readily recognized. Table 8 illustrates that several activi-

ties are relatively exclusive to the managerial class (e.9.

movies, parties) , while others predominate in the blue collar

class (watching T.V., knitting etc.) and the clerical class

(fine arts, use of telephone, etc.)

4. Life Style. The number of cars owned was thought

indicative of the life style of respondents. Only three reI-

ationships were found significant (due to the sma1l number of

two car families). They suggesL that people with an active

life style, i.e. those who have more than one car, spend sig-

nificantly more time on outgoing activities. The reader is

reminded that the precentages in tabel 7 d..o not indicate the

proportion of respondents with two cars: they indicate the

proportion of two car families that engage frequently in the

activities noted in the column headings.

Activity Preferences

The preceding section discussed the activities in which

the respondents engaged. The section rvas mainly descriptive and

few detailed explanations were attempted. However, ample evi-

dence was presented showing the importance of a variety of cons-

traints in the selection of activi-ties. These constraints can
o
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brought into focus by exanining activity preferencesf i.e.

the activities in which people would like to engage (or on

which they would like to spend more time), but which have

for some reason been foreg'one. Tab1e 9 shows that respondents

wanted to spend more time on reading (19%) and sports (14e"1 .

These were important first, second, third and overall choices,

This does not imply that the respondents thought these acti-

vities more important than others; unless they lvere visually

bIind, completely occupied with basic activities, or ineff-

icient in their use of free(i.e. discretionary)time, more time

could. have been alloeated to them. The lack of opportunities

does not appear to play a role; most respondents reported spen-

ding a considerable amount of time on reading and many parti-

cipated in sports. It is probable that the respondents pro-

jected their guilt feelings, i.e. they felt they should read

and engage in sports more often. There j-s no question of a

constraint here, but rather of a wish to conform to a culture

which values self-development and ouldoor activities.

Similarly, the first, second and overall choice for new

activities desired are highest for education and sports. The

third choice adds music and plays. Obviously, to be of use

preference information must be taken beyond the projective

stage. Methods for achieving this do not seem to be available

at present, even though Chapin (1966) and Priemus (1968) have

made considerable progress through the use of gaming techniques.

In conclusion, the present chapter has highlighted the dur-

ation and frequency attributes of selected non-basic activities.
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In spite of the severe data Iimitations, several salient acti-

vity characteristics and relationships have been recognized.

The activity profiles in tables 7 and I showed particular proril-

ise for further work in activity analysis, even though the

present analysis has stopped short of their intrinsic detail.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The present study has attempted to develop a behavioral

approach to problems of urban form and function through the

analysis of household activities. This approach hinges on the

notion of the individual decision maker as an activity select-

ion systems which receives inputs from its environment and pro-

duces outputs in the form of activities. Systems character-

istics are regarded as variables that intervene between indep-

endent input variables and dependent output variables. The

nature and measurement of these three types of variables have

been discussed in detail, and hypothesized relationships have

been tested, on the empirical data, The results of the stud,y

are subject to several limitations and caveats. Several theo-

retical and operational problems must be resolved before the

apparent potential of household activity analysis can be real-

ized. These are briefly reviewed here following the sane

input-output format used earlier in the behavioral model of the

activity selection process.

Systems outputs comprise the activities in which people

engage during their daily life routines. They exclude activi-

ties which are not relevant to urban research and include act-
ivities taking place within the home. At present, activity
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inventories can he obtained only though questionnaire surveys,

This imposes limits on the span'of the observation period, the

type and number of activities covered, the sample size, and.

the reliability of the returns. These problems were particu-
Iarly severe in the data used for the present study; the ques-

tionnaire had not heen disigned specifically for activity
analysis and the field work and coding were largely performed

by untrained personnel. These deficiencies can be easi-Iy avoid-

ed in future research; such problems as projective responses

and serective recarl are more difficult to control in quest-

ionnaire surveys. They can however be minimized by a care-

fully thought out and baranced survey incorporating cross

checks and techniques designed specificalry for activity re-
search.

In order to be useful to empirical investigation, the

data must be organized in some fashj-on. severar elementary

activity categories have been suggested in chapter rr. These

categories proved useable, but their obvious shortcomings in-
dicate the need.for more rigorous d.istinctions. chapin (1966)

and Bunting (19G9) suggest that discriminant analysis and fac-
tor anarysis of sets of activity chacteristics may be used to
reveal the structural characteristics of activity attributes,
thus providing a more formal basis for activity analysis. The

stringent data requirements of such multivariate techniques

reinforce the importance of improved survey procedures.

Systems inputs refer to the physical, social and econo-

mic constraints impinging on the individual decision maker.
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These constraints are exceedingly difficult to measure since

they are highly complex and subjective. Hottever, the tradit-

ional categories of dwelling type, social class, stage of the

life cycle and life style appeared in this study to be mean-

ingful in terms of activity analysis. They can therefore be

used to control for external constraints where required by

the nature of the research problems at hand. The fact that

they have not noticeably changed over the past two decades

suggests that the returns on attempts at refinement are mar-

ginal at best. However, renewed interest in the physical

environment and. its import in human behavior and well being

holds promise for increased knowledge of this variable.

The system refers to the individual decision maker and

his personal characteristics of needs, personality and the

activity bank the stored array of behavioral alternatives,

and their subjective ranking. Despite the lack of detail,

the behavioral model serves two purposes: (1) It conveniently

Iinks input and output variables and (2) it provides a theor-

etical framework for the analysis of individ.ual differences

given the input conditions covered under (1). These purposes

are suggestive of the two levels at which the activity anal-

ysis seeks broad categories of explanations for activities
in which people engage in their urban environment. The study

of systems variables differs in that it irnplies a search for

variations in the individual's characteristics lvithin categ-

ories of input variables (i.e. within different socio-econ-

omic classes, neighborhoods, etc.). The former approach is
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relatively macroscopic, even though it is based on observed in-
dividual behaviors, while the latter approach is clearly mic-

roscopic and attempts to improve the explanatory and predic-

tive power of the model through the analysis of personality

traits (i.e. values, attitudes, motivations, etc.). It is
doubtfuL that at present the system can be taken much beyond

the theoretical level. The piecemeal nature of sociological
and psychological studies of decision makiiig and personality

characteristics indicate that much work remains to be done

before even the rirost elementany systems variables can be mod-

eIled accurately.

In summary, the behavioral approach to activity analysis

appears to hold considerable promise for urban research. This

study has shown that activity analysis provides a detailed
account of man's interaction with his urban environment, in-
cruding not onry the urban landscape at large but arso the in-
ternal arrangement of dwelling units. The approach does not

produce "hard" design i-nputs since many of the variables in-
volved are subject to rapid change. However, careful inter-
pretation of the findings allows the designer to recognise and

subsequentry incorporate into the design significant trends

regardi-ng the layout of dwelling units and their external arran-
gement. Futher develcjpment of the approach is contingent on

improvements in survey procedures and the theoretical framework.

It is of comfort to know that even under the most severe limi-
ting conditions of data and analysis as found in the present

study, the analysis of activities may lead to tangible results.a



APPENDIX 1: EPISODINAL CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED
DAILY AND MONTHLY NON-BASIC ACTIVITIES BY NUMBEIi
AND PERCENTAGB OF RESPONDENTS.
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APPENDIX II: EXCERPT OF THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
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Form W

CSNTRE FOR URBAN AND COMMUNITY STUOIES

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

PROJECT: rrHOUS$NG: A STUDY lN DENSITY,

D8 STR $BUT ION AND COSTSII

AAdress:

Date:.

Tlmel ln:

Time Out:

I nterv iewer:

t**

Dwelling Type l. S"F" 2" T,H" J"lvlqis

Location l. Close 2. Dlsiant

Open-space l" rrPrivaferr E" Other
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lfm from the Ceetre for Urban arrd Communlty Studies of the University of
Toronto. Wefre conducting a survey of families with children sponsored by the
Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation. Do you have chi ldren? ( lF YES) I rd
like to ask you some questions about your housing" lt would take about an hour.
Cou I d we do that now?

tF N0: Could I make an appoin*ment with you to return at a more
convenient time?

[tf TECeSSARY: Ever-yih[ng you say wilI be kept In complete conf idence"
You wer-e picked by random procedures, and it Is highly important fo
the outccme of the study that we speak wlth you pensonally"0

[fO INTERVIEI{ER: flt is crucial that intervfiews be completed wlth the
target responder,'ls" Accommodate younseIf to their desires and show
that you car-e, so as to minimlze refusals"

1. First, could you tel I me who I ives in this home.

, Relation Aqe , Sex Occupation or Tvpe,ot School
IIAi

1l

"t ln whlch of these houslng types have you ffved strnce your marrfage?

ifo S$ng0e farnfily
bo br housli
co lhplcx or tripfex
(" lfalk-t4p apartrnant
€o Flat
l. HIEh rfsa apar.lnnnl
g, A room ln someone elsets home.

NOTE THE PARTiCULARS 0F ANy UNUSUAL ANSWERS TO # Z"

l. Yes
l" Yes
l. Yes
l. Yes
l" Yes
l. Yes
l. Yes

a.
2.
2.
2.
22
2"
2o

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
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( con+ i nued )

Furniture and its arrangement:
h. eolours of couches or

draper i es

i. patterns of fabrics

j " genera I atmosphere of
tne room

mi furn i ture

Where do you usual ly go for: (lF
CTIECK COLUMN 2 - GET THE DETA|LED

neatness l-definitelY Yes
2-definitely no
3-donr t know

ls respondent cooperative and interested
1-definitely yes
2-uncerta i n

3-det initely no

Please describe any features of the room that are particularly striking to you.

I -br i ght
2-subdued
'l- I a rge
2-sma I I

l -rarm
2-co I d

S0donft know

k" is the furniture arranged around ihe wal ls
or in ciumps to devide up the room into two
or more areas? l-around wal ls

2-c I umps
3-mi xed
4-don I t know

| " please note presence or absence of de{ iberately
sypmetrical or asymmetrical arrangemenls. (e"9" if a

wall has a fireplace in the middle with a buffet on
either side and a picture above each buffet, then that is
del iberately symmefrical, but if above one buffet fhere is
an irregular arrangement of pictures of different slzes and

shapes, then fhat is an attempt at asymmefry)
1-noteworthy symmetrY
Z-noteworthy asymmetrY
3-mixed arrangemefifis
4-don I t know
1-curvi I inear 2-rectangular
l-carved wood 2-wood of simple

torm

o.

RESPONDENT GOES TO MORE THAN ONE PLACE IN ANY CATEGORY

INfORMAT{ON ON THE PLACE VISITED FREOUENTLY)

n.

t3.

Multiole Where do How do
' 2 you go? you go?

34

How often do ls this the closer
you go? place you could go

6 for it? -tl

How long
does i t

take?
5

b)

c.)

a) Sundries(cigarettes
extra mi I k,eic.
Drug store
C I othes

Grocer i es

Physician
On,

o)

See category
in #14.
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.l4"|amgoing+oreadyoua|istofactivities,P|easte||me@V you partake in the activity.

Activify Howoften? Doyouusually V'/heredo ;Howlong
l. once a day do it dur'lng the you do it" does it
?" Ssveral times week o:' on weekendS? take yo'.,i

a week I " week to get fhere?
5" once a week 2. weekends How do You
4. severa.i times 3. bcth go?

a monin
5" oncg a month
6, several tlmes

a year
7" onee a year or

I ess

a" partlci pafi ng
i n or wafch-
i ng spon+s
I n person

b. atfending
parties or

- suppers at
hones with
other peop le

go going to
mov i es

lt. gclng to
restaurants n

night clubs

l. attend i ng
meetings of
associations

I, attending
piays or
concerts
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,ii, i am now going lil -oaci yoii 3nctl';er $ist of act!vities" Please tell me
how manv hoggaa wggk, if any, you partake In thCl$ractivlty"

Acfivity How many houns? Qo yo, usualty where do you How long does
oo it during the do it? it take you fo

. veek or on week- get thene? How

v ends? do you go?

C" emplcyment

b, sewing,
knitting,

co watsl r ng
felevlsion

d. playing a
musical
i nst r^urnent

e" arfs and crafts
(e"g pa i nti ng,
ceram i cs,
photog raphy )

f. educatlona I

courses

g" p lea:ure
read i ng

h. church or'
syndgogue

i . te Neohcne

i6. Are there any acf,ivltlcs that are importent to you that I havenft mentioned?

lf so:

Actlvity How of ten or Do you usuaily do Wher-e oo you do How long does
How many hours? it due-lng the,- it? lt fake you

week or on rreek- fo get thsx.3
ends? How do you go?
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APPENDIX III: EXCERPT OF CODEBOOK F'OR THE
SUMMARY DATA CHECI( (INCLUDING FREQUENCIES)

Category Independent Variables

I) Dwelling Type
I. single family
2. townhouses
3. maisonnettes

2) Location

3)

4)

Open Space

1. close to servicesr/f acilities
2. distant

1. private
2. other

Shared Facilities
1. none
2. function-specific areas
3. non-specified areas

Duration of Residence
1. I year or less
2. between 1 and 3 years
3. 3-25 years

Household Size
1. r-4
2. s-6
3. 7-9

Husband Age
1. 30 years or under
2. 31-40 years
3. 41-60 years

Husband Occupation
1. managerial, proprietdYY, professional,

technical
2. c1erical, sales, service, skilled

blue collar
3. semi-skilled blue colIar, unskilled

student, housewife, unemploYed

Number of Children in Family
1. L-2
2. 3-4
3. 5-7

Number of
Respondents

49
82
41

5I
99

60
104

80
78
15

58
161

53

32
81
49

81

53

26

74
82
I7

5)

7)

B)

79
76
L7o

e)

-9 B-
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I0) Age Distribution of Children
1. all l-6 years
2. all 7-15 years
3. all 16 or over
4. oldest 7-15, youngest 1-5
5. oldest 15+, youngest 1-6

11) Wife Education
1. S.S. level or less
2. post S.S. or equivalent

L2) Husband fncome
1. less than $7,000 p.a.
2. $7,000 - $9 ,999
3. $10 r 000 or more

13) Monthly Housing Cost
1. less than SI75
2. $r75 $224
3. $225 and over

14) Number of Cars Owned
1. one
2. two or more
3. none

15) Husband Education
t. S.S. level or less
2. post S.S. or equivalent

Category II: Intervening Variables

16) Shop Where for Sundries
1. close
2. further

17) Shop How Often for Sundries
1. weekly or more frequent
2. monthly

18) Shop Where for Clothes
I. close
2. further

19) Shop How Often for Clothes
1. weekly or more frequent
2. monthly

20) Shop Where for Groceries
1. close
2. further

Number of
Respondents

r29
4T

7L
61
28

60
83
23

L22
33

5

92
38

r44
5

39
75

117
45

158
9

66
7L
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2:..') Shop How Often for Groceries
1. weekly or more frequent
2. monthly

22) Sports - Frequency
1. weekly or more frequent
2. monthly
3. yearly or less
4. never

23) Parties,/Suppers Frequency
1. weeklv or more frequent
2. monthly
3. yearly or less
4. never

24) l4ovies Frequency

Number of
Respondents

131
22

{x

L2
61
59

23
73
55
19

3
32
99
35

10
51
8I
27

25
26
44
73

I
14
78
75

38
72
56

42
46
43
40

2s)

26) Associations/meetings
1. weekly
2. monthly
3. yearly
4. never

Restaurants Frequency
1. weekly or more frequent
2. monthly
3. yearly or less
4. never

1. weekly or
2. monthly
3. yearly or
4. never

more frequent

less

- Frequency
or more frequent

or less

27) Plays/Concerts - Frequency
1. weekly or more frequent
2. monthly
3. yearly or less
4. never

28) Sewing/Knitting
1. none
2. 1-3 hours
3. 4-90 hours

29) Television Viewing
1. 0-5 hours
2. 6-12 hours
3. 13-20 hours
4. 2l-50 hours
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30) Music Training
1. none
2. I-4 hours
3. 5-20 hours

31) Arts and Crafts
1. none
2. 1-4 hours
3. 5-20 hours

32) Educational Courses
1. none
2. 1-3 hours
3. 4-35 hours

33) Pleasure Reading
1. 0-2 hours
2. 3-6 hours
3. 7-10 hours
4. 11-40 hours

34) Church/Synagogue
I. none
2. I-2 hours
3. 3-10 hours

35) Telephone
1. 0-1
2. 2-5
3. 6-100

36)

37)

Number of Activities Desired to Take Up or
Spend More Time On (Range: 0-6)

0.
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Home Type Most Likely to Affect Activities
Positi-veIy

I. larger house
2. smaller house
3. S.F.
4. multiple-unit dwelling
5. Iocation, not type, is important

Number of
Respondents

150
IO

5

138
I7
I1

140
19

9

50
44
37
40

83
69
I5

55
77
37

T4
5

28
0
0

5
19

4
4
2

4

o
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38) Positive effect of a Different Home Type on
Activities

1. better for leisure and recreation
2. better for children
3. better for housekeeping, maintenance
4. no difference made

39) Frequency of Visiting friends/inside vs.
Relatives/inside

I. F/r Lr. R/r
2. F /r EQ. R/r
3. E/r cr. R/r

40) Frequency of Visiting friends/outside vs.
Relatives/outs ide

1. F/O LT. R/O
2. F/o EQ. R,/O
3. E/O GT. R/O

41) Frequency of visiting friends/outside vs.
Friends/inside

1. F/o Gr. ?/r
2. F/o EQ. E/T
3. E/o Lr. F/r

421 Frequency of visiting relafives/inside vs.
Relatives/outs ide

1. R/r Lr. R/o
2. R,/r EQ . R/O
3 . R/r cr. R/o

Number of
Respondents

15
35

L23

55
34
84

108
30
35

I18
45
10

33
I
6

9T
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D CHECK LIST

The following is a list of issues which might be considered

as a general list covering the field of housing developments:

1. Scale of built form.

2. Physical order and variety.
3. Dwelling individuality.
4. Proximity of parks, conrmonagfe or ravines.

5. Planting and vegetation.

6. External stimuli and environment.

7. OLfactory environment.

8. Indoor,/outdoor transition spacerweather locks.

9. Public/private transition space.

10. Site allocation per building.
11. Space allocation per person.

12. Space distribution - dwelling section.

13. Space distribution - building group section.

L4. Space distribution - dwelling plan.

15. Space distribution - building group p1an.

16. Building group bulk.

17. Building group height.

18. Building group depth.

19. Building group spacing and arrangements.

20. Sun penetration - dwel1ing.

2L. Solar exposure exterior space.
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2.

22. Pedestrian path lighting.
23. Street lighting.
24. Proportion of site used as pedestrian ways.

25. Proportion of site used as automobile accommodation.

26. Proportion of site used as vehicle access.

27. Proportion of site at ground level covered by building.

28. Dwelling identity
29. Site identity.
30. Site mai-ntenance.

3I. Site Ievels.

32. Views from site.
33. Views from dwe11ing.

34. Wind speed leveIs.

35. Daylighting 1eve1s in habitable rooms.

36. Proportion of ground surface planted.

37. Proportion of ground surface grassed.

38. Exterior rneeting places

39. Emergency exits from dwelling.

40. Movement paths for elderly and paraplegics.

41. Distance and ease of adult pedestrian trips.

42. Distance and ease of chiId" pedestrian trips.

43. Distance and ease of trip to and from parking.

44. Distance and ease of trip to and from public transportation.

45. Clarity of path systems.

46. Access to public recreation open space.

47. Vehicular and pedestrian movement segregation.
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3.

48. Pedestrian safety from traffic.
49. Path and road system for children's cycling.
50. Aqcess for emergency vehicles.
51. Ease and safety of vehicle ingress and egress.

52. Relationship of through vehicular traffic to site.
53. Access to buildings from main distributor roads.

,54. Trucking access.

55. Parking on site roads.

56. Speed of traffic on local and access roads.

57. Automobile parking.

58. Appearance of car accommodation.

59. Casual parking.

60. Increasing car ownership rates.
61. Mechanized street cleaning.

62. Ease and safety of on-site car use.

63. Location of car storage.

64. Sight.-lines for on-site driving.
65. Ease of access for visitors.
66. Garbage disposal.

67 . Garbage st,orage.

68. Means and policy in housing allocation.
69. Facilities management and maintenance.

70. Building management and maintenance.

7L. Site management responsibility.
72. "Car tinkering" facilities and space.

73. Sheltered access to storage.
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4.

74. Ground leve1 storage for dwellings not at grade.

75. Storage for large equipment.

76. Deliveries to dwel_ling.

77. Piped and cable services.

78. Garden equipment storage.

79, Planting adjacent to homes.

80. Shared open space.

81. Personal open space.

82. Group indoor play facitities.
83. Swimming pools and usable water.

84. Equipped group indoor play space.

85. Shared space for active sports.

86, Shared play space.

87. Public toilets.
88. Quality and control of microclimate.

89. Semi-supervised play space for young children.
90. Supervised group play facilities.
91. Supervision of personal ptay space.

92. Site privacy.

93. Outdoor drying facilities.
94. Diversity and range of local activities.
95. Noise transmitted through walls.
96. Noise from pedestrian routes.

97. Noise from recreation spaces.

98. Noise from site roads and traffic.
99. Ventilation.
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o 5.

100. Quality of external building materials.
101. Security from crime.

102. Appearance of external built spaces.

103. Caretaking.

I04. Vandalism.

105. Interference by outside groups or persons.

106. Accident prevention.

I07. Infestation prevention.

108. Fire hazards.

l-09, Entrance privacy.

110. Inside visual privacy.

11I. Inside aural privacy.

II2. Size, intensity, mix, types of groupings.

113. Socia1 contacts.

LLA. Social interaction.
115. Family territoriality
116. Keeping pets.

117. Tenure.

118. Average lenEth of tenure.

119. Socio-economic status of locaIity.
120. Mean age and age mix of locality.
I2J-. Car ownership.

122. Wage earner statistics.
L23, Occupancy: vacancy rates.
L24. Dwelling size mix.

125. Relationship of development to built and natural
environment.

a
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-lv

I

I

6.

L26. Local soil condition.
L27. Topography.

L28. Site area.

L29. Site shape.

L30. F.A.R. and zoning.

131. Land use controls.

I32. Net density - new.

133, Net density - existing
134. Convenience of work trips.
135. Maintenance and management costs.

136. Rent or sale price structure.
137. Rate of depreciation.

138. Site development cost.

139. Building costs.

140. Land. costs.

141. Mortgage rates.

L42. Ownership.

143. Effective life span of surrounding development.

144. Housing layout alternatives.
145. Housing for elderly and disabled.

146. Relationship of through pedestrian traffic to site.
I47. Convenience shops food. .sources.

148. Laundry facilities.
149.. Formation of rules and regulations.

I50. Overshadowing.

I5I. On-site comrnercial facilities.
o
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I52. Signage.

153. Identifiable personal domain.

L54. Utilization of roof decks as usable open space.

155. Visual quality of roof-scape.

156. G1are from car tights at night.
L57. Car washing.

I58. Snow removal, road and path clearing.

159. Surveillance.

160. Public seating

16l. Child day care facilities.
162. Dimensions of wheel chairs.
163. Drinking fountains and toilets for play areas.

L64. Public telephones.

165. Street furniture.
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